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PART ONE 
Introduction 
I N T R O D U C T I O N 
rh« probl^n of linguistic minorities in India is a 
po6t->Ind«pendence dev«Iot:«nent and unless it is dealt with 
resourcefully it may assume all the frightful proportions of the 
comnunal problems. The problem of providing safeguards to 
linguistic groups is not confined to any one State or to a few 
States. It has to be faced in most part of the country as it 
exists in both unilingual and composite States. The problem was 
not absent during the British period but common subjection and 
the necessity of wining freedom from foreign rule prevented 
linguistic minorities calls for Statesman-like handling. The 
States reorganisation coiniiission» 195&; rightly observes that 
"over emphasis on the rights of minorities and too many special 
safeguards for them would tend to keep the minorlty->consciousness 
alive and might thereby hamper the growth of a common national-
hood". There is no substitute for give and take in solving this 
difficult problem* 
Often enough the cry of *one nation* one language and 
one country"* is raised and at times believed also. The language 
problem is not peculiar to India. In Canada people of French 
origin constitute 25 per cent of the population. It has solved 
its problem by providing English Schools teaching French and 
French Schools teaching English. In Switzerland (population 
5 million) German* French and Italian are the three recognised 
official languages} rtctntly Romansch which is spoken in some 
mountains areas has been officialy recognised. Multi-lingualiw 
is almost a rule here lowering not from any deliberate language 
policy but by decentralised democracy under which each canton is 
free to have its own school systwn. In spite of all the freedom 
being given to the canton, the Swiss are known to be proud of 
their nationality and political merger with contigous language 
areas have never been sought by the people concerned. r<e may 
also draw lession from the language policy practised in Russia. 
In Czarist Russia, Russian was the only medium allowed in 
schools. After the Bolshevik Party's rise to power, "Even very 
minor dialects were not neglected. Academies were set up to 
develop languages which lacked suitable tezminologles, reading 
materials and scripts'*. The fact remains that in Russia today 
a child is expected to learn thret»languaoes| native language, 
Russian and one foreign language which is mostly English. 
India contains numerous racial, cultural and linguit-
tic minorities at different stages of development in different 
parts of the country. In a democratic State like ours. Govern-
ment would rightly, and according to our constitution, be 
controlled by the majority. All the same, the protection and 
encouragenents for full develo|»Dent of the potentialities of the 
various minorities are not only necessary for national integra-
tion but also for developing the fullest potentiality of the 
Nation. 
Not only this, there is growing insistanc*? by linguis-
tic groups for recognition of their languages. As a matter of 
fact the pjpoblem has grown in size and proportion. It faces 
almost every State in some form or other. In Orissa* Oriya is 
the majority language, in srate parts there are large sections of 
Bengalis, Hindi and Telugu-speaking people. In Tamil Nadu also 
there are Telugu-speaking people in fair number although in the 
area concerned itself they may be in manority. In Maharashtra 
also some areas there is the question of language like Maithili, 
Bhojpuri, Magahi, Nengali, Santhali. Similar is the situation 
in west Bengal, Assam and several other States. In such circums-
tances there can be no question of any imposed solution of the 
language probl@n. Linguistic fanaticism has to be ruled out. 
There is a special provision in the constitution for 
protection of linguistic interests of minorities. This consti-
tutional guarantee for linguistic minorities has to be observed 
by all the States. Unfortunately this is not being followed in 
letter and spirit. It has only resulted in dishazmony and 
increase in disunity. It has to be realised that mother tongue 
is an integral part of the personality of the individual and 
incorporates a basic right. Not only the language but also the 
script in which it is written has to be duly protected. In our 
country the languages as also the scripts are equally old. How 
can there be any differ«)tiation in a d«nocratic set up? Even 
Sanskrit, which is the common heritage of India but has no script 
of its own, is being written in different scripts. At times the 
argument is advanced that whether it is Urdu or anyother langu-
aget if Devanagri is adopted as a coiunon script it will lead to 
greater linguistic understanding and solution of the language 
problem would be made easier. This is an erroneous thinking, 
Bengali and Assamese have virtually the same script. Yet there 
is intense rivalry between these two languages ^arathi and Hindi 
have a very similar script. This has not brought the two langu-» 
ages much nearer, similarly viet-Mamese English and French have 
the same script yet how many different are these languages. 
There are other problems for example change in script will mean 
a break with the historic part of languages concerned. Languages 
which have rich literature like Hindit Bengali* Tamil, Gujarati 
it may be interesting to notoi have a script of their own. The 
only solution can be through brodening the facilities for 
linguistic expression. It is the bounden duty of the States.to 
recognise the inportant minority languages of their areas and to 
see that the constitutional guarantees given for their protection 
and development are fully iBq^l^nented. Attempts even at best so 
far have been half-hearted and very much clouded by plitics. It 
was tine that serious and sincere efforts were made to evolve 
definite principles and policies so that linguistic minoritiest 
in whichever State they may be, are assured a fair deal if the 
sentiment of unity is to find proper clliBate for growth. 
It is an unfortunate fact however that the help and 
support that were expected from the State have not been forth 
coming and linguistic minorities have suffered. In this both 
the C*ntr« and the Stat* Govamments indivlchiaXly have baen at 
fault. Tha iaaua haa coma up In Parliament many tiaet while 
discusaing the reperta on linguiatic minoritiea. It is not 
sufficient that CeniBiaaioner for linguistic Minorities should be 
aubmitting his report fron tiaa to tine but there should also be 
a proper implementation of the reconmondations made by him* The 
very purpose of such painstaking study and investigation is 
neglected if no action followa* 
It is a constitutional obligation on every State that 
it should provide adequate facilities for instruction in the 
mother tongue at the primary atage of education to children 
belonging to linguistic minority groups. It is the function of 
comnissioner for linguistic minorities to observe how far these 
safeguarda are carried out in practice in the different Statea. 
There ia little ctoubt that generally not aufficient attention ia 
paid by the State Governments themselves towards their constitu* 
tional obligation and the linguiatic minoritiea are being given 
a very raw deal. 
The mother tongue ia dtar to every individual and 
here the question of minority or majority can not arise. Everyone 
has equal rights in a democracy. There should be no linguistic 
imposition on anyone. Every language has the right to flourish 
for which it has been to be guaranteed the necessary facilitiea 
by the State. One of the important reasons for weakening of 
national solidarity is that discrimination of all kinds are made 
in the linguistic field. 
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There can be no getting away froia the fact that there 
has to be linguistic haxmeny in this country and that it can not 
be achieved by any kind of imposition. What is required is 
greater consciousness anong the people themselves as to the 
nature of the probiera. Understanding and sympathy are the 
greatest need of the hour* Effort for such understanding has to 
be organised. The genious of the nation has to find expression 
through the media of the different languages and it will only 
enrich the tought and literature of the country and the quality 
of the life of the people themselves. 
Early in the year 1954 the c^ overruaent of India appoin-
ted a ConsDission for reorganisation of the States. The ccmni-
ssion for reorganisation of the States Vi^ent into the question in 
some detail and submitted it report In Sept«nber 1953. In the 
course of the investigation the commission found that even if 
in framing the State boundaries linguistic principles were 
ridigly applied the problem of linguistic minorities would by no 
means be solved. This was because not all the language groups 
were so placed that they could be formed into separate States. 
There were a large number of bilingual belts between different 
linguistic zones and there existed areas with a mixed population 
even within unilingual areas. This problem of linguistic minori* 
ties was more acute near the boundaries of each unilingual or 
bilingual State and there were important places within a Sate 
where there were multi«-lingual groups in various strengths. 
During the court* of its investigation* it was 
strongly urged before the State Reorganisation Coimnission that 
the safeguards in the constitution had proved inadequate and 
ineffective* v^hatever the merits of this assertion* the commi* 
ssion had to take into consideration the fact that a large 
section of public opinion* both wnong the proponents and the 
opponents of linguistic States* favoured the str*ngtheing of the 
existing constitutional guarantees to linguistic minorities. 
The broad principles and objectives which governed the 
States Reorganisation Conaission*s approach were Stated as 
follows t 
"i) as the probl^n of linguistic minorities is coBvaon to uni-
lingual as well as polyglot areas* the measures to be adopted 
should be such as can be applied linguistic as well as ccxnposite 
Statesi 
ii) while minorities are entitled to reasonable safeguards to 
protect their educational* cultural and other interests* it has 
to be borne in mind that such safeguards should not so operate 
as to perpetuate separatism or to impede the processes of natu-
ral assimilation} 
iii) the systen of guaranttes to minorities should not be such 
as to tend itself to misuse by parties interested in promoting 
a sense of disloyalty to the State; and 
iv) it should be dearly understood that a State* in which a 
particular language group constitutes the majority* can not be 
considered to be the custodian of the interests of all people 
speaking that language* even when they are residents of other 
States**. 
The problem was examined in detail by the States 
Reorganisation Coousaission and the Commission then examined the 
question of the agency for enforcing the safeguards. 
As a result of the report of the Cttmaission certain 
amendments were made in the constitution by the constitution 
Act 19&6 and Articles 350A and 390B were added to the constitu-
tion. Article 3500 provides for the appointment by the President 
of a Special Officer who is to investiyate all matters relating 
to the safeguards provided for the linguistic minorities uuruier 
the constitution. As a result of the said amendment* a CMinl-> 
ssioner for linguistic minorities was appointed in 1957. 
EVOLUriQi^ Fua SAFEGUARDS ¥Ui LINGUISfiC MlNOBiriLS 
The schemes of safeguards for linguistic minorities 
are devided into two categori s* n«nely (a) the constitutional 
safeguards and (b) the safeguards agreed to at the national 
level. The details of safeguards under each of these categories 
are enumerated here in chronological order. 
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(a) CcMtitutlonal Safcauard«« The articles of the constitution 
which have a direct bearing on the safeguards for linguistic 
minorities are indicated as below t 
Article 29(1)<-Any section of the citizens residing in the 
territory of India or any part thereof having a distinct 
languaget script or culture of its own*shall have the right 
to conserve the same. 
(2) No citizen shall be denied actoission into any educatio-
nal institution maintained by the State or receiving aid 
out of State funds on grounds only of religion* race* castst 
language or any of them. 
Article 30(1 )«• All minorities whether based on religion or 
languagOf shall have the right to establish and administer 
educational institutions of their choice. 
(2) The state shall not» in granting aid to educational 
institution* discriminate against any educational institu-
tion on the ground that it is under the management of a 
minority* whether based on religion or language* 
Article 347- On a demand being made in that behalf* the 
President may* if he is satisfied that a substantial propozw 
tion of the population of a State desire the use of any 
language spoken by them to be recognised by that State* 
direct that such language shall also be officially recogni«> 
sed throughout that State or any part thereof for such 
purpose as he may specify* 
lO 
Article 350* Every person shall be entitled to submit a 
representation for the redress of any grievance to any 
Officer or Authority of the Union or a State in any of the 
languages used in the iMion or in the State* as the case 
may be* 
Article 350/w> It shall be the endeavour of every State and 
of every local authority within the State to provide 
adequate facilities for instruction in the mother tongue 
at the primary stage of education to children belonging to 
linguistic minority groupS{ and the President may issue 
such directions to any State as he considers necessary or 
proper for securing the provisions of such facilities. 
Article 350B41}- There shall be a special Officer for 
linguistic minorities to be appointed by the President. 
(2) It shall be the duty of the Special Officer to invest!* 
gate all matters relating to safeguards provided for 
linguistic minorities under this constitution and report to 
the President upon those matters at such intervals as the 
President may direct and the President shall cause all such 
reports to be laid before each House of Parllammt and sent 
to the Governments of the States concerned. 
Though not specifically framed as safeguards for 
linguistic minorities, the articles of the constitutions guarant* 
eeing to all the citizens certain fundmnental rights* such as 
equality before the Law (Article 14)» prohibition of discrimina* 
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tion on grounds of rtliglont race* cattOf sox or placo of birth 
(Article 15} and equality of opportunity In the matters of public 
employment (Article 16} also operate as safeguards for the 
linguistic minorities* 
SAFEGUARDS AGREED AT ALL-INDIA LEVEL 
Py9Yl.if>t^ ftj^  6tfwft^^9n ^)r^U%n*^ CgFtftfg'^gft 1 W 
1. The first all all-India decision at the Government level 
recognising the right of the linguistic minorities to have 
instruction through the mother tongue at the primary and secon-
dary stages of education were taken at the conference of the 
Provincial Education Ministers in 1949. These decisions are 
binding en Governments Municipal and District Boards Schools. 
The arrangements prescribed in the Resolution will in particular 
be necessary in metropolitan cities or places where a large 
number of people speaking different languages live or areas with 
a floating population speaking different languages. 
2« The right of linguistic minorities to get instruction in 
their mother tongue at the primary stage of education received 
constitutional recognition on the recommondation of the States 
Reorganisation Commissions. After taking into consideration 
various other relevant reconmondations of the coimnission, the 
Ministry of Home Affairs prepared a iViemorandian on Safeguards 
for linguistic minorities in 1956 in consultation with the Chief 
Ministers of States. The Memorandum also takes Into consldera-
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tlon the Resolution passed at the Education l^inisters Conference 
of 1949* The Memorandim was laid on the tables of both Houses 
of Parliament and sent to all the States. The scheme of safe-
guards presented in the Memorandum covers not only the matters 
relating to the use of minority languages for the official pur-
poses at different levels of State Administration, simplifica-
tions of the domicile tests for the benfit of the majority groups 
and relexation of the requirmient of knowledge of the regional 
language as a pre-requisite for entry into State services* 
3. Consequent on receipt of a number of representations from 
the AnJuman-e-Taraqqi-e-Urdu» the Government of India in 1958 
issued a Press Note Stating the position of Urdu. In this Press 
Note various facilities to be provided to the speakers of Urdu 
were also enunciated, particularly in States which have been for 
hundreds of years, the principle centres of the Urdu language 
and where use of Urdu has been widespread. 
In 1960, the souther Zonal Council took important decision 
with regard to the safeguards for linguistic minorities in 
different fields and for their implementation. It is significant 
that some of the decisions taken in the meeting were subsequently 
accepted in principle by the Meeting of the Chief Ministers of 
the States and Central Ministers held in August 1961. 
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Comprehentiv« decieiont on the various safeguards for 
linguistic minorities in the broader context of national inte9-
ration were taken in the Chief Ministers Conference of 1961. The 
statement issued by the conference was laid 6n the lables of 
both the Houses of i'arllament and was sent to all the ;>tate 
Government. The decision taken in the conference generally 
follow the principles contained in the Memorandinn of 1956. Ihe 
constitute an agreed scheme of safeguards for linguistic minori-
ties for implementation throughout India. At the first meeting 
of the Zonal Councils for National integration on Nov. 16» 1961* 
the decisions of the Chief Ministers conference regarding the 
right of the linguistic minorities to have instruction in their 
mother tongue at the primary and secondary stage of education 
and other safeguards provided for them were reaffirmed. 
On the basis of above constitutional safeguards as 
well as the other safeguards agreed to at the national level for 
the linguistic minoritiest detailed formula for practical imple* 
mentation of the safeguards have been evolved and these are 
indicated below subject-wise. 
1. 6;^uffft^ j^ftff 
a) Teaching by appointing at least one teacher* through the 
mother tongue at primary stage if there »Te 40 pupils in a class 
desirous of learning in that language. 
I't 
b) The modem Indian languages nentioned in the Eighth schedule 
of the constitution, as well as English, should be used as media 
of instruction at the secondary staget Other languages may also 
be used in the hill districts of Assam and the district of 
Oarjeeling in west Bengal. For the purpose of providing instruc-
tion at the secondary stage in a mother tongue of the linguistic 
minorities, a minimum strength of 60 pupils in the last four 
classes and 19 pupils in each class will be necessary, provided 
that for the first four years a strength of 15 in each class will 
be sufficient. 
c) Non-diminution of pupils strength and schools facilities 
including teachers for linguistic minorities as it existed on 
1.1.1956 (for Telugu pupils in Tamil Nadu and Tamil pupils in 
Andhra Pradesh 1-10-1953} without specific sanction of the 
concerned Cxovememt* 
d) (i) Advance registration of applications from pupils 
desirous to have instruction through the minority language 
for a period of three months ending a fortnight before the 
commencement of shcool year* 
(ii) To make inteivschool adjustments so that no applica-
tion is refused facility of instruction through a minority 
language on the ground that the number of such applicants 
is not sufficient for opening a new sectiojl^class. 
®^ The Central Government should prepared model texts-books 
both for the primary and secondary stages and the State 
Governments should undertake production of these text-books 
of leaving it to private enterprises* 
li) 
2. Use of Minority Lanauaaea for Official Purposes 
a) At district level and b«low» like Municipality* Tehsil etc. 
where a linguttlc minority constitutes IS^aO percent of popula-
tion* important Government notices* rules and other publications 
are to be published in minority languages also* 
b) District level • where 60 percent of the population in a 
district uses a language other than the official* that language 
may be recognised as an additional official language for that 
district -> Recognition for this purpose is to be given ordina-
rily to the major languages mentioned in the Eighth schedule. 
c) At the State headquarters* a translation Bureau may be set 
up y^ere arrangffsents may be made for translation of the subs-
tance of important laws* rules* regulations etc. in minority 
languages for publication. 
d) In correspondence with the public* petitions and represen-
tations received in other languages are to be replied* wherever 
possible* in the language of the petitior^/representation. 
Language - knowledge of the State official language should 
not be a prerequisite for recruitment to State Services and 
option of using English or Hindi as a medium of examination 
should be allowed. A test of proficiency in the State Ufficial 
language should be held during the period of probation. 
l b 
<^ Machinery for Implementation of Safeguards 
(1) Zonal level -> each Zonal Council should appoint a 
standing Committee consisting of the Chief Ministers of the 
Zone to review from time to time the progress of implementa-
tion of the various policy decisions taken by the Chief 
Ministers Conference relating to safeguards for linguistic 
minorities and national integration. 
(ii) State level - the responsibility for the coordination 
of work relating to national integration (including safe-
guards for linguistic minorities» should be assumed by the 
Chief Minister who may be assisted in this task by the 
Chief Secretary* In addition other should be a special 
Officer in each State who with work main the direction of 
the Chief Secretary# and this Officer should prepare % 
(a) the progress of implementation of the safeguards for 
linguistic minorties with the Government of India, the 
Commissioner for Linguistic Minorities and other State 
Governments^ (b) visits* if any> of the linguistic minori-
ties Commissioners* and (c) other matters relating to 
national integration. 
(ill) District level - at the district level* the responsi-
bility for coordination of work relating to safeguards for 
linguistic minorities and national integration should rest 
in the district Officers. 
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Th» St«t« Qov9zrn>entt and the Administration to Union 
Territories have gnerally» been alive to the interests of the 
linguistic minorities and have been trying to do whatever was 
possible in the local situations. But it is also a fact that 
they have no reason to be complacent in this field and therefore 
have to continue endeavouring to meet th( growing awareness of 
the linguistic minorities in the context of the national ethos. 
Itt therefore* appears necessary to review and recapitulate the 
entire position, name the problems still awaiting solutions and 
suggest ways and means to tackle th«m in such a way as might 
inspire greater confidence of the linguistic minorities. 
Soae of the States like Madhya Pradesh, Haryana, Punjab, 
Jammu and Kashmir, Manipur and Tripula are not extending the 
facilities for instruction through the mother tongue of the pupils 
according to the letter and spirit of the constitution provisions 
on one or the other grounds. 
(a) The Madhya Pradesh Governments orders provide for 
primary education only through the media of the 15 languages 
national in the Eighth Schedule of the constitution. The tribal 
pupils speaking Bhilli, Korku, Kurush, Madia, ^ndi and Halvi are 
therefore, not receiving instruction through the mother tongue. 
IS 
(b) In Haryana and Punjab* no facility exists for Instxuc* 
tion through the mother tongue of the linguistic minorities In 
Government Institutions on the ground that the States arc uni-
lingual. Both the GovemoaentSt howevert pexmits continuance of 
such facilities in nome of the pride institutions which existed 
in the pre-reorganised Punjab* 
(c) Jammu and Kashmir Governments have reported that un-
less scripts of the languages» like Kashmiri» Dogrl and Laddakhi, 
are developed and Government are fully equipped with proper text 
books and teachers» they would not be in a position to extend the 
facilities to such languages. 
(d) The Manipur Government have not* so far started impart-
ing instruction through the tribal language. There are 29 tribal 
groups and several of them have published texts-books in the 
Roman script. The State Goverruoient earlier set up expert commi-
ttees to exfionine text-books published by tribal groups in the 
Roman script for them adaptability. 
(•} In Trlpulaf out of the 19 dialects* the State Govern-
ment have not only been able to produce Trlpurl primer for 
Introduction in classes I and XI on an experimental basis. The 
progress in publication of text books appears to be far from 
satisfactory. 
The Governments of majority of States and Union Terri-
tories have Issued instructions to open registers for advance 
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registration of linguistic minority pupils in primary schools 
desirous of having instruction through the mother-tongue. 
Since 1963» speakers of the Blshmpriya <vianipuri langu-
age have been demanding instruction through their mother tongue 
at the primary stage of education in the district of Cachar in 
Assam, In Jan. 1977 the Assam Government approved the proposal 
of introduction of the language with nomenclatures of "Uishnu-
priya" and not **Bishnupriya-^ anipuri'* at the primary stage of 
education. The nomenclature appears to have sparked off rela-
tions among the protagonists of the Bishnu{^ riya lAanipurl language. 
The Union Ministry of Information and Broadcasting have also 
intimated that prograflunes would be broadcast from the A.I.a. under 
the name of the Bishnupuri language. 
The d^ foand for teaching of $oueshtram» which has been 
pending since 1957, has not been met by the Tamil Nadu Governnent 
The Tamil Nadu Government is of the view that the ^aurashtr^n is 
mainly a spoken language and that it could not be adopted as a 
mediun of instruction in el«nentary schools. It has also been 
reported that there is controversy regarding the adoption of 
script for the iiaurashtram language. 
It is quite some time now that ^anthali-speaking people 
residing in Bihar, Orissa and .lest Bengal are agitating over the 
script of the Santhali language. The issue is whether the "0 L" 
script or the Rcunan script or the script of the regional language 
should be adopted for the Santhali language. In the past it was 
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suggested that It would be proper if the Santhali-speakers th«a» 
selves decided as to which script should be adopted for their 
language* There are no facilities for instruction through the 
Santhali language at the primary and secondary stages of educa-
tion* It was reconnBonded that the Governnient of India might 
consider taking suitable action so that early decision could be 
taken in regard to the script of the Santhali language* as was 
reached for adaption of a script for Eoader langua<^ e. 
Facilities for instruction through tribal languages 
have been provided by the Governments of West Bengalt Qrissa* 
Madhya Pradesht Hajasthan» Himachal Pradesh, Manipur, Arunachal 
Pradesh and Dadra and Nagar Havel!• This has not been possible 
through the agreed script* Considering the factors for and 
against with regard to adaption of a uniform script for the 
Santhaliy Sourashtram and other tribal languages, there is no 
doubt that amonfst the scripts of Indian languages, the 
Oevanagri script would be the first claimant* Adoption of the 
Devanagri would be beneficial for intimate cultural contacts, 
promoting greater mutual imderstanding among the speakers of 
Santhali, Sourashtram and tribal languages and for inter-State 
communication among tribal people spread in different States and 
learning the Union official language* It would also give incen-
tive for the the growth of these languages* 
The Government of India may consider adoption of the 
Devanagri script for all such languages, after having consults-
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tion at national level with educationists» leaders* literature 
linguists, social workers and State Governments. 
The role of the mother tongue at the secondary stage 
of education is two-fold as medium of instruction and as a 
language subject. The States Reorganisation Commission recomnon-
ded that the Government of India should, in consulation with the 
State Goveitments, laydown a clear policy of education in the 
and 
mother tongue at the secondary stage of educatiorv^take effective 
steps to impleoftent it. So far as secondary education is 
concerned, it will have to be treated differently from education 
as the primary stage, and has, therefore, not recommended consti-
tutional recognition of the right to have instruction in the 
mother tongue at this stage. 
The use of minority language as media of instruction 
at the secondary stage of education is governed by the Resolution 
adapted by the provincial Education Ministers Conference of 1949, 
which has been asserted in principle by the Chief Ministers 
Conference of 1961. The conference considered that the mother-
tongue could not be fully applied for use as the meditmi of instruc-
tion at the secondary stage of education and therefore recomfionded 
use of languages mentioned in the Eighth schedule of the constitu-
tion as well as English. An exception might be made, however, 
in the ease of hill districts of Assam and the district of 
Oarjeeling in itest Bengal where special arrangements might be made. 
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For providing mother tongue as medium of instruction 
at the secondary stage* the agreed safeguard is that there must 
be a minifflun strength of 60 pupils in the last four classes of 
the higher secondary stage and 15 pupils in each such class 
provided that for the first four years a strength of 15 pupils 
in each class will be sufficient* Ail the states and Union 
Territories with the exception of Haryana» Jammu and Kashmir» 
Madhya Pradesh* Manipur* Meghalaya* Nagaland* Punjab* Tripura* 
Uttar Pradesh* the Andaman and Nicobar Islands* Arunachal 
Pradesh* and Mizoram have issued necessary orders in this connec-
tion. 
The scheme of study of languages under the three-' 
language formula evolved at the Chief Ministers Conference of 
1961 and followed at the secondary stage of education has put a 
heavy burden on pupils as the three language formula* in effect* 
becomes a four language formula for linguistic minorities in non-
Hindi speaking States* To relieve this burden of languages on 
pupils and to remove the psychological irritant of compulsory 
learning of the regional language by linguistic minorities* the 
Commissioner recommended that the study of the regional language 
might be made optional* The education Commission modified three-
language formula as (a) the mother tongue or regional language* 
(b) the official language of the Union or the associate official 
language of the Union so long as it exists and (c) a modem 
Indian or foreign language not covered under (a) and (b) and 
other than that used as the medium of instruction* 
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The Tamil Nadu Goverrasent have continued to follow 
the two-language foxmula under which pupils belonging to 
linguistic minority groups are not able to learn the regional 
language if they choose to learn their mother tongue. The arrange-
ments made for learning the regional language after school hours, 
it has been complained, are not satisfactory. It is felt that 
the Tamil Nadu Government might reconsider their stand to fall 
in line with the all-India policy decision on the subject. 
The extent of implementation of the agreed scheme of 
safeguards for lingAistic monorities in the field of education 
both primary and secondary can be objectively assessed only from 
statistical data furnished by the States. It has been observed 
that such data are received very late and consequently it has 
become increasingly difficult to make an objective assessment 
of the educational facilities available in the minority language 
in some States. Supply of the educational statistics is an 
annual feature and hence to collect the data so that the purpose 
for which such date are required is not defeated. 
Text-Books and Teachers 
Complaints continue to be received from different 
States, particularly, Andhra i^ radesh, Bihar, Maharashtra, Aani-
pur and vtiest Bengal about inadequacy and lack of text-books in 
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minority language* The inportance of providing suitable text-
books in schools* both at the primary and secondary stage of 
education* was emphasised by the Chief Minister's Conference of 
1961. It was decided that normally these text-books should be 
produced by the State Governments and not be left to private 
enterprises* Several States are bringing out text-books, these 
should also be printed in all important minority languages in 
States* Several model books have been published by the National 
Council for Educational Research and Training. Some of which 
have been adopted in some States. Progress in providing text-
books in minority languages should be faster looking to the 
needs. It was also recommonded by the Commission that in suit-
able cases* State Govearrmients find it difficult to publish text-
books by th&nselves on the ground that it would not be economi-
cally viable to produce such text-books considering thier meagre 
demands. It would not be out of place to mention here that due 
to the absence of text-books in seme minority languages, 
especially in tribal languages* facilities for instruction 
through the mothe]>>tongue could not be provided. 
Teaching through minority languages is inextricably 
linked up with adequate availability of teachers competent to 
teach through such languages. Complaints about dearth of 
teachers and lack of training facilities continue to be received 
from linguistic minorities from various States. 
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SPECIAL PROBLLM»UhQU AS SECOND OFFICIAL LATvJUJAGfc 
There has been various representations from Urdu-
speakers for declaration of Urdu as second official language 
in some States like Uttar Pradesh and Bihar. According to the 
principles laid down in the Government of India, iMenorandvra of 
1956, which is based on the recommondation of the States 
Reorganisation Commission, where there is a substantial minority 
constituting 30 percent or more of population, the State should 
be recognised as bilingual for administration* On this criteria 
there is no minority language which qualifies for recognition as 
second official language in any state or Union Territory. 
Uttar Pradesh is having the highest concentration of 
Urdu-speakers who constitute 10.50 percent only of the State's 
population according to the 1971 censes. Thus even in Uttar 
Pradesh Urdu can not be recognised as second official language 
on the above basis. 
Therefore, the question of declaring Urdu or any other 
minority language as second official language in any Sate/Union 
Territory does not arise. Urdu is already the official language 
in the State of jammu and Kashmir. 
DBMm'u FOH INCLUSION OF felOv.E LANGUAGES Ih bloiHrH ^hLUULt 
Hepresentations continue to be received from some 
linguistic minority groups, such as, Nepali, Manipuri, etc. for 
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inclusion of their languages in the Eighth schedule of the 
consitution. But the 15 languages^mentioned in the Eighth 
schedule of constitution»were the only recognised languages in 
India, There are 179 languages and 544 dialects accsrding to 
the linguistic survey of India. More than 3»000 languages/ 
mother tongues were recorded. Evidently^ the Eighth schedule 
would become inordinately long if every language spoken in the 
country is included in it. Articles 344 and 351 only refer to 
the different languages specified in the Eighth schedule. They 
do not confer any special status» privilege or benefit on the 
linguistic minorities to be eligible for protection or safe* 
guards enshrined in the Articles 29» 30* 347* 350 and 350A of 
the constitution. Inclusion of a language does not preclude the 
speakers of such language from the benefits of the various safe-
guards provided for them. 
OPPORTUNITY IN SrAfE aEHVlCES-LAI^GUAGE TLhl^UAlU HUiiDLE 
The Chief Minister's Conference of 1961 had decided 
that for recruitment to State ;;>ervice8 under the State Goverrv-
mentt language should not be bar. Therefore* besides the official 
language of State* option should be given for using English or 
Hindi as the medium of examination. A test of proficiency in 
the State official language should be held after selection and 
before the end of probation. 
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Knowledge of the regional language continues to be 
a pre-requisite for entry into State Services in Bihar* Karyana, 
Himachal Pradesh* Madhya Pradesh* Manipur, Qrissa* Punjab, 
Rajas than, Uttar Pradesh and Viest Bengal* In Maharashtra 
knowledge of the regional language is a pre-requisite for 
recruitment to the posts of deputy collectors, civil yields and 
maroladars only. 
The problem of employment including employment in 
State Services assumes great importance in the present condi-
tions* The practice to impose knowledge of the regional language 
of much hardships to linguistic minorities* ^uch a pre-condi-
tion appears violation of the decision of the Chief Minister's 
Conference of 1961 which was arrived at keeping in view the need 
for affording safeguards to linguistic minorities. Such a sitviK 
ation creates apprehension in the minds of linguistic minorities 
that State Services are a close preserves of the dominant 
language groups* The growth of such apprehension and feeling 
should be removed from the minds of linguistic minorities by not 
insisting upon knowledge of the regional language at the time of 
the regional language at the time of recruitment to State 
Services* 
AGE^CY FOa IMi-Lfc/..ENfAriU^M££D Tu BE STrJuNGTHLNLp 
It is common complaint from linguistic minorities that 
there is often a great time lag between a complaints or a demand 
tetexxe^ to the Government of the States/Union Territories and 
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the report of the action taken or proposed to be taken such a 
situation puts linguistic minorities to hardships and sometimes 
the purpose of demands or grievances may be lost. It is sugges-
ted that the State Goverranents should take prompt action on such 
matters as and when these grievances/demands are referred to the 
State Governments. In this connection it is suggested that the 
machinery for the implementation of safeguards for linguistic 
minorities at different levels of adniiniscration should be 
strengthened so that prompt action is taken on such complaints. 
For the benefit of linguistic minorities a pamphlet 
detailing the safe-guards be prepared and made available to 
various linguistic minorities by the Goverranents of ^^ tates and 
Union Territories. The publication of such a pamphlet will not 
only help the linguistic minorities but also the authorities in 
the States/lMion Territories responsible for implementation of 
the safeguards* 
As well known Bengali poet has sung t 
Moder garab moder asha 
A marl Bengla Bhasa 
Tomar koley tomar boley 
Katai Shanti bhalabasa 
In litera translation it means s 
Our pride our hope 
is you 
ki;j 
0 d«ar» Bengali languaga. 
In your cara* in your diction 
lies all the peace and happineta. 
yvith the change of one word in the text of this pom 
can be nade to reflect the urges of all linguistic groups, 
Substitute Hindi for Bengali* you get the sentiments of the 
Hindi-speaking people} substitute Urdu or Maithili for Bengali 
and you get the authentic feeling of the people speaking Urdu 
and Maithili. Similarly with the substitution of Bhojpuri, 
Magahit Santali and other words depicting languages the poem will 
reflect the true urges of the persons speaking those languages. 
No system of education that seeks to alienate a person 
from his mother tongue can succeed* For» as both Rabindranath 
Tagore and Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi have observed, the mother 
tongue fM>lds the clue to a childs)mind and only It can effectively 
help the person assimilate the education he receives in his 
personality and culture* There is virtual unanimity amongst the 
greatest thinkers on education about the primacy of mother tongue 
as the effective medium of instruction. The irrepressible nature 
of the love for one's language is* of course* very well illustra* 
ted by the sacrifice made by hundreds of thousands of persons in 
Bengla Oesh. But we find ample exaiqsles in our modem history. 
Almost fron the beginning of the £nglisfveducated Indian had 
turned to their respective mother tongue, ^ir Charless 
Trevelyan* who had an important role to play in the foimation of 
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the education policy of the British East India Company's Govern-
ment in India in the thirties of the last century» "dreamt of 
planting vvestem civilization not only in India but in the whole 
of Asiat and regarded *our language* as a proper means for doing 
so". That dream has gone away* There is no reason to believe 
that any other language could prevail over the mother tongues 
when even such a rich language as English has failed. Professor 
Rupert Emerson of Harvard University notes in his book *From 
Empire to Nation"« "where substantial linguistic diversity exists 
the efforts to enforce the use of what is adopted as a national 
language can be carried through only at an immense human cost* 
if at all* and the disruptive effect of a frontal attack upon 
an entrenched language may prove ruinous". Since Prof. Emerson 
himself is a supporter of the suboriination of several languages 
to one language in a multilingual country» his warning has to be 
taken all the more seriously. And he further says> "educational 
authorities contend that a child starting his education in the 
vernacular will move more easily into a second language than if 
he is forced into it at the outset". In other words* so far as 
primary education is concerned! the adoption of m>ther tongue as 
the medium of instruction is to be preferred even if one desired 
the pupils to learn a different language. 
has 
India is a multilingual country and it/more than 179 
languages and 547 dialect of these languagest 116 are small 
tribal8 speeches of the libeto-Chinese speech faimlyi they are 
found only on the Southern and North»Eastern frings of India and 
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are current among lets than one percent of the entire population 
of the country* Nearly tvfo dozen more are* likewiset insignifi-
cant speeches of other language groupsi or they are languages not 
truely belonging to India* This leaves about 39 languages or 50. 
The constitution of India lists only 15 languages in the consti^ -
tution* Despite some unrealistic utterances made by persons 
including Vinoba Bhave and Subhash Chandra Boss for the develop-
ment of a common script (which really does not solve any problem 
as can be seen from the sharp lines of division between Hindi-
speaking persons and Maithili speaking persons in Bihar, not 
withstanding the Maithili have since abandoned their own script 
and have taken to the Nagri script)t no one has seriously 
suggested the supplanting of all the Indian languages by any one 
language* C^ the other hand practically everybody has looked 
upon the India of the future as a multilingual country* Jawaher 
Lai Nehru wrote in 1938» 'This language (Hindi) i& bound to 
become the all India medium of communications» not displaying the 
great provincial languages but as a compulsory second language* 
With mass education on behalf of the State* this will not be 
difficult". 
It was therefore provided in the constitution that the 
multilingual character of the country has to be secured in 
furture with the help of the States* 
It is a matter of deep regret that States Governments* 
shose duty is to safeguard and implement the guaranttes of the 
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constitution have ofton failed in the duty. Vifhile discussing 
the problem of the Xinguittie ainorities we have to guard our-
selves against a wrong perspective. If all the provisions of 
the constitution of India were observed in practice not only 
would there have been no probieo of linguistic minorities but 
many other problems would also have been solved. The failure 
in the front of safeguarding the rights of the linguistic 
mlnorites has to be viewed in this context of the general 
failure to implement the constitulon* 
Therefore the solution of the problem of the linguistic 
minorities has to be sought along with the solution of the 
problwBs of unemploymentt illiteracy and social* economic 2nd 
political inequality* 
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AIM, SCOPE AND MErhODOLOGY 
AIM m ^g^6 
The present study displays in the fozni of annotations 
all the significant literature that is available in the field of 
linguistic minorities in India since Independence, The biblio-> 
graphy is exhasutice in nature and attempt has been made to cover 
all aspects of linguistic minorities. 
I am confident that this bibliography will be useful 
to all those who have some interest in the field of linguistic 
minorities. Research scholars in the field of linguistic 
minorities will find it helpful. 
The part one deals with the constitutional safeguards 
of linguistic minorities and their iBpleroentation in different 
States and Union Territories of India. 
The part two which is the main part of the present 
study consists of an annotated list of 252 documents. 
i/Vhile starting with this task a general survey of the 
literature on linghlstic minorities in Maulana Azad Library* 
Aligarh Muslim University* Aligarh, I.C.Vt.A. Library* New Delhi* 
Library of Islamic Studies* New Delhi has been made. 
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At far at pottible the Indian ttandardt recomratnded 
for bibliographic referencet (IS 2381 - 1963) hat been followed. 
After tearching the literature entries were recorded 
on 7x5" cardt. The entriet in the bibliograi^ hy contains 
abttractt giving ettential information about the articlet docih-
nented. 
AfifWIQBHSr^T 
Effortt have been made to arrange the entries under 
co-extentive tubject headingt. For thit purpose a comprehentive 
litt of tubject headingt wat c<xnpiled. Although there it alwayt 
tcope for differences of opinion on any ittue* the list of 
tubject headingt will generally be found following a logical help-
ful tequence. Under the tpecific tubject headings the entries 
have been arranged alphabetically by author. The entries are 
serially numbered* 
; N p 6 X 
The part three of bibliography contains Author and 
Title index in alphabetical tequence. Each index guidet to the 
tpecific entry or entries in the bibliography. The subject 
index has not been prepared for the reason that the bibliography 
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itt«lf has been arranged alphabetically by subject Headings and 
subject index would have been a duplication of the same sequence. 
I hope it will be found very useful in making use of 
bibliography. 
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LIST OF PERIODICALS DgCUMfcNTED 
NAME OF JOURNAL 
Amrita Bazar Patrika 
< Bharat Jyoti 
Christian Science Monitor 
.^ Oawn 
' Free Press Journal 
Hindu 
/ Hindustan Tines 
Hitavada 
Indian Express 
Indian Nation 
Link 
^Monthly Review 
-^ Motherland 
Nagpur Times 
National Herald 
New Yoj^ Times 
Pakistan Observer 
Patriot 
Rediance 
Searchlight 
Statesman 
PLACE 
Calcutta 
Cuddapah 
Lahore 
Bcnbay 
Madras 
New Delhi 
Nagpur 
New Delhi 
Patna 
New Delhi 
Calcutta 
Hyderabad 
Nagpur 
Lucknow 
New York 
Karachi 
New Delhi 
Delhi 
Patna 
New Delht 
FKEuULrCY 
Daily 
vveekly 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Weekly 
Monthly 
Monthly 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
Weekly 
Daily 
Daily 
Sunday Standard 
Thought 
Times 
Times of India 
Tribune 
New Delhi 
Delhi 
London 
New Dalhi 
Punjab 
V^eekly 
Weekly 
Daily 
Daily 
Daily 
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NAME OF JOURNAL PLACE FREQUENCY 
PART T W O 
Bfbliographw 
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INDIyX, LIrWUlSTIC MlNORincS. 
1. FOHCED LINGUISTIC Change a cause of friction, rimes of Indiai 
1967, Oct. 10, 6i1. 
The article shows the reconwiondations and conclusions of the 
Simla Seminar on "Language and Society". Participants in the 
^^ eminar agreed that any con^ pulsory change in the use of 
language would only be a cause of friction and insecurity 
among various sections of the population. Linguistic, educa-
tionists, scholars and journalists participating in the 
seminar said that the language policy should be shaped by 
linguistic and social scientists, creative writers and educ*-
tionists. Any language policy could be enforced only in an 
atmosphere of goodwill «8ong linguistic groups in a multi-
lingual country like India. The seminar concluded and 
ivelcomed healthy competition in the linguistic sphere. At the 
same time exclusiveness would only harm the interest of any 
linguistic minority. 
2. GUPTA (Shanti Prakash). Solution of language problem. Searc>H. 
light! 1966, Jan. 30. 
The article shows the problems of linguistic minorities. 
There is a general agreement that all languages and scripts 
should have due consideration. Agitation for or against a 
particular language can not lead to any possible solution of 
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the language problem. It must be clearly understood that all 
languages will be respected and every individual will be free 
to write to either friends or authorities to any language or 
script of his choice. Mhen addressing the authorities in a 
non-state language he will have to expect and to putup with 
the danger and delay in translation. If any minority group in 
a state wanted that their children should be educated in non» 
state language they will have to send then an institution 
where such facilities are aviailable. But if at any place about 
300 or more students want it« the state will have to provide 
an institution for that purpose at the place. 
3. JOHN (VV). Language lession from abroad. Hindustan Timesi 
1967, Oct, 10, 9J3. 
The arrangement was more rigid than anything contemplated in 
the linguistic recognition of the state in India in 1958. The 
linguistic minorities on either side of the line were ignored. 
In 1965a Constitutional Commission was appointed to advise on 
measures to improve the situation. The two major political 
parties, the christian Social Democrates and the Socialists 
worked on the commission. Among the recoromondations of the 
commission are the appointment of a permanent linguistic 
commission for improvement of communal relations. A further 
safeguard was that if three-fourths of the members belonging 
to any language group signed a special motion that any Bill 
was likely to "do grave damage to the relations between the 
two communities'* and if the Bill was then apposed by two-thirds 
"iii 
of a languagt gxoup in t«»o successive readings, it would be 
xetumed to the Qovemnoit for consideration. 
4. KHIPALANI (J.B*). Language problem. Indian Exoresst 1965, 
l/iar. 17, 6t1. 
Whatever place we may assign to English or Hindi in our 
national life, there is no escape from the fact that educa-
tion will sooner rather than later imparted to our young boys 
and girls through the mother tongue, through the medium of 
each of 14 languages of regions. It can not be that in the 
Hindi speaking areas education is imparted through the medium 
of that language and the advantage of this universally recog-
nised pedagogic principle is denied tc thoee who use other 
regional languages of India. If such an arrangement for 
educating the pupil through his mother tongue is tc succeed, 
all the administrative work must be progressively done through 
the regional languages. 
5. LAi^OJAGL ASb nation. India Expresst 1970, Jan. 15, 6t2. 
One of the most welcome developments since independence is 
the greater mobility of people across state boundaries and the 
existance of people from nearly every part of the country in 
every state. The interests of such minorities should be 
protected by every state uoverraaont because the constitution 
guarantees that no citizen shall be discriminated against on 
grounds of language, religion, or sex. There is a commissioner 
for lingustic Minorities to whom complaints about linguistic 
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discrimination can be mad«» There is no need for such minori-
ties to invoke the assistance of the Government of any state 
with which they may have linguistic affinities for getting 
their grievances redressed. 
6. LINGUISTIC MINORITIES. Searchliahtt 1971, Nov. 19, 2J3. 
The basic fact that has to be recognised by everyone is that 
India is a multilingual country. It has been because of the 
prevalence and domination in their respective areas of the 
regional languages that there was reorganisation of the states 
on the linguistic basis. However even in these states there 
are important linguistic groups which fozm the linguistic 
minorities. For democracy to function properly it is important 
that all the languages in this country are ensured proper 
opportunity for development and progress. It is an unfortunate 
fact that the help and support that were expected from the 
state have not been forthcoming and linguistic minorities have 
suffered. One of the important reasons for weakening of 
national solidarity is that discriminationsof all kinds are 
made in the field of linguistic minorities. 
7. NAYER (Kuldip). Centre's stand on languages. Tribunei 1^3, 
Jan. 31, 3s1. 
The C^vernment of India has not agreed to the inclusion of 
Nepali, Konkani, Oogri and Manipuri in the Eight Schedule, 
which contains the names of 15 officially recognised languages 
on the ground that it will open a Pandora's box. The Ministry 
believes that Article 29(1) expressly provides that "any 
section of the citizens residing in the territory of India or 
any part thereof having a distinct languaget script of culture 
of its own shall have the right to conserve the same**. The 
Ministry also believes that all provisions of the constitution 
relating to the safeguards for the linguistic minorities apply 
a much to the speakers of Nepalit Manipuri, Konkani, Maithili 
or Dogi*i as to the speakers of the languages included in the 
schedule. 
8. WHERE LANGUAGE creaks. Hindu: 1974, Jul. 20, 4»1. 
The main purpose of a language consists of being a vehicle of 
expression and capacity for facilitating a meeting of minds 
and cultures. Unfortunately this aspect of language is often 
obscured by a political motivated, parochial frenzy in support 
of or against particular languages, ^uch prejudices sometimes 
torture linguistic research into discovering or if discovery 
is impossible, fabricating concordances for establishing the 
superiority of a given language on the basis of its allegedly 
greater antiquity. This distorted sense of linguistic values 
pre-ftmpts any understanding of the cultural values on the basis 
of which alone any language can serve as a bridge between minds. 
CENTKAL HINDI COiVuVilTTEE HEi^ OKT. 
9. LANGUAGES. National Herald; 1977, Jan. 13, 
The central Hindi Committee's suggestions regarding the teach-
ing of languages in schools under the Ten Plus Two Formula 
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make practical sense. The committee has more or less 
endorsed the three-language formula which unfortunately some 
of the States failed to Implement) leading its neglect else-
where also. The mother tonguei Hindi and English are the 
three languages to be taught in that order, which is the 
natural order. It is good that the Hindi Connittee has laid 
proper emphasis on the improvement of the standard of teach-
ing and learning of Hindi and other Indian languages at all 
Stages of education. 
COIV^ MISSIONER REPORT. 
10, LANGUAGE BARRIER. Times of India: 1968, Sept. 8, 6J1. 
The report of the coimnissioner for linguistic ivdnorities 
shows that there has been an steady progress in most of 
States in the enforcement of safeguards for linguistic mincr-
ities. There has been an enormous increase in the nisnber of 
children going to schools and it is as much as most State 
Government can do to provide for even basic facilities by way 
of school equipment and well qualified staff. They can 
hardly be blamed if they hesitate to shoulder the burden of 
satisfying the special needs of the children of minority 
groups. In the circunstances it is gratifying that so many 
State Governments have been making a sincere effort to imple-
ment the constitutional safeguards for the children of 
linguistic minorities. 
4. 
CONSTITUTIONAL SAFEGUARDS, 
11. AIYAR (SP). Language controversy. Indian Express: 1967, 
Aug. 21, 6t1. 
To develop the regional languages is a legitimate and lard-
able goal. Indeed not merely the 15 major languages, which 
have been recognised by the constitution of India, but all 
the hundred languages which are spoken by the different 
minorities should be developed, if we had endless resources 
and enough time, patience and skill to bestow on them, /i^e 
must face the fact that our regional languages are, at the 
moment, not quite suited for the transmission of the 
knowledge we require for the transformation of India. There-
fore adequate facilities should be provided for the safe-
guards of linguistic minorities. 
12. LINGUISTIC MINORITIES. Searchliohtt 1970, Feb. 20, 4»1. 
In searching for a solution of the language problem the 
first and foremost thing that one has to bear in mind is 
that India is a multi-lingual country. Although the States 
have been reorganised on linguistic basis, there are even in 
the individual States minority languages either concentrated 
in areas or dispersed in different degrees from place to 
place. These facts have complicated the none-too-easy 
language question. Not only this there is growing insistance 
by other linguistic groups for recognition of their languages 
As a matter of fact the problem has grown in size and propor-
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tlon. It faces almost every State in some fom or the other. 
There is a special provision in the constitution for protec-
tion of linguistic interests of minorities. This constitu-
tional guarantee for linguistic minorities has to be observed 
by all the States of India. 
13. NEGLKT OF minoritie's language. Link: 1972, Apr. 23, 41»1. 
This article shows the neglect of languages of minorities in 
State as well as in Union Governments. It reveals that the 
safeguards for linguistic minorities enshrined in the consti-
tution or other agreed principles have not been fully 
accepted by all the States and Union territories and even 
where they have been accepted, their implementation is only 
partial in some cases. No state would be unilingual even 
after they are recognised on a linguistic basis and the 
introduction of the regional languages are the only medium 
of instruction in some Universities are some of the examples 
of the absence of uniformity. 
14. NEOG (Maheswar). Indian languages without a well-defined 
home. Assam Tribune: 1969, Oct. 12. 
Some of the modern Indian languages which are included in the 
schedule VIII of the constitution of India or have good 
numerical strength or national importance, have no specific 
region or State of their own. These like Sanskrit, Urdu and 
Sindhi are "dispersed over different parts of India. They 
lack regional cohension and are not recognised as the language 
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of any particular State. They are thus in class by theifr-
selves and have special problems of their own which need 
elucidation and attention**. The constitution of India has 
provided the adequate safeguards for linguistic Minorities. 
Therefore the further negligence in the case of these 
linguistic minorities will be harmful to the unity of the 
nation. Proper attention should be given for the safeguards 
of Linguistic Minorities. 
15. SAFEGUARDS FOR Linguistic Minorities. Hindui 1967, Aprl. 27. 
The article throws light on the safeguards for linguistic 
Minorities recommended by the committee of Members of Parlia-
ment on Education. The regional languages should be the 
media of education in higher education. Adequate safeguards 
should* however, be provided for linguistic minorities. There 
should be a limit for the change-over to the regional 
languages as media of education. All India institutions will 
always be needed and will be a strong force of national 
integration. Primary education is the foundation of the 
national system of education and needs the highest priority. 
Primary education should be made free in all parts of the 
country. Free books should be provided at the primary stage. 
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EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS. 
16. SIDDIQUI (Zafar Ahmed). Undeclared war against lAinority 
Institution and language. Rediance, 5, 14; 1967, Oct. 22, 
3:1. 
The proposals to make only regional languages as media of 
instruction, compulsory registration of private schools, 
including institution of so called common schools or 
neighbourhood schools system coupled with anti-minorities 
education policy of State Governments are clear indications 
to which way the wind is blowing. The Union Governments 
stress on the media of instruction only through regional 
languages upto the highest stage ignoring the claim of the 
mother tongue of linguistic minorities is unjust and 
inequitable. 
MEDIUM OF INSTRUCTION, 
17. NAYER (Kuldip). Language as exam medias Complex issue of 
moderation.Hindustan Timesi 1965, Mar. 2, 9J2. 
The proposal that all the regional languages are recognised 
as media of competitive exams, answer books will be in all 
the 14 languages listed in the Eighth Schedule of the consti-
tution. It would therefore be necessary to have 14 sets of 
examiners. How to maintain comparable standards in marking 
papers will be a problem. Apart from the standard of modera-
tion there is the question of preserving the character of 
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competitions and public's trust and condidence in them from 
the point of view of equality of opportunity for all candi-
dates. 
EDUCATIONAL PROBLEMS. 
18. MISRA (Harinatha). Education of the linguistic minorities. 
Searchlight; 1970^ Feb. 15. 
This article throws light on the education of linguistic 
minorities in India. It shows the comparative figures, 
relating to the speakers of Hindi and some of the minority 
languages. It reveals that India contains numerous racial, 
cultural and linguistic minorities at different stages of 
development in different parts in the country. In a doRO-
cratic State like ours Government would rightly, and accord-
ing to the constitution, be controlled by the majority. All 
the encouragement for full development of the potentialities 
of the various minorities are not only necessary for national 
integration but also for developing the fullest potentiality 
of the nation. 
19. LANGUAGE FGRiViULA. Amrita Bazar Patrikai 1972, Sept. 27. 
Love of one's mother tongue is a natural instinct but blind 
unreasoning love may lead to all sorts of complications. Few 
thought that even after the loss of Nagaland, Mizoland and 
Meghalaya the language controversy would again raise its head 
in Assam so greatly diminished in size. The language issue 
would not have cropped up again in a disruptive form if the 
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BengaJli-tpeaklng people of the valley w«re not talz«d with 
the f«ar that English which it baing ratained at an altama-
tive madium would ba finally aaaad out. In the interest of 
education English should he retained as a medium of teaching 
and examination in addition to the regional languages in the 
colleges and Universities. 
HINDI-i'UNJA&I CUNfrtOVERuY, PUNJAB. 
20. CHOPRA (V D). Dangerous implications of language contro-
versy. £iJi£iJlil 1969, Jul. 2. 
The crux of the language problom in Hinjab is that even after 
the linguistic reorganization of Punjab the protagonists of 
Hindi are resisting the introduction of i'unjabi a s the medium 
of instruction in all educational institutions. Any 
cor^ession to Hindi chauvinists on this point would mean 
giving an ia^etus to forces which divide the jr'UbJabi speaking 
people on coamunal lines under the mask of special status for 
Hindi. It is accepted by all that tht so-called "Hindi-using" 
people of Punjab are not Hindi-speaking. Their mother tongue 
is Punjabi but certain historical and communal considerations 
led them to learn Hindi and not Punjabi. 
HINDI SPE/AKING, PUNJ>\B. 
21. KAU^HAL (Jagannath). Hindi should be given legitimate place. 
Tribunfi 1969, Aug, 11. 
The country has been organised on the basis of language in 
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1956. The State reorganisation Act, 1956, was passed by 
Parliament and the basis of the creation of the new states 
was the report of states Reorganization Commission. The 
commission had observed that after the creation of the new 
states on the basis of language of the majority of the 
people residing in that region, it was necessary that the 
rights of the linguistic minorities or others should be 
fully safeguarded. Therefore in Punjab the linguistic 
minorities should not be dissatisfied and all the constitu-
tional safeguards for Hindi should be provided without 
further loss of time. 
22. LANGUAGE TROUBLE in Punjab. Hindui 1969, Jul. 10. 
After the foimation of a separate Punjab State, the Akalis 
feel that there can be only one medium of instruction, 
namely Punjabi, the states language. If any other medium is 
peiraitted, the Akalis think that this may lead in the future 
to an agitation for the State to be declared as bilingual, 
with all attendant consequences. The Jana Sangh feels that 
those who do not speak Punjabi form a very large minority in 
the State and can not be expected to give up their right to 
educate their children in their mother tongue. The Punjabi 
language should be official language of Punjab and proper 
attention should also be given for the safeguards of 
linguistic minorities. 
23. LINGUISTIC TOLERANCE. Statesman: 1969, Jul. 10, 6s2. 
After the reorganization of Punjab, Hindi lost its claim to 
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be the official Itnguage of the State. The agitation for 
Punjabi Suba was a denanci for the creation of a uniiingual 
Punjabi speaking State. In the fitness, Punjabi had to be 
the official language of State. The Sachar formula devised 
long before the division» to give the parents the option to 
have their children taught either in Hindi or Punjabi, had 
to be scrapped because these was no longer any need to 
accommodate two linguistic groups. The Punjab Government 
did well to giv6 up the formula and the Jana Sangh, a 
partner in the coalition, had the courage to withs/and the 
pressure of fanatics who wanted to equate Hindi with Punjabi. 
HINDI-URDU CONTROVEHbY. 
24. AGITATION AGAINST Hindi. Dawni 1965, Feb. 3. 
New Delhi's policy of forcing Hindi on tons of millions of 
people against their express wishes is a clear manifestation 
of the chaurinistic impules. The rights and freedoms of 
religions, cultural and linguistic minorities are circums-
cribed and curbed by the spirit of Hindu revivalism. It is 
only with reference to Hindu revivalism that one can under^ 
stand the full implications of the Indian ruler's consistent 
policy of depriving the linguistic minorities. In the 
linguistic sphere, the first victim of the spirit of the 
policies of Government was the Urdu language. Urdu has been 
denied all official patronage and its use is becoming dis-
couraged as a matter of policy. The linguistic bigotry 
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which has inspired the systematic and sustained conpaign 
against Urdu is now finding new victins in other languages. 
25. ALVI (Habibur Rehman). Urdu-Hindi Controversy. Hediance 
11, 8| 1973, Aug. 19, lltl. 
The prominent part played by Urdu through its poems and 
slogans during the struggle for freedom from the foreign 
Yoke can be written golden letters. Urdu-knowing public 
can never forget the services rendered by Pandit BriJ 
Mohan Kaifee, Frig Gorakhpuri, Pt. Balnulkand Arshi, Pt. 
Jagannath Azad» Pt. Anand Narayan Mulla and others in the 
cause of Urdu. But, the position has entirely changed after 
independence. A large nwiber of Hindus boycotted it and 
worked enthusistically for its extinction particularly in 
U.P., Bihar, Madhya Pradesh and Hyderabad. GandhiJi*s 
advise for affording facilities for Urdu education was 
ignored by Congressmen. Urdu is the common Heritage of 
Hindus and Muslims and all should work unitedly for its pro-
gress and development. 
26. SHlPi-tAKSA . Serious consequences of language battle. 
Assam Tribunet 1966, Jan. 31. 
Because of the difference of script, Urdue and Hindi came to 
be regarded as different languages. Curiously enough, Urdu 
was thought to be the language of the Muslims while Hindi 
that of the Hindus. This was not really a fact because most 
of educated Hindus in Uttar Pradesh iaixty or Seventy years 
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ago knew Urdu. Many Hindu scholars contributed to the 
enricNnent of that language. In the western portions uf 
Uttar Pradesh, Urdu was really the language of the conmon 
people as well. Thus we see that Urdu flourished in India 
and gradually became the language of common people in various 
parts of India. So Urdu is an Indian language. Adequate 
facilities should be provided for its preservation and deve-
lopment. 
lAAPOSITION OF HINDI. 
27. JHA (Shiva Chandra). Is Hindi being imposed? National 
Hfiiaiil; 1980, Apr. 11. 
Is Hindi being imposed upon the non-Hindi people or did even 
Jawaharlal Nehru do so just on the morrow of Independence? 
Pandit Nehru could have well afforded to do so in the first 
phase of independence. But he preferred liberalism to 
rigidity. The constitution of India when framed displayed 
the same spirit. It is more than thirty two years past 
since independence but infatuation with English is still 
glaring. Ney, with some English fanatics it looks life that 
they are prepared to cosnnit Sati with English. English can 
be replaced by the link language and the compulsory reading 
and writing knowledge of any of the foreign languages before 
graduation can be easily started. And so there is no ques-
tion of Hindi being imposed upon the non-Hindi people of 
India. 
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28. HAD (B. Shiva)* Some important aspects of Hindi controversy. 
Hindui 1965, Fob. 20. 
Much of the anxiety displayed by the non-Hindi Speaking 
people over the apparently sudden switch over to Hindi is 
due to the fact that though a plan of programme for the 
progressive use of Hindi was first evolved four years ago» 
hardly any follow-up action was taken untill the latter part 
of 1964. During the emergency following the Chinese 
aggression in 1962* all considerations gave way to the para-
mount need for securing the fflaximuDi of emotional integration. 
Controversial problems* especially those of a less urgen 
character, necessarily recorded into the background. 
29. SUNDERLAL . Imposition will lead to integrations 
Language issue. t^fli^lpPfll Hftfltit 1965, Feb. 21. 
India is one of the most ancient countries of the world. 
India is a multi-vacial and multi-lingual country. Tamil 
is said to be the oldest of Indian languages. Khariboli 
Hindustani which covers both Hindi and Urdu is less than a 
thoudand years old. Bengali is believed to be even younger 
than Hindustani. In this regard, the following fundamental 
principles are recognised. 
1} Every language must be given the fullest opportunity of 
development especially within the areas in which it is 
spoken. 
2} The education of every child must be conducted in the 
child's mother tongue as far as practicable. 
Do 
3) The language of the adniinisitration should be the language 
of the people of that area as far as possible. 
LINK LANOJAGE. 
30. BHATXA (LO). Regional languages, Hindi and English. 
National Heraldi 1980, Mar. 14. 
Despite what has been done by various Qoverranents over the 
years to develop Hindi and other regional languages, these 
languages have not been able to become the fit instrtments 
of higher thought and learning. No body can deny the fact 
that there has been a phenomenal increase in the n>jmber of 
English Medium Schools throughout the length and breadth of 
the country and they draw the largest nujuber of students 
whose parents can afford to send them there. But parents 
are no fools to waste their money. They know that the 
education imparted in such schools of the best t/pe and 
that's why they are eager to send their wards there. The 
products of such schools take every examination, public or 
others, in English. Even those who have not the good fortune 
to study in these schools depend upon English books to keep 
themselves abreast of the latest advances in knowledge. 
31. BUDDHA PRAKASH . Language issues Legacy; realistic 
handling needed. Tribune; 1967, Dec. 20. 
The Indian language problem is a legacy of history. From 
early tines Sanskrit and its variants were spoken ano under-
stood over large parts of India except in the for south 
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where Dravidian languages were in vogue but it was also 
cultivated. Later on Hindi became popular in the North 
States. Now the problem is of a link language in India as 
various languages are spoken in the different States. The 
solution is that the regional languages should be the media 
of instruction and means of aotoinistration in their respect-
ive States. Every student should be taught in his own 
language from the begining to the highst level but side by 
side both Hindi and English should be compulsory for him 
upto the highest University course. 
32. DAS (Seth Govind). Grave injury done to National language. 
Hitavada: 1966, Aug. 26. 
The question of national language was recognised before and 
immediately after independence* and that is why Hindi was 
made the State language? Contrary to what opponents of 
Hindi assume this does not presuppose that Hindi is in any 
may superior to any other language? The reason for the 
decision of the constituent Assembly was simply this that 
Hindi is spoken by nearly half of the people of India. Apart 
from Hindi the constitution lists 13 nationally recognised 
languages. We also decided and wrote in the constitution 
the respective roles of Hindi and the 13 nationally recog-
nised languages. What did we do to implwient that decision? 
33. HAMIED (KA). Unguage problem in India. Indian Exprcsst 
1968» May, 6, 6i2. 
In India there are 15 well-defined language spoken and 
written which are recognised by the constitution. Every 
State of India has its own language. There are 13 different 
scripts for the 15 languages recognised by the constitution 
of India. Each script is distinct and different from the 
other except Marathi and Devanagri. Such being the case, 
the first problem is not that of language but of a common 
script. The greatest hindrance to the solution of the 
language problem in India is the sense of pride and national 
sentiment. Unfortunately political reasons dominate all 
other considerations making it necessary for leaders to play 
on the sentiments of the people and make language a political 
issue. 
34. HINDI SANS tears. Free Press Journalt 1966, Jun. 1. 
There is a greater understanding of the need for a univers-
ally accepted national language which could act as a cement-
ing force between different language groups whose never 
ending conflicts are acting as a deterrent factor in the 
forging of national unity. Some people think that such a 
language should be Hindi. But before seeking the acceptance 
of Hindi as national language by the people of different 
linguistic groups, a majority of whom do not have even a 
nodding acquaintaince with it, the champions of Hindi must 
first take steps to improve the language in all aspects so 
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that it can attract ail the peopie to it as being the most 
convenient medium of all India communication. 
35. LINGUA FRANCA. Bharat Jvoti: 1967, Sept. 10. 
Gandhiji expressed his views on the idea of Hindustani 
becoming the lingua franca of the country as "Hindustani 
should be neither sanscritised Hindi nor persianised Urdu 
but a happy combination of both. It should also freely 
admit words wherever necessary from the different regional 
languages and also assimitate words from foreign languages, 
provided that they can mix well and easily with our national 
language. Thus our national language must develop into a 
rich and powerful instrument capable of expressing the whole 
gamut of human thoughts and feelings. To confine oneself 
exclusively to Hindi or Urdu would be a crime against 
intelligence and the spirit of patriotion", 
36. RAO (CVH). A rational solution of the language problem. 
Indian Expresst 1968, Feb. 13, 6x2. 
The language controversy, which has generated some very 
violent agitations in different part of the country, must be 
looked at from the national angle. If the language policy 
is to achieve its objectives of promoting national integra-
tion alongwith creating a link language for the entire 
country, there is no escape from the earnest implementation 
by all the states of the three language formula, under which, 
besides the regional languages or the mother tongue, every 
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youngman and women will have to learn the link language. 
The language policy in its practical working, will pose a 
number of challanges to the noiv-Hindi States in their 
dealings with each other. One of these is that as each of 
the four languages in South-Telugi» Tamil, Kanada» Malyalam 
is quite different from the others. 
37. SAT^GHAVI (NH). Problem of link language. Ainrita Bazar 
Pat£3UiaJ 1977. Oct. 17. 
India speaks nearly two thousands languages, most of then) by 
Tiny Tribes, but quite a few by millions of people. Some of 
these languages - Urdu, Bengali, Tamil are spoken outside 
Indie and quite a few can boast of a heritage richer and 
older than many other languages in the world. Out of all 
the countries of our size and population, linguistic problem 
in India is peculiarly coir.plex. The problem of a link 
language appears to be insoluble because we are looking for 
it in a wrong way. We have started with the presumption that 
a nation must have one and one official language. In fact 
many nations are doing very well with more than one official 
language. 
38. SHAW (Jaanathan Samuel). Language question. Indian Uatjiqp: 
1978, Oct. 28. 
English is the most convenient and the only language which 
can shoulder the burden of an official language. These 
bureau crats are the greatest liability of the English 
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language in India, They are the constant reminders of the 
fact that English after all is not the language of the 
Indian masses. The advantages of English as the common 
link language are too obvious, but the official language of 
the union must also be embraced by the people of the Union. 
As we see that the language question is extremely difficult» 
but it has to be faced boldly, cooly and objectively in the 
wider national interest. 
LINK LANGUAGE, HINDI. 
39. LINK OR Hurdle. Hindustan Time: 1965, Feb. 3, 9J4. 
Hindi is the only language among 14 named in the Eighth 
Schedule which is capable of serving as a link in a multi-
lingual society is undeniable. Opposition to Hindi is 
derived mainly from an apprehension that what was intended 
to be a link for connecting the different linguistic regions 
of the country. If it is important to have an Indian 
language as the official language of the Union, it is impor-
tant for all Indians, to whatever region they may belong. 
By treating it as their own special concern as something 
which can be achieved without carrying the assent of other 
linguistic groups with th^a, the protagonists of Hindi have 
done a disservice to that language. They have made it 
appear, perhaps unwillingly as a hurdle rather than as a 
link. 
LINK LANGUAGE, SAt4i»KUir, 
40. HAG (P aajeswara). Revival of Sanskrit as link language. 
m^mf (APWiit 1970, Jul. 19. 
The link language need not be a spoken language of the 
country. English during the British regime and Persian 
during the Moghal rule were not the spoken languages of 
India. Secondly Sanskrit Is rich in vocabulary and Is 
taught In most of the pr«nler Universities of the v;orld. 
Since It Is the for^oost classical language It commands the 
respect of all the linguistic minorities alike. In fact It 
is alive in our languages. If we want to express delicate 
shades of feelings and thought we borrow unhesitatingly from 
Sanskrit. Sanskrit has to be revived and promoted as the 
link language of India atleast by finding a secure place for 
it within the fr«m work of the three or two language formula. 
MAUvYALAii^ i SPErtKlislG. 
41. GEORGE (KM). Differences on the origins of ^lalayalam. 
^^ a^ fifffiflftt 1964, Oct. 31. 
Malayalam is a member of the Dravidlan falmly of languages. 
Though it has about 20 members, only four have been listed 
in the constitution of India. These four are known as 
Tamil, Telugu, Kannada and Malayalam. There four are the 
major, developed languages with a rich literary past. Among 
these, Telugu gets first place as regards population. As 
regards the antiquity and wealth of classical literature, 
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Tamil has first place. Kannada which is third on the basis 
of population, holds second place as far as the antiquity 
of literature is concerned. Malayalam thus has fourth place 
only both as regards population and as regards antiquity of 
literature. Malayalam is growing steadily in its range and 
power of expression. But the further development of this 
language will depend on when it is made an official language 
of State. 
MANIPURI SPEAKING. 
42. PHAfUOUBAM (Tarapot). Manipuri language* Some facts. 
Patriot; 1979, Mar. 19. 
If a language is to be recognised it must first fulfil two 
important criteria; the more widespread character of the 
language and the use of the language by a large number of 
people. But why the centre refused to include Manipuri 
language in the Eighth Schedule? The two criteria, given 
Pt. Jawabarlal Nehru, are fulfiled by Manipuri and yet it 
has no place in constitution. Among the North Eastern 
Regions Manipur is also one of the States which has a script 
which is more than a century old. Owing to its richness the 
language has been recognised as one of the advanced modern 
languages of India by National Sahitya Acadmi. Manipuri is 
now also introduced at the post>graduate level in J,N*U. and 
as an alternative paper at various Universities like Delhi, 
Gauhati and North Bengal. 
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MEDIUM Or INiJlKUCriuN, UitDU. 
43. ALLAHBAKSH (SM). Urdu as medium of instruction. Rediance 
2, 31j 1965, Feb. 21, 10:1. 
Urdu is one of the two versions of Hindustani language which 
was decided to be the national language of free India during 
the life time of Mahatma Gandhi. This is the only language 
of India which had the honour of being the official language 
of Indian Government under the Britishers. Urdu language is 
the worst victia) of the partition of the country in the year 
1947. Even after the partition Urdu claims the larger number 
of Indian nationals to its fold than any other Indian language 
mentioned in the schedule of the constitution of our country. 
Urdu has already suffered a lot at the hands of politics. 
MOTHER TONGUE. 
44. TAUSIAR (SP). Need to boost status of Urdu. National Heraldt 
1980, Oct. 24. 
Language is the second mother of the man. Just as the mother 
in flesh and blood nourishes the child to help him grow 
physically language perform the task of developing the mental 
faculties. Urdu, on its parts has fulfilled all such obliga-
tions and more since thousands of patriots and martyrs who 
gave their young lives to mother India during her Struggle 
for freedom from the British, were inspired by the patriotic 
songs and speeches made in Urdu. It is, therefore, pity that 
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such a language has not been recognised by the rulers and 
politicians since independence. By any standards Urdu 
deserves to be the second-language and can definitely 
achieve its rightful place if our politician and leaders 
only remember their obligations and promises made to the 
people during electron time. 
OFFICIAL LANGUAGE. 
45. BARATiNIKOV (Pyotr). Language problem of India, Amrita 
Bazar Patrika: 1965, Aug. 12. 
The article shows the problems of languages in India and the 
possible way to met th«n. The article says that India faces 
a complex of language problems, such an the development and 
introduction of teruiinology into the modern languages of 
India and that printing type of probltflns of various dialects, 
the problem of common language and its use for official 
purposes, problems of linguistic minorities in India and some 
of these problems are of a local nature white others effect 
the entire country. Some of the solutions have been suggested 
in the arxicle to solve the problem of linguistic minorities. 
Our country is multilingual and the problem of languages may 
be solved if we know the way in which the language problem of 
Soviet Union was solved. 
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46. BHATIA (SC). Language issue. Patriot: 1980, Aug. 24. 
The language policy of the various Governments in Indepen-
dent India setfns to have been guided by one dominant consi-
deration the consolidation of the newly emerged nation 
status with self rule on the basis of support from and 
active involvement of the mass of people. The mass of the 
people have never rationally supported long tern pressures 
on the question of language policy. The middle class elites 
have also sought temporary gains by manipulating this issue; 
language is made to arouse people's emotion mixed with such 
issues as religion, ethonicity and economic power. Language 
policy has always been characterised by a kind of adhocism; 
it seems peofle tend to prefer such adhoc measures and vague 
interpretations. 
47. HALDAi^  (Gopal). Influence of languages Harmony in common 
roots. Statesman: 1980, Aug. 23. 
Tracing the history of literature and cultural communion in 
Eastern and North-Eastern India, the author describes how 
Assamese, Bengali the various Bihari dialects and Oriya 
sprang from the same roots and enriched each other during 
centuries of vigorous exchange only plitical bungling has 
damaged this traditional amity. We have been a part of the 
Indian. Mahajati, we of the north-east speakers of its main 
languages of Asamiya, Miuthili, Bengali, Bihari and Oriya. 
We were from the begining of mixed ethnic stock, but each of 
our linguistic groups coexisted with its own minorities of 
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race and culture. That ha« been our way of life and unity 
in diversity the compulsion of history. 
48. KATJU (Kailashnath). Regional languages. Hitavada: 1966, 
Jun. 22. 
In one of its resolutions passed by All India Congress 
Committee strongly pleaded for the strengthening of the 14 
regional languages mentioned in the constitution. It was 
urged that every state Government should adopt its own 
regional language as its official language for the purpose 
of conducting the official bussiness of the State in all 
departmentsy legistative* Judicial and executives and others. 
That is under the existing circumstances an obviously 
correct attitude to take. With the expansion of education in 
rural areas knowledge of local regional languages is spread-
ing far and wide in each State. 
49. LALLUBHAI (Vadilal). Solution to the language tangle. 
Indian Express: 1968, Feb. 27. 
The real solution to the language problem can be something 
like this. If we start on the premise that Hindi-speaking 
people do not want Hindi to be the national language for 
self-aggrandisement, then they should come forward and say 
that they are prepared to give up their demand for Hindi to 
be the national language; if any suitable alternative could 
be suggested and Implemented. It may be decided that, as 
there are more than fifteen languages and about 175 dialects 
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in the country» any one of them may be choosen to be the 
national language excepting Hindi and excepting the four 
southern language because they are involved in the contro^ 
versy. V/e can decide upon either Gujarati or Marathi or 
Bengali or Punjabi or Oriya or Assames or any other language 
for being taken up as the national language. 
50. LANGUAGE ISSUE. Tribune; 1967, Jul. 15. 
It is universally recognised that the community of language 
is powerful unifying force and that without it national 
integration is greatly impeded. It is everyone's duty to 
popularise Hindi. Non-Hindi speaking people should not view 
Hindi with hostility or regard its learning as an unwarranted 
imposition. The progress of Hindi among them is not as 
marked as it ought to be while strongly insisting on adequate 
linguistic safeguards so that their interest may not be 
adversely affected by the change, they should show greater 
readiness to learn Hindi. The advocates of Hindi, on the 
other hand, should realise that very object of making Hindi 
the official language of union would be defeated if the 
change is not made with the consent of non-Hindi speaking 
people. 
51, LINGUISTIC SETTLEMENT. Tribune; 1969, Sept. 17. 
Most of the unilingual States have very many private schools 
teaching in languages other than the official language of that 
State. Thus Maharashtra has schools in Gujarat!, Kannada, 
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Hindi, Urdu, Sindhi, English, Telugu, Tamil, Malayalam, 
Bengali and Iranian. West Bengal has schools in Nepali, 
Tibetan, Gujarati, Oriya and Tamil. Assam has schools in 
Bengali, Garo, Manlpuri, Lushai, Khasi and Nepali. Orissa 
has Telugu, Urdu, Bengali and Gujarati schools. Madhya 
Pradesh has Marathi, Gujarati, Sindhi and Bengali schools. 
Instances like this can be multiplied. Punjab is only 
falling in line with the rest of the country by making 
linguistic tolerance the sheet-anchor of its Governeoit^ s 
policy. 
52. MUKHERJEE (Subrata). Soviet multilingual model. Indian 
Express; 1982, Sept. 11, 6s1. 
Since independence language has been a major divisive factor 
in India. It has led to loss of precious lives, emotional 
outbursts, srutual suspicion and hatred, insulation from 
other cultures and encouragements to parochial forces. Much 
of the Dravidian movesnents in the south directly flows from 
the failure to work out a concensus on the language issue. 
The recent violent agitations and counter-agitations in 
Karnataka is another manifestation of the distrust between 
two different linguistic groups whose origin can be traced 
to a faulty language policy. The only policy that is both 
desirable and feasible would be a policy modelled after the 
multilingual Soviet Union which has achieved remarkable 
success in handling its language and minority problems. 
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53. OFFICIAL LMiOJAGB Act. A«««B Iribunmt 1967, Jul, 5. 
Considering the fact that Atsam official language Act* 1960 
was passed through blood of the soil, it is natural with 
thtsa to be assured that its ifflplementation is carried out 
without any impedimMit. Unfortunately certain quarters, 
not appreciating the actual position, have tried to put from 
time to time, certain hindrances to the working of the Act 
brought in fource from Itovenber, 1966 by the Government of 
Assam. It will be recalled that the Goverranent issued a 
circular that Assamese for Assam valley districts and 
Bengali for Cachar would be used upto the level of district 
Judges "while recording deposition of witnesses or writing 
orders in case records issuing processes, issuing orders to 
the subordinate, courts while corresponding with members of 
the public as well as with courts of the same level and 
below that level". 
54. BAG (P Kodanda). Common official language in India. 
frgt '^ryti jgvroili i966, oct. 4. 
If India is to be one country, it is essential that politi-
cal, economic and administrative policies should be as 
uniform as possible. It is at the level of Governments, 
central and State, that such policies are evolved while they 
are implemented by a hieraichy of subordinate officials. 
Every so called linguistic ^tate has a sizeable number of 
linguistic minorities which can never become linguistic 
Minority in that State. And insofar as the State adopts the 
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language of its majority as its official and educational 
mediun at all levels and imposes it on the linguistic 
minoritiesf the latter are bound to recent increasingly the 
linguistic imperialism of the linguistic majority. &uch 
resentment will not help national integration, 
55. SHABMA (MS). Sense and sensibility about language-Il. 
NaoDur Timesi 1979» Apr, 1. 
It is also a matter of common practice and knowledge that 
in all trade centrest industrial towns* places of pilgrimage 
and tourists resorts->even in southern India where noiv-
English speaking people of different regions intezmingle* 
the medium of their conversation is usually colloquial Hindi 
because Hindi has been found to be simpler to speak and 
easier to understand except ones own mother tongue. That is 
why except for the educated people the illiterate population 
of different regions fall back heavily on Hindi in their 
toutine matters. 
56. SHIVSHASFRI . Common sense on official language ques-
tion. |p^4an BXPg1?ffl 1965, Feb. 23, 6i2. 
Part XVII of our constitution consists of four chapters 
dealing with the language of union, regional languages of 
the law and special directives for, inter alie, the protec-
tion of linguistic minority groups. It ends with the an 
exhortation of the Union "to promote the spread of the Hindi 
language, to develope it so that it may serve as a medium of 
a 
expression for all the el«nents of the composits culture of 
India and to secure its enrichment by assimilating, without 
interfering with its genus, the forms, style and expressions 
used in Hindustani and in other languages of India specified 
in the Eighth schedule, and by drawing wherever necessary or 
desirable for its vocabulary, primarily on Sanskrit and 
secondarily on other languages* 
57. SINHA (KviK). Language formula. Indian Nation: 1978, 
Sept. 28. 
Our language problem, as the years roll by, is getting more 
and more complicated and the hope of a happy solution is 
receding fast. India is composed of various States; and 
each State has atleast one developed language of its own. ime 
read in the papers that eight political parties in the south 
protested against the imposition of Hindi. Obviously these 
are disturbing signs. On the issue of Hindi India is in 
danger of disintegration. Shall we allow disintegration of 
India or keep. India united at any cost? In view of this 
we have to think wisely and act cautiously. Apparently the 
language bussiness is in tangle* But if we rise above the 
common level and adopt a broad outlook each and of the thread 
becomes visible and the skin may be unvavelled. 
) 
ASSAi-1. 
58. SARIN (VIK). Language politics in Assam. Indian Exoresst 
1972, Sept. 28. 
An explosive situation was developed in Assam over the 
language issue. The scene of two bloody riots since 
independence Assam seemed to be in for a third linguistic 
holocaust if timely measures were not taken to defuse the 
situation. The first language riot coincided with the 1951 
census and the second with the enactment of the Assam 
language Act and the second post-independence census. The 
recent resolution of the Assam Assembly recoonunending 
Assamese and English as the medium of instruction at the 
University level for both the Gauhati ana Dibrugarh Univer-
sities and establishoaent of a separate University in the 
Bengali-dominated Cachar district was the best solution of 
the vexed problem, 
HARYAiM. 
59. CHAWLA (SS). Complete switchover to Hindi in Haryana. 
Tribune: 1979, Mar. 2. 
A complete switchover to Hindi in Government offices and 
autonomous boards and corporations of Haryana will take 
place in coming years. The Haryana official languages Act 
of 1969 had declared Hindi as the official language of the 
State and work in this language was started in Government 
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offices from Jan, 26, 1970. The Janta Government proclaimed 
its intention to switchover to Hindi in regard to legisla-
ture and parliamentary bussiness. The idea was to reverse 
the current practice of presenting Bills to the Vidhan Sabha 
in English with Hindi translations wherever necessary. 
EDUCATION COMMISSION REPORT. 
60. GAJENDFIA GADKAR (SN). Pros and Cons. Bharat Jvoti: 1967, 
Oct. 29. 
The historical announc^nent of Dr. Triguna Sen and the un-
enimous decision of the chief iVdnisters of the States to 
switch over to the Regional Languages is not a bolt from the 
blue. Nor is this an entirely political decision, as it was 
recommonded by the Education Conunissicn which almost wholly 
consisted of acad^iicians. This decision is also accepted 
by the vice-Chancellor's conference so far as the first 
degree is concerned. It is true that the regional language 
is the medium of instruction today in about 36 Universities. 
What is proposed is that all the r«aaaining Universities 
follow suit. A great deal of thinking is being done on this. 
ENGLISH-HINDI CONTROVERSY. 
61. BORDERS (William). Rival language tensions grow in India. 
International Herald Tribune: 1978, Aug. 9. 
India's language problem, a product of the huge country's 
great diversity, have been around since long before 
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lndttpendeiM«» causing bitter controversy and occa8lonally» 
rioting and deaths. But the tensions have heightened in the 
16 Bonths since Prime idlnister Morarjl Desal came to power 
replacing Indira Gandhi. Although the official advancsnent 
of Hindi has been a national policy for years* many south 
Indians fear that Prime Minister Morarji Desal is less 
committed to protecting the rights of their regional langu-
ages than Mrs. Gandhi was "Is India so poor that it can not 
have its own language"? Mr. Desal asks "I have no quarrel 
with English but it can not be called an Indian language". 
62. CHAUDHURY ( Nirad C). Hindi-English conflict. Times of 
SLJs^^l 1967. Oct. 2, 8i3. 
To understand this conflict one should be Indifferent to the 
question whether Hindi can be a substitute for English. This 
is exactly what the supporters of English will not be» and 
so they bombard their opponents with arguments which do not 
hit them at all. No champion of Hindi says that his language 
can be common language of India in the sense English was and 
still largely is. So the two sides are talking at cross-
purposes. English was the official language throughout the 
India and was used by the executive and the judiciary. 
English was the language of a ruling order which was racially 
culturally and socially one. Thirdly it was the language of 
modern Indian culture. 
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63. QQPAL SINGH, How the cas« for Hindi is specious. Hindut 
1965, Mar. 24, 
It is most unfortunate that the question of the official 
language is being posed as a controversy between North and 
South, But the uranistakable stand taken by Bengal and ASS«D 
over the retention of English should leave no one in doubt 
as to where their heart lies. As far the North* contrary 
to the protestations of the protagonists of Hindi that they 
have no mind to clash with the interests of the mother 
tongues of the people in the States spheres* such fierce 
vivarly has been generated both with t'unjabi and Urdu, which 
are the mother tongues of at least f>0 million people in the 
North, that Hindi in their eyes has ccune to be identified 
with sectarianism, communalism and anti->rainority cultural 
and political attitudes, 
64, GUPTA (sham Lai). National scenes hopeless enterprise, 
rimes of India; 1979, Mar, 29, 6t2. 
It is pathetic to see kids in primary schools memorising 
English poems often without the ghost of an idea of what they 
are all about. It is still more pathetic to see professors 
in colleges where most of the students have had their school-
ing through the medium of Hindi or Marathi or any other 
language teaching youngsters in a bastard language which is 
part native and part English- the native and highly 
Sanskritised part half incomprehensible and the English part 
half indigestible. But most pathetic of all is the sign of 
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well meaning people foaralng at the aouth of continuing stay 
of English^ the inability of Indian languages to take the 
place of English in higher education and the failure of Hindi 
to become the sole link language. 
65. HXiNi;l»S PACE. H^ H^ tfi^ in UmV 1966, May 2. 9i1. 
Some of the leaders wanted Hindi installed almost inanediately 
as the official language in India. Some others seemed to 
feel that it should tread softly at least in the non-Hindi-
speaking States. Similar divergence existed in their views 
on the question of introducing Hindi and the regional langwK 
ages as the media for UPSC examinations. Hindi's paramount 
position among the various Indian languages is formally 
acknowledged in the constitution. The constitutional provi-
sion apartf few in the country challange Hindi's right to 
take the place of English. In a multilingual country like 
India» national language is an issue which demands a truely 
national and nor>>party approach. 
66. KABAD (B K H ) . English versus Hindis What is it all about? 
Time of Indiai 1978, Sept. 22, 8f3. 
The search for a solution of Hindi-English controversy may 
be started by posing a question. i)Vhy is it that the move-
ment for making Hindi the lingua franca, the national langu-
age, began in the non->Hindi speaking regions of the South 
and West through the Dakshin fiharat Hindi Pracharak Sabha 
for instance before independence and why is it that after 
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Independence the movement for making it the official langu* 
age of the union» the link language is being carried on with 
a fanatical intolerance by people in the Hindi speaking 
areas of the north against growing opposition from the south? 
67. KAQAL (Nandan B), In perspective) Gathering crisis. liffitf 
fiOoiU, 1965, Mar. 1, 8J3. 
The slogan of anti Hindi students of Madras was "English 
ever* Hindi never** but did not attract much mass popular 
support* It was the slogan "Down with Hindi» up with Tunil**, 
which converted the initially innocuous student agitation 
into a popular uprising. There is, of course* no controdic* 
tion between the development and use of Tamil as the official 
language of Madras State and the development and use of Hindi 
as an official link language of the country. The anti^Hindi 
feeling in Madras is obviously intense and there is no such 
intense hostility in the other three soutern States. The 
hostility to Hindi in Tamilnad appears to be an extension of 
a deeper hostility to Sanskritic culture which continues to 
be identified with BraNiinism in Madras State. 
68. LANGUACiE IN the Lok Sabha. Hind^ 1967, Apr. 5. 
It is doubtful whether the solution that is said to have been 
arrived at between the leaders of the opposition and the 
speaker of the Lok Sabha regarding the member's right to 
speak in any of the 14 languages listed in the constitution 
is quite Batij^Qpdii.^ iS^tj^^exs who raised this issue 
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might feal satiefledt because it gives them the freedom to 
make impromptu speeches in their own mother tongues without 
giving an advanced copy of an English or Hindi version of 
their speech to the speaker as required under the old rules. 
Though the speaker has agreed to the new proceduie» it does 
not certainly make it easy for him to regulate the proceed-
ings as for the m«nber8 to follow the speeches of those 
whose language is unfamiliar to them, 
69, LURE OF English, Tribune; 1980, Mar. 4. 
This article shows the importance of English for Medium of 
Education in India. It reveals that only 2 percent of the 
candidates opted for the regional languages as their medium 
at the all-India civil services examination last year. The 
union Government have realised that knowledge of English can 
serve them better in the event of their selection, parti-
cularly for the foreign service. True, all of them may not 
have an eviable connand of English but their knowledge of the 
regional language, with all its inadequacies may argually 
have been poorer. It is however surprising that only 12 per-
cent of the candidate, wished to write the papers in Hindi 
which from all accounts is the language which is to replace 
English. 
70. MEHTA (R L). Importance of English not at the cost of verna-
cular. HtT>^Mfttflir^  TtPgf,? 1978, Jul. 19, 9t3. 
Soon after taking over the education portfolio in the Interim 
Government in 1947. Maulana Abul Kalam Azad said at a Press 
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Conference "So far as general studies are concerned it was 
never ray intention to suggest that there should be any fall-
ing in the standards of English, one hundred and fifty 
years of intimate contact has made English as an integral 
part of our educational system and this can not be changed 
without injury to the cause of education in India. In addi-
tion English has today become one of the major languages of 
the world and Indians can neglect its study only at the risk 
of loss to themselves"* Since then new political thinkers 
have been laying stress on the teaching of Hindi* regional 
languages and even Sanskrit and the status of that English 
enjoyed in the curriculum of schools and colleges is slowly 
yielding place to these language, 
71. f^RAHS (Frank). Sense and sensibility. Indian Expressi 
1965, Feb. 15, 6t2. 
The non-Hindi areas can not of course pretent to have been 
taken by surprise for notice that Hindi would be regarded 
as official language from Jan. 26, 1965 was given 15 years 
ago. The official language Act adopted by a^rliaraent nearly 
three years ago provided for the continued use of English as 
an official language of the union for an indefinite period 
and the Pt. Nehru formula accepted the principle that this 
would not be changed without the consent of the non-Hindi 
States. Obviously therefore the blame for the unpreparedness 
of certain States to adopt Hindi as the official language 
must be shared by them and by the union Government of India. 
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72* NAYAH (Kuldip). Language laauet Confusion attends change 
over. Htn^ ltfi^ y^^  Tiffi«t> 1969, Feb. 3, 9t4. 
The switch-over to Hindi as the principal official language 
of the Union has not been without tears. It appears that 
the centre has not done adequate explaining, and the 
impression in non-Hindi speaking States, particularly Madras. 
According to a survey in different regions, the belief is 
growing in non-Hindi-speaking States that English has been 
discarded and Hindi adopted in its place. The main fear 
among people in these States is that they may be at a dis-
advantage in seeking Qovemnents jobs. They were hoping that 
the switchover would not ultimately materialized and they now 
fear that assurances that they will not suffer hardship or 
discrimination may also remain on paper. 
73. iMYAR (Kuldip). Senior Indian Officials have to learn Hindi. 
TAffi^ f 9f M4fl> 1981, Jun. 3, 8t1. 
All senior officers of the Government of India will have to 
acquire a working knowledge of Hindi. The use of Hindi in 
Governments Offices is nominal. Virtually the entire work is 
transacted in English and non-Hindi-speaking States such as 
West Bengal, Kerala, Tamil Nadu, Jammu and Kashmir have been 
resentful about the way Hindi is being "Pushed down the 
throats of non-Hindi-speaking people". For the present there 
is no restriction on the use of English for any official 
purposes of the Union, though since 1965. Hindi has become 
the principal language and English an additional one "for 
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purposes to be specified by Parliament by Law for so long 
as necessary*. 
74, HAHGA&iMil (K)» Hindis Home Ministry in a hurry. Hind^i 
1965, Feb. 22. 
The question is whether there has been an attempt to impose 
Hindi on non->Hindi»8peaking people. There is an argument 
that the agitation against Hindi was all because of Jobs. 
ijuppose this argument is accepted as correct and the agita-
tion is for jobSf the question of imposition of Hindi remains 
to be answered* for jobs can not be had without a knowledge 
of Hindi. The fact that at sometime or other the non-Hindi 
speaking people must learn Hindi without a corresponding 
obligation thrown on the Hindi-speaking people to learn 
another Indian language would itself create an impression of 
compulsion. Those v^o are ardent Hindi enthusiasts agree 
with Acharya Vinoba Bhave that Hindi should not be imposed 
on South and English should not be imposed on North. 
7&. REDDI (Sundara). Realistic approach to language problem. 
Indian Expresst 1967, Sep. 26, 6i3. 
It is true that there would certainly have advantages in 
many fields over others in the country by making Hindi as a 
link language but Hindi is spoken only in 6 States-Hajasthan, 
Haryana, Himachal Pradesh, i^ .^ ., U.P. and Bihar. According 
to statistics nearly 40!^  of the population speaks Hindi. 
what about the other more than 60% population inhabiting 
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other parts of the country. English is spoken by a small 
number of people who today control the affairs of our 
country. But the masses of the country do not know either 
English or Hindi. So the regional languages as the mother* 
tongue are undoubtedly the most suitable median in a deiBo-
cratic setup like India. 
76. SADXQ ALL Language i What Delhi decision contemplates. 
Hindustan Times; 196&, Jun. 7, 9»1. 
After the language riot in Madras it was generally agreed 
that the late Prime Ministers assurances to the non-Hindi-
speaking States should be reaffirmed in clear terms, the 
only difference in approach being whether or not they should 
be embodied in a separate peice of legislation. The country 
however was generally reconciled to the assurance being 
given a statutory foxm. Guarantees for the continued use of 
English by non-Hindi speaking States are set in the frame-
work of a national policy concerning English, Hindi and other 
national languages. If these guarantees were antagonistic to 
this basic policy or unduly hindered its fulfilmentt then new 
tensions could arise, creating situations quite as bad as 
what we were up against in Madras. 
77. SRINIVASAIYENOAR (K B). Language problem of Indiat Southern 
view. Hindustan Timest 1978, Oct. 1, 9i3. 
The language problem of India, for our linguistic plurality 
is part of the probl«a. Officially we have the three-
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language fozinulaf in actual practice* a two language dis-
pensation and there is also a passionate desire in certain 
circles for Hindi raonolinguism. Again all this is perhaps 
only the *Maya* of politics or of political impatience and 
prejudice. The English presence is very much there in the 
North and people do cultivate Hindi in the isouth (including 
Tamil Nadu} and the language in which Tulsi Das indicated 
Ramcharit Manas is for many persons. The air is suddenly 
rent by conflicting cries> 'ANGREZI HATAO* in the North and 
'HINDI DOWN' in the South and East of our country. 
OPK/i>iTlOi4 To ENGLICJH. 
78* BAINS (Harcharan). Englisht Misplaced emphasis. Tribunal 
1962, Jan. 6. 
A recent survey b> a team of doctors among rural schools 
children produced the startling revelation that more than 
90% of the children suffer from an emotional imbalance and 
many succumb to neurotic depression as a result of an 
oppressive inferiority complex and neutal strain brought on 
by their failure to learn the English language. By compari-
son, failure in sociology, economics or even in one's first 
language does not leave any appreciable ill-effects on the 
child's emotional development. It was also found that the 
border line cases are the worst affected. For the solution 
of this problem it is necessary that we take a comprehensive 
8 'J 
view of educatioAt for •ducation Is an Integrated process* 
to the problwis of which no isolated solutions will apply. 
OPPOSITION TO HINDI. 
79. ABRAHAM (A S). Re-shaping language policy. Time of Indlat 
1977, Aug. 3, 6$3. 
After several years of relative quiescence* the language 
issue has again become an explosive subject. The Bihar 
Caovemment reportedly putout a circular directing its 
officials to use Hindi in correspondence not only with the 
centre but also with the States. The anxieties of non->Hindi-
speaking States, especially Tamil Nadu, have also been fulled 
by reports that Hindi is the language in which Union cabnets 
meetings are now conducted (this, in turn, is cited to 
reinforce the view that the Janata is a 'Northern* party 
increasingly doninated by the Hindi-preaching ^ana Sangh) and 
that Hindi is being used more and more in various central 
Government departments. 
80. BHAKTAVATSALAM (M). Language problem. Indian Exoreasi 1968, 
Mar. 21, 6t2. 
The non»Hindi-speaking people, particularly the people of 
Tamilnad, realised the difficulties that would be felt and 
the handicaps that might arise for them as a result of 
imposing Hindi, although there has been a fairly good volun-
tary effort to study Hindi. The difficulties are rightly 
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highlighted in Tamilnad because even students of Hindi get 
out of touch with the language because of the distances 
from the Hindi regions* Unless people have a fairly good 
knowledge of Hindi they can not have their legitimate share 
in the governance of the country if Hindi is to be the sole 
official language of the Union. 
81. BHATIA (B M ) . South's opposition to Hindi more political 
than economic* Statesmant 1968t Feb. 12. 
South India's opposition to the Centre's language policy is 
more political than economic. The argument that the intro-
duction of Hindi as the official language would means loss 
of jobs or promotions to South Indians is hardly based on 
facts. The truth of the matter is that the ^outh Indians* 
who outpaced the rest of the ountry in adopting English as 
the medium of instruction in the 19th Century* started 
losing ground when the rest of India started learning 
English in right earnest. This process of decline started 
hurting the i>outh Indians and the Bengalis 40 years ago. 
82. CAAIAP^A (K M). Foisting of Hindi oi>-non-Hindi people. 
MUri ^KPmV 1964, Dec. 28, 6»2. 
In this time when every one of us should be fully engaged in 
sincerely and loyally contributing our humble mite to 
strengthen the hards of our government, to help our leaders 
to redeem the solemn pledge they have given to our millions, 
it is tragic that the language issue is causing a great deal 
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of hazm and retarding the achlevenent of our aim* which is 
"national integration**• The compaign to force Hindi on non-
Hindi speaking people directly or indirectly is having a very 
unhealthy effect on the spirit of the non-Hindi speaking 
people and there are millions of them. If Hindi is imposed 
on people unwilling to accept it* the ruling out by Hindi 
protegonists of the possibility of some serious internal 
disturbances breaking out will be disastrous for our security 
and progress. 
83. DASGUI^ FA (TAPAN). TN rejects Hindi from 3-language formula. 
HJlntfyg^ an U^m 1979. Jan. 24» 9f1. 
Tamil Nadu has rejected the three-language formula proposed 
in the new education policy and suggested sone new significant 
changes. The State Government has told the education Ministry 
that there would be no place for Hindi in the State* only 
English and Tamil would be taught in schools. West Bengal 
has also suggested an amendment. It has sought a ciefinition 
of the word socialism in the new policy statement. The new 
policy under the Government's consideration identifies two 
main streams general and vocational education spectrum. 
Provisionst however* have been made to enable a student who 
has gone in for vocational education to switch back to 
general education by undertaking suitable bridge courses. 
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84. DESAI (Morarji). Hindi is the key to national integration. 
Indian Exoreaat 1965, Jan. 26* 6s1. 
It is unfortunate that anti-Hindi agitators should be creat-
ing the fear that adoption of Hindi will enable the Hindi 
knowing people to dominate them in national affairs. This 
fear is entirely baseless and should be shed in the larger 
national interest. It is the duty of Hindi speaking people 
to assure the non»Hindi speaking people that their attitude 
will never be to dominate the latter during the period of 
transition. In fact the fanatical approach of some Hindi 
protagonists has created a sense of fear in the minds of 
some non-Hindi speaking people that they want to impose 
classical Hindi on others. 
85. HINDI. Searchliahtt 1970, Apr. 29. 
If Hindi is imposed on the noiv>Hindi speaking people of India 
in full violation of law» the majority of Indians would be 
deprived frc»B any share in the participation in the Central 
Government. Obviously no one, except those with an unnatural 
bent of mind, would want that to happen, what has prevented 
the extension of the area of the use of hiindl is not so much 
any active hostility of any non-Hindi group to Hindi as the 
genuine inability of the non-Hindi speaking people to use 
Hindi for written and communication. Ihose who enuinely want 
Hindi to spread ought to help the non-Hindi speaking people 
to overcome this disability. For this perhaps a return to 
Gandhian means is necessary. 
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8 6 . HINDI L^EKIALISM, Dawfit 196&» Feb. 12. 
Following the supreme sacrifice made by three young men of 
South Indiat the anti-Hindi agitation developed into a popu-
lar revolt. The congress regime of course answered with 
bullets. The number of the dead and the wounded in the 
classed with the plice suggests battles rather than political 
d«aonstrations. The Jan. 26» 1965 when Hindi was declared to 
be the principal official language of India may infact have 
marked an important turning point. It is a decision that 
never stood a chance of being accepted by the majority which 
does not speak Hindi. By this act of defiance of the well 
known wishes and legitimate interests of non-Hindi speaking 
fflajority» the congress regime was throughing gauntlet it 
knew could not but be picked up by the rest of the country. 
87. HINDI IMtERlALI^^. Pakistan Gbserveri 1965, Jan. 27. 
The decision of the Voverrmient of India to intoduce Hindi as 
the Indian official language despite opposition has already 
led to the emergence of an explosive situation throughout the 
country particularly in the i»tates where it is not spoken by 
the majority. The imposition of Hindi aimed at denying the 
minority. Coeniunities» that form the faimly of the people of 
India* their right to seek full expression in their own way 
through their own religion, distinctive culture and tradi-
tions. India is not a homogenous country to permit one 
culture* one language and one pattern of life. It is a land 
of varied languages* different cultures and various ways of 
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life. There are HiindU8» Buddhists, ^ ikhs, Jains* Parsls, 
Muslins. 
88. HINDI A Hindrance. Christian Science Monitor: 1965, Jan. 29. 
The reaction of imposition of Hindi has been rioting by 
thousands of Tamil->speaking students in Madras, concerned 
lest New Delhi seek to force Hindi into all Indian throats. 
Actually* although Indi is given a preferred position, local 
option is allowed, and the Government has promised that non-
Hindi speaking people will suffer no handicaps. Furthermore 
it is generally recognised that English will continue as a 
sort of "upper^level" tongue in which Indians from various 
parts of the country will communicate and which will be used 
in all official internal 8tate-to->state communication other 
than between two Hindi-speaking areas. It is the hope of 
Indian Government that Hindi will eventually become the 
accepted tongue of all India. 
89. KABAD (B K. R). Language riots, rime of Indiat 1967, 
Dec. 28, 6t2« 
Hindi can become the sole official language of the Union 
only by the consent of the people of the non-Hinoi speaking 
areas. The legislative Bill seeks to say that the bilingua-
lism sanctioned by it will renain in force untill the legis-
latures of all the non-Hindi speaking state decide that it 
should end. If there are chances of doing so have receded 
much further than the Bill was brought forward the responsi-
bility must be placed squarely on the shoulders of the Hindi 
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Zealots. When the Bill came up ^ iadras was particularly its 
only opponent. But even before the fury of the Hindi 
compaigners had spent itself* Andhra Pradesh and Mysore 
appeared to have swng into the anti-Hindi lobby and later 
Kerala followed in their footsteps. 
90. KAGAL (Nandan B). In perspectives Cruel legacy. 
jJ3SUAI 1965, Feb. 3, 8s3. 
During the freedom stuggle the need for a common language or 
national language was conceded by all the persons. And 
again by the common consent* Hindi was choosen for this role-
not because its vocubulary or literature is richer than that 
of Tamil or Bengali but simply because more Indians know 
Hindi than any other language. The acceptance of Hindi as 
the national language became a touch stone of pelriotism and 
Mr. Rajagopalachari was in the vanguard of the move>Qent to 
spread the knowledge of Hindi in South India. This sentiment 
in favour of Hindi should have been utilised sensibly 
immediately after Independence. 
91. KHOSLA (G S). North-South Dialogue. Time of India. 1979, 
Nov. 4, 6t2. 
Language is a thorny problem in Indian policy and its sur-
faces in the most unexpected manner. The gap between Hindi 
and other Indian languages can be bridged by establishing 
live, inter-cultural institutions. There are however other 
possibilities. For example in Delhi there are a number of 
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organisations that cater to the cultural needs of the people 
who have migrated from the South, These cultural organisa-
tions could extend their activities and start classes in 
Hindi for their members and South Indian languages. They 
are benefit of adults who belong to the North, borne foreign 
cultural bodies provide regular instructions in European 
languages. They are good examples to follow to make the 
North-South dialogue a reality. 
92. U\;4GUAGE FOR India. Hew York Tiiaes: 1965, Jan. 28, 
India is weighed down with tremendous problems. There are 
the grave of food shortages* the threat of China's nuclear 
bombt the conflict over Kashmir, the argument over a 
national economic plan, the division in the ruling congress 
party and many others. Yet it is unhappily typical that the 
most exciting problem in India is the imposition of Hindi on 
noivHindi speaking people. The example of this problem is 
the violent protest in Madras province against the Hindi. It 
is not enough to say that Tamil speaking people in Mdras 
fear they will lose their Government jobs because they do 
not speak Hindi. There are two important reasons behind the 
protest. One is political. The other reason strikes in the 
heart of Hindus. 
93. iOLITlCia UF Language. Sunday Standardt 1967, Dec. 10. 
No body has over challenged the decision of the frames of 
the constitution, who in their wisdom decided that ultimately 
^') a 
Hindi ha8 to become the link language of the country. They 
even went to the extent of fixing a dead line of fifteen 
years for the switch over* That dead line ended in 1965. 
The prescures that were build up by what have come to be 
known as Hindi fanatics and the counter pressures which not 
only hindered the efforts in non-Hindi States to popularise 
Hindi but led to language riots in the South, have vitiated 
the atmosphere to such an extent that any move to implement 
the constitutional provision invariably leads to strong 
opposition from the norv-Hindi speaking areas, particularly 
from Tamilnad. It was In this atmosphere that both the 
former Prime Ministers Mr. Nehru and «Vtr. Shastri gave cate-
gorical assurances to the noivHindi-speaking people that 
Hindi will not be imposed on them unless they themselves 
wanted it. 
94. RAO (V G Prasad). iVhy A1AD:><K is on the defensive emotive 
language issue. Times of Indiai 1978, Jun. 20, 6i3. 
will 1965 repeat itself in Tamil Nadu? This question 
seriously agitating the public mind as the bravida Munnetra 
Kazagham led by Mr. M. Kurunanidhi, seems spoiling for a 
confrontation on the issue of "imposition" of Hindi on the 
Tamils by the Janta Government "without even the pretext on 
an apology? The general Council of the Uvj<. which meets in 
Madurai is expected to discuss a cc^nprehensive plan to 
"resist Hindi" Mr. Karunanidhi has asked his partymen to 
resist the "Hindi on slaught" whatever the consequences. 
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95, aANGASVvAMI (K). Hurtful Implications of imposing Hind. 
Hindus 1965, Feb. 8. 
The anti-Hindi agitation in the South has certainly come as 
a rude shock to the administration in tNew Delhi. The sponta-
neous spreading of the agitation has undoubtedly brough 
home even to the worst Hindi fanatic the depth of feeling in 
the South against any imposition of Hindi. For a moment the 
fear has gripped the Hindi protagonists that the language 
controversy might split the country. Many recall the bitter 
and violent language controversy between the two wings of 
Pakistan which the binding religion of Islam has not been 
able to smoothen even today. But with this realisation no 
one seems to know v^at exactly is to be done to reassure the 
agitated people in South. 
96. RAWAT (M S), Hindi is its own enemy. Times of Indiat 1975, 
Jun. 29, 6s3. 
The fanaticism of Hindi chauvinists threatened to practically 
split the nation in two north and south during the language 
riots a decade ago. The agitation, which resulted in the 
loss of many lives and the destruction of public and private 
property worth crores of rupees, subsided only after the norv* 
Hindi speaking people had been reassured by the centre 
Government that their interests would be safeguarded and the 
status quo retained on the question of the national language 
in ancient times, it was religion which brought people from 
different parts of the country closer. 
9'i 'i. 
97. SANYAL (i»unanda). Does language unite people? Indian 
Express; 1981, May 28, 6i2. 
Our constitutional mandate that Hindi shall ultimately be 
the Union's Sole Official Language st«ns front the popular, 
though wrong, belief that a common language necessarily 
unites a multilingual people. But people(s) everywhere 
have been known to have united in spite of linguistic hetero-
geneity and "cultural cohension within India, despite a great 
diversity of languages, is probably greater than cohension 
between English speaking Indians and other parts of the 
English-speaking world. English turns the entire nation into 
a single coimnunity. So today with the British ruler out on 
the way, none except those who d^nand special previlage calls 
English an imposition. It is now part of national realiza-
tion that given a fair chance, everybody can learn it and 
what it affords infinitely greater special control than Hindi 
can ever do. 
98. SASTRI (D Diptivilasa). Hollowness of arguments for Hindi. 
Hindus 1967, Dec. 5. 
The controversy over the official language focusses attention 
on the clandestine methodology adopted to force Hindi on urv-
willing people of India. The fact is the very few <bouth 
Indians have occasions either to speak or communicate to any-
one in Hindi. It look as though it is a trick of the Hindi 
people to dominate the affairs of the country by this link 
language jugglery. An administrative language has great 
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potential for dominance because Urdu was the State language 
in U.P.t many of the top ranking Urdu poets are Hindust 
though Urdu and Hindi are devided on a religions basis. If 
the todas deserve cultural protection* if Nagas and Mizos 
revel against cultural dooainance of the Assamese* there is 
no reason why we should not devote serious thought to the 
problem of linguistic minorities. 
99. VERGHESE (B G). National scenes which language? mat script? 
Times of Indiaa 1965, Feb, 18, 6>4. 
The language agitation in a number of non»Hindi speaking 
States and the grim riots particularly in a/tadras have 
shocked the nation. Seventeen years after the independence 
the very unity of the country is threatened no less. The 
lines of an inmiediate settlement have begun to emerge around 
the proposal to give statutory effect to Mr. Nehru assurances. 
This implies indefinite bilingualism in respect of the 
official language, Hindi and English being used side by side 
till such time as the non-Hindi-speaking people themselves 
opt to accept Hindi exclusively. 
P A H A R I Si-EAKiNG, H 1 . . > \ C H A L t'iuxuEijti, 
100. HAWtfUL More, Indian Express: 1968, Jul. 17, 6i3. 
Perhaps the slogan of a Pahari language is related to the 
demand for statehood for Hinachal i^ radesh. Applying the 
linguistic principle in reverse, they seek to endow the 
Union Territory with a language of its own to buttress its 
9b 
elaiffl to statehood. In their eagerness to hasten the 
process they tend to overlook the fact that if Himachal 
Pradesh is not being made a full-fladged state it is not 
because it lacks economic viability* i/<hatever the real 
motivation for the Pahari language moret its haznful effect 
should be obvious* Such moves come in the viay of national 
integration. 
PRUBLEM6. 
101* SANTHANAiA (K). Need for clear thinking on the language 
issue* Htntf\H?Un X^ni 1964. Dec. 16, 9i3. 
The problem of language in India is in itself complicated 
and difficult. But confused and wishful thirUcing is making 
it almost insoluble. The need for clear thinking on this 
important issue has become imperative in view of the 
approach of the crucial date Jan. 26, 1965. Now the ques-> 
tion is why the Government is unable to solve this problem. 
There are many reasons. The fundamental mistake usually 
made in this discussion of this matter is to assume that 
it is a single problem capable of a unique solution. This 
is far from the truth. There are three distinct sets of 
issues, each of which is capable of more than one solution. 
It is, therefore, a question of arriving at an acceptable 
C(Mnbination among the alternative solutions to them. 
9/ 
PUNJABI Si-L.A;aNG. 
102. AHUJA (D H). Punjabi as second language urged, fribunei 
1979» Aug, 27, 
A day-long conference organised by eight I'unjabi cultural 
and literary societies, writers and publishers urged the 
Government that Punjabi should be given the second place 
in the pride of language in Delhi because the capital had 
a heavy prepodence of Punjabis comparising about 80% of the 
population. A resolution adopted by the conference said 
because of the size of the Punjabi population in yelhi» 
Punjabi should legitimately be given the first place. How 
ever due to the peculiar position of Delhi being the 
capital with a cosmopolitan population-Hindi should be 
accepted as the first language and Punjabi be given the 
place of second language. The resolution also recononended 
that Urdu should also be treated as the second language. 
103. PUAR Uoginder Singh), Switch-over to Punjabi, rribtitnet 
1981, Dec. 1. 
It is necessary to attract University and other teachers 
to write good books in Punjabi. This can be done if we 
regard the writing of textbooks as no less important than 
research work. Translated books can prove useful at the 
initial stage of switch-over. In addition, M.Phil, students 
in various departments should be encouraged to write their 
dissertations in Punjabi. This would not only help research 
9^i 
students to do socaething original but also facilitate th« 
d«veloF»:ent of this language for scientific discourses* 
True there are many practical problems in a medium switch-
over* but this does not mean that there should be no 
definite plan to pronote and develope the Punjabi language 
so as to make it an increasingly suitable mediuaa of higher 
education* 
104. GILL(Rao).Doing justice to Punjabi. Hindustan Timest 1979, 
Oct. 29, 9J5. 
Punjabi, infact, has been the most unfortunate victim of 
political chicanery. It has been refused persistently its 
official status as the second language in spite of the fact 
that it is the language of a predominent section of the 
Delhi population. Various political parties in power at 
various times in the Union Territory have premised it its 
due recognition but have hedged when it came to impl^enting 
the premise. Promises were made at first by the congress, 
then by Janata. But they were never kept. However more 
of these parties hesitated to use promotion of Punjabi as a 
bait to entice the Punjabi vote at the time of elections. 
105. SEKHON (Sant Singh). Problem of Punjabi ^tate. Hindustan 
Timesi 1965, Dec. 2, 9id. 
It is unfortunate that Prime /v^ lnister and Indian Government 
persist in regarding the question of a Punjabi speaking state 
from the angle of real or imaginary Sikh grievances. Their 
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assurance on this secret sincere and unreserved as they 
aret can not carry conviction. For the probl«n of the 
Punjabi-speaking state is not of the grievances of the 
sicks or any other religions community or sect. It is the 
question of resolving the Hindu-^ i^kh tangle in I'unjab and 
it is here that the necessity of bringing the Hindus of the 
Punjab back to the fold of Punjabi arises. Uie the ^ "unjabi 
Hindus begin to own and use Punjabi as the medium of their 
cultural and social activity the bonds of unity among them 
and the Sikhs will begin to acquire strength and the strains 
of mutual distress begin to weaken. It is to secure this 
aim that the demarcation of a unilingual ^^ unjab is necessary. 
BIGHTS. 
106. SAHKEH (subhash Chnadra). Mother-tongue, education and 
linguistic minorities. Monthly Review. 12, 9} 1971, 454t1. 
It shows the violation of lingustic rights of minorities. 
The state Governnents, whose duty in to safeguard and 
irapl«nent the guarantees of the constitution, have failed 
in the duty. The eleventh report of the coauBission for 
linguistic minorities in India states reveals that the first 
all India decision at the Governmental level regarding 
provisions of facilities for instruction through the mother 
tongue of the linguistic minorities at the primary and 
secondary stages of education were taken at the conference 
of the provincial education Ministers in 1949. It emphasised 
iOO 
that the problon of linguistic minorities have to be solved 
alongvtfith the other probl^ns. 
hOLE IN i^ TIui^ i/Vl. ii4fL:G;.AriuN. 
107. CANDIDUS. rum in Language Issue* Aaerita Patrikat 1967, 
Sept. 21. 
The introduction of regional languages at the University 
level would ultinately lead to fragmentation of the country 
into different language groups. If Bengalies receive their 
education in Bengalit the Tanilians in Tamil, the Maharash-
trians in Marathi and so on and so forth, at all levels of 
education, the result would be that each language group 
will be confined to their particular regions and interstate 
mobility can not take place. This will seriously impair the 
country's development in all spheres, economic, scientific 
and technical. It will further undermine the national unity 
of the country. 
108. DEAD FOiHMULA. Free Press Journals 1967, Apr. 4. 
The three language formula was evolved to help greater 
integration. But it has become a sort of obligation on the 
Southern States only for the compulsory introduction of 
Hindi as the third language. The Hindis-speaking areas of 
the north, like U.^. and Bihar, have made no bones about 
their failure to implement the formula on the ground that 
students were not forth-coming to learn South Indian langu-
ages. The difficulty of finding suitable teachers was 
101 
another excuse trotted out. In these circumstance the 
three-language fozroula has been a force in so far as it is 
claimed as a step towards the national integration. 
109. KULKARNI (V B)« Urdui Vehicle of integration. ;>undav 
^iaafiajBii 1975, Mar. 23. 
The encouragement to the growth of Urdu* which is as much 
as indigenous as, for examplet Hindi, Bengali, Kannada, 
Tamil and Telugu are, can prove most useful in prompting 
national integration. There are many versions about the 
origin of Urdu which is a Turkish word meaning a military 
camp, v'ilhen the Muslims acquired domination over the 
country, there was a need of new medium of communication 
with the indigenous population. So the foundation of this 
language was provided by a dialect of Hindi. During the 
British India period the development of Urdu was hvnpered 
by a fertile linguistic ontroversy. The official language 
of India is Hindi but this fact can not deny Urdu its 
rightful place in the faimly of Indian languages. 
110, NATIONAL INTEGRATION and Urdu. Radiance. 2,4; 1964, 
1964, Aug. 16, 11t1. 
This article shows how national integration can be brought 
about in India. Our constitution has given eoual rights to 
all. There should be no discrimination on religions, racial 
regional or linguistic bases. But there are yet many short 
comings in our practice. The presesvatlon and development 
10c: 
of Urdu languat^ c is important for national integration. 
Those who speak this language axe spread all ovex India* 
In U.ir^ . their niMber is larger than the entire population 
of some states* And yet there is no proper azrangament 
for teaching it* There are obstacles in its way* The 
dream of national integration can never materialise unless 
lingustic minorities are satisfied and their demands are 
met* 
111* SUBnAMANY'Aivl (Kaa Naa)* Government can codify the past, 
not shape the future* The Statesmant 1967, Oct. 18. 
It looks as if India will break up into ;iplinters under the 
impact of linguistic fanaticism* Unless immediate steps 
are taken to curb the activities of the fanatics the danger 
will grow larger with time* The present linguistic confu-
sion in India will prevail so long as the quit-complex 
continues and till each linguistic group does not take a 
critical look at its past and present* The quilt-complex 
may wear off with time but a critical spirit of inquiry can 
only consciously cultivated* In this the educationists can 
help, provided they themselves have developed a sufficiently 
critical and discriminating insight* 
112. THREE IN One* Hindustan Standard: 1972, Oct. 10. 
Viihen controversies arise about to what extent communication 
is at all possible, it is a pity that in India, the problem 
is further complicated by the linguistic diversity. Which 
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sometimes makes nons<mse of the muclv-vaunted Inner unity. 
The tender feelings for one's mother tongue can be 
erabitted by narrow considerations with gory consequences. 
It is undoubtedly true that learning more than one langu-> 
age in most cases far from being pleasure* can not be 
happy process. Nevez»»the-les8 the present generation of 
Indians can not/reject history which for good or ill 
necessitates what may be called an unfortunate imposition. 
113. UHOUt A non-language. Motherland: 1973, .^ ept. 20. 
Urdu is a powerful mediwa of expression» it is a moot 
question whether it is a language at all. A conglomeration 
of words stolen from Hindi» Persian, Arabic, Turkish, 
various Indian languages and even English, it is credible 
only as an unending essay in plagiarism. There is not one 
single *Urdu word" that has not been taken from some other 
language. The graimaer is of course taken wholesale from 
Hindi, with a few Arabo->Persian rules thrown in. The ruling 
party in its anxiety for Muslim votes is boosting Urdu and 
appointing thousands of Urdu teachers although there is no 
demand fcr them fr(»n any school. In the process it is only 
sowing seeds of discord and retarding national integration. 
114. CHAVLA (SS). Sanskrit-spoken language of ":;>hudras". 
SjiXiamSJi 1980, Aug. 26. 
A Punjab University scholar has exploided the age-old myth 
0 
that in its heyday Sanskrit was a privy of Brahmins and 
that w<»aen and people belonging to low castes were not 
allowed to study this language. In classical ^^ anskrit 
dramast only the kings» the priests the privileged few and 
the dwarpals (Vshers) speak ^^ anskrit. The rest>lncluding 
the queens-speak one or the other form of i-rakrit* There-
fore it has been sun&ised that in no period of Indian 
history Sanskrit was the language of the man in the street. 
The name of the language intself-which means 'cultured* 
supposedly supports this theory. 
115. DUA (. R). State of Sanskrit in India. Hindustan Timesi 
1972, Mar. 26, 9»1. 
The study of Sanskrit language along with other classical 
languages like Arabic and Persian was accorded an opposite 
place. Professorships were created in the Universities in 
all the thr<»e classical languages. ir>ioneering work was 
done in popularising Sanskrit, to begin with, when runjab 
University was established in 1882, degrees and titles were 
conferred in oriental learning. The study of Sanskrit 
should be more comprehensive and induae Indian thought, 
philosophy, culture, philology, Xndology, archaclogy, 
Musology etc. for its further promotion. It will be only 
then that the students will find some practical possibi-
lities and application of the subject after they qualify 
fTom the university. It should be made more practical than 
theoretical. 
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116. LifOhTAtCE OF Sanskrit. Indian Nationt 1975, Aug. 24. 
Tributes have been paid to Sanskrit by men like docthe and 
AiaxMuller. The richness of ;»anskrit is acknowledged by the 
whole world. Sometimes back, a Russian publication said 
that modem languages have only one starling but Sanskrit 
has foany strings. There are people in thc> political 
parties and elsewhere also who want all links to be snapped 
with the past. But they do not represent the mind of the 
Government. The teaching of Sanskrit at present is not an 
integral part of education. Sanskrit is more tolerated 
than respected. The fault, however, is not only of the 
policy makers. The books prescribed must be useful and 
interesting. They must have relevance to the life of the 
people. There is no dearth of such materials in the store 
house of Sanskrit. 
117. KULKAaNI (V B ). Study of Sanskrit. Indian Ixoressi 1973, 
Mov. 8, 6s4. 
There is need for an increasing number of Incsians to study 
Sanskrit as it holds the key to the iousiense storehouse of 
the country's ancient learning. It is, however, necessary 
to over come the present prejudice against it if any real 
progress is to be made towards that goal. Sankrlt has long 
been open to all, including Muslims to study this language 
and thus gain unhampered access to the founts of knowledge, 
including the Vedas, those unique archines of ancient 
wisdom. Sanskrit in India may not perish within the foreses 
Ob 
able future but its decline is obvious. By relegating it 
tc the position of an optional subject at the secondary 
stage of education* an assured source of supply of students» 
teachers and scholars is being allowed to dry up fast. In 
these circiBBstancest all talk of founding Sanskrit colleagues 
or even of popularising Sanskrit studies on an appreciable 
scale becomes futile. 
118. PKOMOriNG ^mSKhir, Free Press Journal» 1974, Aug. 4. 
Sanskrit is India's proud heritage just as Latin or Gre^ 
is Europe*s. It is the mother of most Indian languages. 
V^hile the Indo-Aryan gxoup of the North are its direct 
descendants* three out of the four major Dravidian langu-
ages*, Malayalm, Telugu and Kannada* are heavily Sanskritised 
and the speakers of these tongues are quite at home with the 
Sanskritised official Hindi. The promotion of Sanskrit can no 
not therefore be a controversial subject as most Indian love 
that language* and its study will greatly expand one's 
cultural horizon. The right way to promote the study of 
Sanskrit* or for that matter anyother classical language 
like Persian* Pali* Ardh Magadhi or old Tamil* is to provide 
courses in it for those who are really inclined to study 
these or any one of there language. 
119. REVIVAL OF Sanskrit. Hindyt 1972, Aug. 8. 
The impact of Sanskrit on many Indian languages and dialects 
has always been recognised. Housing the culture of the 
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Hindust Budhiete and Jainst it has been once of the impor-
tant windows of the past* Unfortunately* under the multi-
lingual deals finalised after the independence for select-
ing the regional media of instruction it has received only 
low priority both at the Centre and in the States. In 
Tamil Nadu, it has been veritably shown the door, on the 
other hand in Andhra Pradesh, as also in Kerala, a more is 
afoot to explore the feasibility of setting up a i>anskrit 
University* This is to b« welcomed* Sanskrit may have 
ceased to be spoken long long ago* But it is by no means 
a dead language as is tried to be made out by some interes-
ted parties* 
120* SANSKhllj SACRED or Frofane. Hindustan Times; 1972, 
Apr* 2, 9*3* 
Sanskrit is the root language of almost all the languages 
of India and knowledge of Sanskrit is immensely useful in 
acquiring an understanding of them* Its rich literature is 
a source of perennial Joy* Is Sanskrit to be treated as 
dead language or as part of India's past, the mother of 
tongues still spoken by &00 million people and the inspira-
tion for an unbroken cultural tradition? Upto a generation 
ago knowledge of Sanskrit was a faimly tradition in many 
homes* k^>t so today* And with this there is danger of a 
door being dosed* The idea that Sanskrit is a "Hindu** or 
"Brahnin" language in a scriptural sense is as fallaceious 
as the notion that Urdu - a window on the Arabic-Persian 
ios 
tradition in India*t heritage is a "Muslim" language. Both 
are wiiquely and universally Indian. 
121. SANSKRIT'S BOLE. IJUQdU) 1970» J u l . 19. 
The central Sanskrit Board, Kendriya Sanskritha Vidyapeeth 
in rirupati (A.r.), Kendriya Sanskrit Parishad and similar 
institutions have been set up with the objective of doing 
research and formulating plans for the promotion of the 
language Sanskrit. What is equally important is to make 
the younger generation aware of Sanskrit's variety and 
richness. This can be done only by encouraging students to 
study the language Education being a State subject, the 
Centre's plan and provisions of funds depend upon State's 
co-operation for proper implementation and disbursement. It 
is heartening that Andhra Pradesh has decided to introduce 
the teaching of Sanskrit in 400 schools. A language lives 
by the care. 
122. SANSKRIT STUDIES. iHtiJan SKPffffll 1979, Apr. 19, 6i3. 
The study of Sanskrit in the country and promoting research 
in the rich heritage of Sanskrit literature should be 
encouraged by the Government and the public. There is 
considerable scope for carrying on research in the enormous 
ancient scientific literature in Sanskrit dealong with such 
subjects as astroncmy, mathematics ami medicine. A proper 
and devoted study of the Sanskrit classics may be fruitful 
not only for enjoying th«n as the creative achievements of 
i03 
a great culture but also at the provider of a key to the 
dynamics of peaceful social change in a pluralist society. 
Therefore some essential steps should be taken by the 
centre as well as states Governments for the promotion and 
developnent of this language. 
123. -srAlELESiJ" LANGUAGES. n^tiHtf! SXPrglJI 1969, Aug. 14, 6|4. 
Since the formation of linguistic states, minority languages 
like Urdu, Sanskrit and Sindhi are being neglected. The 
State Governments tend to concentrate on promoting the 
regional languages and hardly care for the "Stateless" or 
minority languages. But any neglect suffe^ »»d by these 
languages amounts to a national loss. The way Urdue has 
been denied a fair deal reflects little credit on the Govern-
ments concerned. This rich language is in danger of wither-
ir^ away. The large nuDiber of Hindus from Sindh wN) were 
driven out of their homes in Pakistan and have settled down 
in India, should be helped to retain their cultural identity 
through proflK>tion of their language. 
124. TAKING ADVANTAGE of Sanskrit. Hindut 1974, Dec. 25. 
A Sanskrit Sammelan at Madras has asked for "the Inclusion 
of Sanskrit as a compulsory subject for examinations for 
candidates seeking entry into the Indian Actelnistrative 
Services and the Indian Foreign Services". This, according 
to the Sammelan, will help the candidates appreciate better 
the genius and cultural background of the nation. Another 
uo 
recommendation is that a Sanskrit institute should be set 
up at the centre and in each state to facilitate research. 
Sanskrit is a vast storehouse of cultural* scientific and 
political knowledge* It is equally true that what is 
stored in that language will fast sink into oblivion if no 
affort it made to tape and use lt« Therefore this valuable 
language should be adequately preserved and safeguarded* 
SECOND OfMClAi- LANGUAGL, UHDU. 
125* hAM^US OVEH Urdu* Radiance* 5,6) 1967, Aug. 27, lOil. 
The demand that Urdu should be given the status of a second 
official language in States where it is the mother tongue 
of a large section of the population is reasonable and the 
congress should have no difficulty in taking a clear cut 
decision* In asking "a more liberal attitude**, towards 
Urdu and "due place" for it, it has not gone as far as it 
should have* during the last decades that the congress was 
in power in U*P* and Bihar little was done to give Urdu its 
due place* The congress working comnittee's hesitation to 
define its attitude in more concrete terms will only 
encourage those in the congress who remain firmly opposed 
to any liberal attitude towards this Indian language* 
I l l 
UiiDU, PUNJAB, 
126. VdOU AND Punjabi. Rediance. e,3| 1970* Aug. 2, 2tn 
The case of Urdu in the Hindi areas is entirely different 
from the caae of Hindi in Punjab. The question in Punjab is 
not how many people can or can not understand Hindi. To be 
able to understand a language is not the samething as to 
have it as one*8 osother tongue. There is a large number of 
people who understand English in every Indian Statet y«t 
how many of them can claim it to be their mother tongue. 
What Urdu speaking people have been demanding from the 
Government in the Hindi areas is that wherever a large 
nurober of people have Urdu as their mother tonguet it should 
be declared as the second official language there. 
UTTAK Plw\DEi>H. 
127. AKYA (iiaj Narain). Recognise Urdu as the second official 
language of U.i'. Rediance- 4,50| 1967, Jul. 2, 12f1. 
Urdu is a language of a religions minority which has to be 
given its rightful place in a democratic set up. This 
minority can not ignore the language of the majority consu* 
nity i.e. Hindi and has to accept Hindi as the first langu-
age. It is for the majority to give this minority a feeling 
of security* and accommodate its wishes and urges to the 
utmost instead of suppressing the ruthleesly by majority 
decisions. It is here that we have to show a spirit of 
X i ( • - > 
accommodation to Uxdu and accept it as the second language 
In the State* This it not appeazment of Muslims but only 
the extension of the feeling of brotherhood and sympathy 
to them. 
128. INJUSriCE TO Updu. Radiance. 4,52| 1967, Jul. 16, 4t2. 
One can not forget the injustice that has been done to the 
Urdu language. Urdu is a language spoken by crores and 
crores people in various parts of our country. It is 
highly developed and beautiful language born and based in 
this country. It has got a volume of literature that can 
stand in favourable comparison with any literature of not 
only developed language of cur country but of the whole 
world. This injustice and this inequity must stop and 
therefore steps must iBuaediately be taken by the author!* 
ties to declare Urdu as a regional languav;e in the L>tates 
of Delhi, U.i'., Bihar, Madhya Pradesh, Punjab and Andhra. 
The Urdu speaking people have suffered long enough. 
129* NAQVI (S M Tahir). Urdu movcQient not new. iiediance. 5,8t 
1967, Sept. 10, 12s1. 
The demand for making Urdu a second language In U.i^ . and 
Bihar is a genuine compaint of linguistic minority which 
has been agitating for a fair deal since many long year. 
Under the two language pattern, one will be the regional 
language and the other which shall be Hindi, will have the 
status of a link language. To the leaders of U. r. Goveriv> 
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ment who pr«tid* ov«r our destiny this bilingulsni Is a big 
course if Urdu is brought in as second Xanyuage of the 
State. In other States w^ere regional language is in 
vague among large number of people* our leaders do not dare 
to propagate for one language only. 
130, URDU UNIVLRSITIES. Rediance. 10,27j 1973, Jan. 14, 13»1. 
The only method of promoting Urdu in India is to get it 
declared the official language of some regions. Till now 
the demands have been made that the Urdu should be declared 
the second official language of U.F. and Bihar etc. But it 
has become very clear that the Hindi enthusiasts will never 
allow such a demand to be accepted. Under three language 
formula Sanskrit is being taught instead of Urdu. In these 
circumstances a compromise may be struck between the 
protagonists of Urdu and Hindi by allowing Urdu to be 
declared official language of only one small region where 
the percentage of Urdu speakers may be relatively high. 
SIJiJDHl ^PBAl^im, 
131. AJWANI (L H). Sindhi*8 Case for official i^ atronage. 
Statesman^ 1964, Nov. 21. 
There is a saying in Sindhi that a little slip can be 
sesponsible for a hundred mishepa. The saying certainly 
has application to the Sindhi language itself, which finds 
itself an outcast in India because of an apparent slip 
while the Indian constitution was being drafted. It is 
ironical that Slndhl living outside India should insist 
on their children reading and writing Slndhl while Slndhl 
in India should rear the coming generation in an atmosphere 
of Hindi and English and shut them out from the great 
heritage of their own language and literature. The Govt. 
of India can do much to and this conflict by giving recog-
nition to the Slndhl language, fhe addition of slndhl as 
the fifteenth language In the £lghth schedule of our consti-
tution would assure for Slndhl steady progress and equality 
of opportunity with other Indian tongues. 
132. SINDHI. |ytotherlandi 1971, Nov. 17. 
After partition, the one nllllon Slnd Hindus left the 
province Slnd (Pakistan) and settled down all over India. 
The farseelng among them recognised that Slndhl had to be 
written in Devanagari if it was to survive. Not many 
parents would like their children to waste their time leam-
Ir^ an extra script for a language which have no practical 
value. As a compromise, therefore, Maulana Azad, then 
Union Education Minister permitted Slndhl to be written In 
both scripts. In effect It came to be taught in Arabic 
script in and around Bombay- and in Devangrl over the rest 
of the country. A quarter country is long enough time to 
switch completely to Devanagari. The Government need waste 
no more time and money over allowing two scripts for one 
language. 
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133. SINDHI. IXJL&aiBtl 1966, Oct. 29. 
The demand for the Inclusion of i^lndhi In the Eighth 
schedule of the constitution has been put fozward loore 
vigorously after the announcement that the medium of UPSC 
examinations woiild be any of the recognised 14 languages. 
Sindhi which is an offshoot of Sanskrit* has been expressed 
through a script akin to Arabic over the centuries of 
Muslim rule in Sindh, rendering it difficult for ;>indhi 
candidates now in India to answer the papers in their an-
other tongue. To diffsiss it as a mere dialect of any of 
the North Indian Languages would be unjust. The ^ Indhis 
have complained that because of the non->incluslon of sindhi 
in constitution it is not being taken seriously by AIB» by 
States Governments and even by the registrar of News papers. 
134. "SrATELESS" LANGUAGES. Indian Express! 1969, Aug. 14, 6i3. 
Since the fozmation of linguistic States minority language 
like UrdUt Sanskrit and Sindhi are being neglected. The 
State Governments tend to concentrate on promoting the 
regional languages. But any neglect suffered by these 
languages ttnounts to a national loss. The way Urdu has been 
denied a fair deal reflects little credit on the Governments 
concerned. This rich language is in danger of withering 
away. The large number of Hindus from Sindh who were 
deriven out of their homes in r-akistan and have settled 
down in India, should be helped to retain their cultural 
identity through promotion of their language. 
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135. ro EACH hit own. Stataiani 1967, Apr. 10. 
Although the Indian National Anth^a hat a direct reference 
to Slnd, In tplte of that State's Inclusion in t'aklttan 
tlnce 1947f the language Slndhl never got into Eighth 
tchedule of the constitution of India which lists 14 natio-
nal languaget. It wat entirely appropriate that the 
omlstlon was correctedt the unanimity attending the adop-
tion of Slndhl at a national language wat more welconed 
becaute language hat been tuch a contentrout Istue. 
STArES HEQH(*\NIi>AriU;\ Cum^hl^^j^^H HhfOiiT, 
136. KULKARNI (V B). My neighbours my brothers. Sunday Standards! 
1974, Mar. 3. 
The problem of linguistic minorities is a post-Independence 
developnent and unless it is dealt with resourcefully it may 
assume all the frightful proportions of the communal problems. 
The problw) of providing safeguards to linguistic grouqps is 
not confined to any one State or to a few States. It has to 
be faced in most part of the country as it exists in both 
unlllngual and composite states. The problem was not absent 
during the British period but coiraiion subjection and the 
necessity of winning freedon from foreign rule prevented 
linguistic differences from becoming serious. The problem 
of linguistic minorities thus calls, for statesmanlike 
handling. The States heorganlsation Commission 1955, rightly 
observes that "over emphasis on the rights of minorities and 
iiV 
too many special tafeguardt for them would tend to keep 
the mlnorlty^conscioutneta alive and might thereby hamper 
the growth of a coawon nationhood. There is no substitute 
for give and take in solving this difficult problem. 
T/uvilL i»i-'B.\KlNG. 
137. PURE LArcajAGES. HindUf 1968, May 28. 
It is not surprising that as an aftermoth of the last world 
Tamil conference a plea has been advanced that Tamil should 
be made a *pure* language* i.e. it should be free of all 
foreign influences. There have been similar movements in 
other languages. But all these movements can not succeed 
beyond a certain limit. International contacts have become 
closer and m>re frequent with the recent advances in comoAi-
nication methods. For tunately the growth of languages can 
not always be forecast or forced along prelaid routes, 
especially in countries which abhor totalitarianism* without 
affecting the natural growth ol Tamil the advocates of the 
*Pure' version may merely serve as a necessary corrective 
against unbridled hybridisation. 
138. SANfHAN/VA (K). furture of Tamil. Searchliohti 1968, 
Feb. 11. 
Tamil is one of the very few languages which have been able 
to continue with particularly the some structure, vocabulary 
and syntax for over two thousand years and function simulta-
l is 
neousiy as sp««ch of th« people and the language of poetry 
and philosophy* There are three possible oPjectives towards 
the further development of Tamil. The first is to continue 
the present trends and allow Tamil to develop as a popular 
regional language of the people of Taroiland. The second 
objective is to make Tamil a fully developed modern langu-
age* The third objective is to make Tamil not only a fully 
developed modem language but also a powerful national 
language which will give it an effective pull in national 
affairs* 
139. j^ TTANATH/\N (A N)* Mantra and symbol of Tamil Renaissance* 
Sunday Standard: 1968, Mar* 1* 
The author of this aitide says that Hamkrishna Paramahansa 
spoke of the ^ lOther in the spiritual sense; Aurobindo used 
the word in the political sense; Bharathi's Mother was 
identical with that of Aurobindo-Mother India. Later in 
Tamilnad the i^ther came to be identified with the Tandl 
language and not with the Tamil region* This is the reason 
why the cry of *the Mother in danger* was raised when there 
was talk of imposing Hindi on the Tamilians* The i»iother 
Tamil has come to stay as the goadess to be upheld and 
venerated* 
140. imiL Ai> Link. Rediar^ y^ . 5,26| 1968, Jan* 14, 2»1. 
The Hindi protagonists used to declare that what they were 
really interested in was not imposition of Hindi on the 
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unwilling noiv>Hindi majerity» but the replacement of &tglish 
by a national language* When the Tamiliant supported the 
cause of English against Hindi* they asked with wideeyed 
honor how could any patriot prefer a foreign language to a 
native one* ^hy did not they demand that Tamil should 
occupy the place of English if they were really devoted to 
their mother tongue. But nost probably things will not 
stay at this stage. Very soon claims may also be raised 
in favour of ether Indian language being made the link 
language. 
141. TmiL AS Medium of instruction. Bediance. 5,31) 1968, 
Jan. 18, 6t1. 
The decision of Madras Chief Minister to eliminate Hindi 
from schools is understandable. But switch over to the 
Tamil medium at the college level is disappointing. This 
will have an adverse effect upon the student who are only 
against the ii^ >osition of Hindi but not against the English. 
Furthermore the students of Muslim community who are not so» 
well«>versed in Tamil will be affected considerably. Besides 
the Tamilian as a whole in future will be at disadvantages 
and evidently future generation of this sta:e will not be 
in a position to work in Government and Private offices. 
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EDUCATIONAL PBOBLBAS, MEDIUM OF INSTmx:TION. 
142. HEHHIAN (A A). Tamil nftdium. Radianca. 8,19| 1970, ^ iov. 22, 
6i1« 
The approach of Tamil Nadu college students* Union fox a 
change in the Government language policy-awlthing over to 
the schools and colleges medium of instruction from English 
to Tamil was reasonable and justified* Muslims w^o are not 
well versed in Tamil and students from other States study^ 
ing here are affected by this change in the language policy 
of the DMK Government. vHhen this is the real probl^n for 
having Tamil medium in schools and colleges in this State 
why should the Government insist on it* 
Thi REB" Wii^kjUAGi; F Ul wnU LA. 
143* CHATTEHJI (G C)* Dangers of Three-language foxmula. 
Statesman! 1965, Jul* 10* 
Our politician and some educationalists tell us that the 
"three-language foxmula" will resolve our linguistic 
troubles* According to this foxmula each candidate at the 
secondary stage to take up three->languages viz. English, 
Hindi and a regional language* But the centre and the 
states declared their devotion to it, but do nothing to 
enforce it* Many noiwHindi speaking States have not yet 
introduced compulsory Hindi while only a very few schools 
in the Hindi speaking area have arranged to teach other 
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modem Indian languagtt* Since the Tamilian has trouble 
in learning Hindit the Hindi walla must go through the sane 
trouble and made to learn Tamil or Telugu. i-uxther if the 
Hindi wall is con^ulsorily made to learn Tamil he will love 
and understand him better than before. Both the argiaoents 
utterly absurd* 
149. CHATTER}I (Suniti Kumar). Artificially made most difficult. 
mma HHU ^9i%i^Ut 1965, Jul. 9. 
The question of lar^uage in our country considering a 
number of other vital problems which must be immediately 
solved to ensure the well-being* to preserve the unity and 
even the very existance of our people* is not at all one of 
first rate importance and certainly does not deserve any 
priority. Experiences have shown that the three-language 
formula as proposed by Government has failed* particularly 
in the Hindi-speaking areas. The establishment of Hindi as 
the common language to aducate "upto a certain limit** in the 
Hindi speaking areas is all right. But when on the assump-
tion that Hindi will be taken up by the rest of the country 
and will be a force for integration to press it upon the 
entire non-Hindi speaking population of India it would be 
leading to disintegration and disasters. 
145. DliiTURBING IMPLICATION. Hindu: 1967, May 2, 
Dr. Sen has fozmulated a new proposal for solving the langu-
age probl^n of India which has certain disturbing implica-
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cations. He declartd that under the new formula a child 
should learn three languages in the following priority 
1) Mother tonge» 2) the official language of the Union 
which is and can only be Hindi* 3) a library language* 
which would open a window on the world viz. English. This 
suggests that whose mother tongue is Hindi need study only 
two languages in Hindi speaking areas. In the non»Hindi 
speaking areas* the mother tongue and Hindi will be obliga* 
tory and English will be optional. If this is what the 
conference's decision amounts to* it is obvious that it is 
a conplete reversal of the earlier three-language foxmula. 
146. D*SOUZA (Austina). Fair trial for d-languaye formula. 
^^ i^ ttfnant 1965* Aug. 28. 
A man*s language is a part of his inner most being* India 
is a nultilingual country* the intractable language problen 
tends to evershadow all other curricular problems* 
especially at the school stage. Since Independence there 
has been widespread discussion of this language problem in 
all its complexities throughout India* both at the political 
level and at the educational level. And after much dis-
cussion and debate so called three-language formula has been 
evolved and received tacit if not active acceptance through-
out India, l^der this formula all children in India are 
required to learn three and sometiroes four languages. New 
it is the duty of school authorities and acteninistrators to 
make an honest* sincere and enlighted attempt to make it 
effective. 
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147. ILLUSION TIME* Fr— Pr#«« Journal: 1967, Jan. 25. 
The three^langua^e foxmuia has proved something of a thj 
card trick. Different States have interpreted the fomula 
differently. In some southern States the leaching of Hindi 
is not compulsory* In some Northern States the third 
language Is construed as Sanskrit and not any one of the 
Southern languages. Apart from the fflanHOnade difficulties* 
there were in some areas regional complications. In Pimjab 
the fosDSiUa was applied to Urdu^ s^peaking peoples where 
Nepali language and Bhoti were prevalent* pupils were 
taught Hindi and Punjabi in addition to these languages. 
The needs of the minority community constituted mother 
probl«n. Probably because of this medlay* the education 
commission reciMimended the modification of the foxmula 
making the teaching of Hindi non»compulsory. 
148. IN PLACE OF Strife. l£ij2UQ&} 1969» Jul. 4. 
The language decision of the Punjab Qovemment naturally 
invites comparison with the policy in the neighbouring 
States like Haryana and Himachal Pradesh has also been the 
cause of some strident exchanges across the State's 
boarders. Punjab which has a majority of Punjabi speakers, 
should cease to regard itself as the custodian of Punjabi 
speakers in Haryana and Himachal Pradesh. By the same 
token, Haryana, which has a majority of Hindi speakers need 
not regard Itself as the protector of Hindi speaker in 
Punjab, Himachal Pradesh or elsewhere. 
12t 
149. JOUH (V V)« Hectiving the foxmulai txuth about languages* 
TUaaa af Indlas 1977, Jan. 21, 8|4, 
The MBbarrasted silence over the three-olanguage fozmula 
for the last several years has been broken by the central 
Hindi coonaittee's new call to the state to impleeaent the 
foxsiula as part ox the "Ten Plus Two* pattern of school 
education* The formula has been part of official policy 
ever since the Government of India issued the national 
policy resulution on education in 1968. That it should now 
be reiterated is an acknowledgement of the half-hearted and 
even dishonest manner in which it had been dealt with in 
the States. 
150. LAIKSUAG" FCR&iULA. National Heraldi 1967, May. 3. 
The three-language formula was devised over ten years ago 
and was basically as good as any that could have been 
evolved. But, as the Education Coimnisslon has pointed out, 
though it was accepted in principle by all States, its 
execution was half-hearted and wasteful. As in other fields 
we found that all our energy was exhausted in planning and 
there was little left for execution. As might be expected 
in such a situation, the politiciations moved in and the 
fanacical fringe among them destroyed all chance of consi-
dering the language probl^n on its merits. Educ&tionistr. 
th«aselves have not been able to become of one mind. 
i2b 
151, LANGUAGE FORMULA, Tim«a of Indlai 1965, Feb, 9, 8x4, 
The three-language fonaula was first enunciated by Maulana 
Azad in early 1957, and the form in which it was accepted 
by all the State Governments did provide for a "modem", 
Indian language other than Hindi, being a compulsory subject 
of study in the Hindi speaking areas. However the nodified 
foxmula which was adopted after discussion at the Chief 
Ministers Conference in 1961 laid down th, t students In 
Hindi speaking areas should learn "another Indian language", 
the qualifying word "Modern" having been deleted, this was 
a crucial deletion. The effect of this deletion was to 
allow students in Hindi speaking areas to learn Sanskrit* 
the only classical or nonHsodem language among the 14 
Indian languages listed in the Eighth schedule to the 
constitution, 
152, m^OJAGE mOBim, Searchlightt 1968, Jul. 25, 
The three-language formula accepted by the Union Govemnent 
as a parts of its education policy is a good solution to the 
language problem in India, But in the changed atmosphere it 
is provoking opposition from many influential quarters, 
Several non-Hindi speaking States are in no mood to accept 
it* Even in the Hindi States powerful el«ments have 
expressed categorically opinion that the formila would be 
irksome for students and would not be acceptable. The IMlon 
Government is hardly in a position tc enforce the three-
language formula all over the country, 
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153. PRASAD (Balbhadra)* Thr««-»Xanguage fozraula. Saarchllahti 
1968, Fab, 18. 
India la a nuIti-Xingual country. No language can claim 
to be the mother tongue of all the Indians. In every State 
mother tongue is different froin the other State. In some 
languages like Bengali, Oriya, Marathi, Gujrati, the words 
are nore or less similar to Hindi. In some others there is 
no similarity between the words even. Thus the only 
sinsible way of stting our problems of language even today 
saam to be the three->language foxmula. It would maintain 
the link at present among various States through English 
where Hindi can not serve as link. If we accept the threa>» 
language formula k^th the North and the South will be 
satisfied and will have two link languages English and 
Hindl»instead of one. 
154, aEDDY (N S). Three-language formula. National Heraldt 
1968, May 9. 
The thre«->language formula to which different sections of 
the people in the country paid lip sympathy was based on a 
sound calculation of the country's needs. Only it suffered 
from Insincere ia^lwientation all through. Now one feasible 
alternative is for the south Indian States to adopt English 
as the only official language of cormnunication with one 
another and with the iMion Govenvnent will have to be 
bilingual using English and Hindi according to the prefe-
rence of the State concerned. Even in that case burden will 
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not be •qualiscd b«tw««n th« Hindi Stat«8 and the otherst 
aa the recruits to the Union Qoverrunent will have to be 
proficient either in Hindi or Engliah, 
155. SETHA BAMAIAH (M V)« Study Of Languagesf Ends and Means, 
ijiBSJm 1967, Mar. 23. 
In post*Independence India« the probl«ii of the study of one 
or BK>re languages in addition to the study of the regional 
language and assigning a proper place to each one of then 
at different levels in the educational set-up of the country 
has been engaging the serious attention of politicianst 
Statesman and educationists alike. Comaittee and ewsmissions 
of various hues and shades have ifwestigated this cMiplex 
problem in all its aspects and the well known three language 
formula has emerged out as the panacea for all the supposed 
ills arising out of the multi-lingual character of India. 
196. SEVERAL STATES Favour 3»language formula, i^ atrlott 1967, 
Dec. 9. 
Several States favour three-language formula and most of 
th«m favour regional languages as the medium of education 
at all stages. Nagaland is the only state which has 
favoured English to continue as the medium of instruction. 
Andhra Pradesh has accepted adoption of Indian languages 
at the medium of Indian languages at the medium of education 
at all stages and hopes to switch over to Telugu in about 
five years. The state Government will continue to adhere 
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to the pr«s«nt thxvt-language foznula which i« vvorking 
MtisfactoriXy. It has also accepttd the suggestion that 
no language need be studied at the graduate stage coapul-
sorily* 
ENGLlliH, SOUTH INDIA. 
157. KRISHNASWAMI (K). Official language and NoiwHindi States. 
Hindm 1979* Aug. 11. 
Looking at our language problem fron the three vital angles 
of legislation^ the judiciary and education and from the 
point of view of the cultural social and econcmic advance-
ment and the very unity of the nation it is obvious nay 
inevitable* that English should continue as a "Must" at the 
Union level. It has become the very fabric of our national 
unity and with English banished, it needs no prophet to say 
that the country is boumi to fall apart and will be dis-> 
mmsbered. And it is fortunate that the language with which 
we have become familiar is also an international language 
which besides linking our peoples* links us with the rest 
of this fast-sftrinking world where international co-opera-
tion is increasingly becoming the very basis for survival. 
HINDI. 
158. FARCICAL. Timee of Indiat 1971, Mar. 3, 6»3, 
In every state linguistic minority groups which have been 
denied the opportunity to study their mother tongues in the 
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state tchooltt havt ttt up their own private schools 
(witness the Urdu aediuA schools in Bombay» Thana and 
Bhiwandi)* This has tended to perpetuate their isolation 
and encourage the growth of linguistic ghettoes. New Delhi 
will therefore do well to by down new guide-lines for the 
choice of the third language in secondary schools* schools 
situated in the boder districts of each State should 
noxaally leach the language of the adjoining State} where 
there is an Inportant minority group its mother tongue 
should be taught as the third language* There is no reason 
why such a policy should interfere with the spread of Hindi 
in South. 
159. RESOLUTION CN Unguage. National Heralds 1967» Dec. 9. 
It is possible for each Indian language to devel^ fully 
without anybody in the noiwHindi speaking areas learning 
Hindi. It was once part of one's nationalism everywhere to 
learn Hindi. The Hindi-Hindustan-Urdu controversy and pro-
Hindi outbursts leading to anti-Hindi outbursts caused set-
backs. The Union Government can not develop-Hindi as the 
Union language unless non-Hindi States also Join in this 
effort. The three-language fozmula is intended for this 
purpose. The way some Hindi States have worked this foranila 
has been a breach of its spirit. To remove the fears among 
non-Hindi speaking people* the Government resolution says 
that compulsory knowledge of Hindi shall not be required at 
the stage of selection of candidates for Union Services. 
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NORFH INDIA. 
160* APATHY TO Learning Sothtsn Languages in North India, 
Hindut 1977, Nov. 10. 
The "threo language foxmula" has not made any impact in 
North India a« far as the South Indian languages are 
concerned and its impact has been least in the rural areas 
and very nominal in the Urban Centres. If a fraction of 
what has been carried out for propagation of Hindi in the 
South is done for the promotion of learning of south 
Indian languages in the North, the three-language formula 
can be implMiented in the North successfully within a 
period of throe years. 
OPPUSiriavi Tu HINDI. 
161. UNQUAGE QUESTION. Times of Indiai 1966, Jul, 1, 6s3. 
The so»ealled three-language formula under which pi4>ils in 
in non-Hindi areas have to study another language viz. Hindi 
coi^>ulsorily and those in Hindi areas have to learn another 
Indian language has been more or less defunt. At least two 
States Madras and Wst Bengal have refused to make Hindi a 
CMBpulsory subject of study in secondary schools and in most 
Hindi States students by and large have had no inducement to 
study another modem Indian language. Even where facilities 
exist for the study of Hindi for six or seven years in secoiw 
dary schools in non-Hindi States they are hopelessly inade-» 
quate because of the lick of cosipetent teachers. 
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POLITICAL GAME. 
162* HAAoANATHAN (G). Why the thr«»-langu«gt formula won't work? 
^PtiiY ^Untiirttl 1972, Nov. 26. 
In this article on tha language pxoblem» the author says 
that the three language formula is a political solution 
which has failed to produce the expected results. The only 
alternative is for the emtre to transfer the responsibility 
for language study to the states which must persuade one 
another to come to an agreement. Our language problem is 
like the mythological d«aon permanontly held under the firm 
foot of God Shivaf but prone to raise his head and cause 
havoc whenever shiva raises his foot for his fhandara 
d«nce. The three language fozmula seems to have become the 
mantra to exercise the demon. 
OFFICIAL LAiNQUAGE, PUiMjAB. 
163. KUMAi< (0 P}. Language Press bid to keep alive communal 
issues. ^tiUfMMini 1967, Sept. 28. 
Seldom before has Punjab's inflammatory language Press been 
so diversed fxem reality as at present, for rival newspapers 
are trying to keep alive linguistic and conmunal controver-
sies at a time when relations between the two principal 
communities, Hindu and Sikhs are exceptionally cordial. It 
goes without saying that the improvement in the Hindu-Sikh 
relations has been a result of give and take on both sides, 
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although tom« b«li»v« that it is the Hindus who have paid 
the "greater price"* The educated Urban Hindus, about 20% 
of Punjab's population* feel that with the growing emphasis 
on Punjabi and eventual decline of Hindi and English they 
might be left behind in the race of jobs under the Govern-
ment as well as in industry. 
164. LANGUAGE FLRV^JLAS. National Herald» 1969, Jul. 5. 
The Punjab Government has not so far adequately explained 
the rationale of its decision to give up the Sachar foznula. 
Government can not be blamed for this lack of clarity. 
Language formulas, especially the three-language formula, 
have assumed many shapes and forms and have been variously 
understood and applied in the States and at centre. Unoffi-
cially it has been stated that since Punjab is a unilingual 
State, Punjabi should have precedence as instruction mediun 
The new formula nevertheless concedes a place of equal 
importance to Hindi. Punjabi, Under the formula, will be 
the first compulsory language and Hindi will be the second 
compulsory language at all stages in Government schools. 
FAiVilL NADU. 
165. SETTING THB Clock back. Hindut 1967, Apr. 4. 
It is this misfortune of our country that almost every 
Minister for Education, be it at the centre or the State, 
has taken it as his first bussiness to change accepted or 
tested policies according to his own pet notions rather than 
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try to in4>lMi«nt better the existing ones. This has been 
so particularly where the teaching of languages has been 
concerned* For instancet a whole generation of students 
of Madras State paid the price as a result of the hasty 
and chauvinistic attempt to denigrate. It is something 
that ^n iapression conveyed by the new education Minister 
that the three*language foxnula may be replaced by a two* 
language foxnula. 
THIRu LANGUAGE. 
166. LAf^ GUAGE FuWAiLA. ^rita Bazar Patrikai 1965, Jun. 4. 
The applications of three-language foxmula are far-reaching 
at the acad^aic level. Some Hindi-speaking people or 
States previously bypassed the three-language formula by 
making provision for teaching Hindi, English and Sanskrit 
at the secondary stage. The result was that boys and girls 
in the noiv->Hindi speaking States had to learn Hindi while 
their fellow students in the Hindi speaking States were not 
required to learn any regional language other than their 
mother tongue, v^e assure that every pupil at secondary 
stage will be required to learn a regional language other 
than his mother tongue. But will this system really 
faster national integration? 
13^ 
UHuU, 
167. SIDDIQI (Zafar Ahmed)• Ditcxiininatlon against Urdu* 
Radlanct. 6,4} 1968} Aug, 11» 4s1. 
The long awaited National Policy on Education has caused a 
feeling of dejection among the linguistic and religions 
minorities* Cme is surprised to find the drastic change in 
the three-language foxmula as given In the National i^ olicy 
on Education. The formula has caused great injustice to 
Urdu and other minority languages in various State. Many 
problMBS have been faced by the Government ol India since 
Independence. But the language problem has been one of the 
most coB^lex once. Instead of solving the problem by 
taking a bold and realist policy* the Government is making 
it more complicated under pressure of various forces. 
168. URDU AND Three»language foxmula. ftediance. 6»32; 1969* 
Apr. 13* 111. 
Urdu speaking people in the Hindi region had great hopes 
from the honest implementation of the three»language foxmula 
in the Northern States. Yet it was not long before they 
were fully disillusioned in this respect. If Urdu was to be 
included in the 3--langu8ge formula In the iNiorth* South 
Indians would not be satisfied because they knew that 
gramatically there was a little difference between Urdu and 
Hindi. The state Governments in Hindi region did not 
replace Urdu by a South Indian language either. i»hat they 
13i) 
did was to includs Sanskrit as the third language which 
was meant to glvs the students 5 better grounding In ^ ilndl 
rather than to placate the ^uth Indians. 
169. AHMAD (M H). Three-language FosE!>ula and Urdu In U.i^ . 
£tjlilfifi«« e»19l 1970, Nov. 22, 5i2. 
In U.P. the three-language fozuula was offered as an 
accepted policy of the Government In June 1963. But no 
one's surprise even this little concession did not come 
with grace. It was hoped that s<M&e south Indian language 
would role In as the 3rd language and Urdu would get an 
Impetus as a subject. If not as the mother^tongue. But all 
hopes were falsified by the counter balancing measures 
adopted by the U.P. Government. Sanskrit was listed as one 
of the acceptable 3rd language. Urdu can not grow unless 
it is made a second official language in 0,t, 
170. ALAYMUhfUZA. I'uttlng the cart before the horse. Hediance. 
2,22{ 1964, Dec. 20, 5t1. 
Our constitution has given a place of honour to Urdu langu-
age. The only v/ay to save Urdu fron being a dead language 
in future is to make the subject of Urdu compulsory in all 
primary and secondary schools. Otherwise there is no hope 
of its survival in the face of the onslaught by Hindi. Urdu 
must be one of the languages in three-language foxmula of 
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GovernoMnt* Urdu it th« most popular larv^ uaget more 
spoken than written in most provisions of India. Our 
Government must Justify herself by proclaiming Urdu as one 
of the three-language foxmula, 
171. HABIBUR RAHMAN, Three language fczmula and Urdut '^xoblems 
and solutions. Radiance. 2*10; 1964* Sept. 27» 11t2. 
This article shows that the three-language fonnulat which 
has been accepted by most of the state Governments* works 
well only in places where the mothexwtongue and the regional 
language happens to be one and the same. In place where the 
mothev>tongue happens to be different* difficulty arise in 
its implementation and the three-language formula turns out 
to be a four language one. The aimnencbitent in the constitu-
tion have removed this difficulty to a considerable extent 
by making English as an associate language. The way is 
conse<:iuently open before the Urdu speaking people of the 
noiv-Hindi States by learning (1) Urdu* as motheivtongue* 
(2) regional language of the State* (3) English. 
172. SUD (K N). Urdu's Travail St rhree-Lancjuaye Mantra. 
H3.n^m^aP r4W?ft 1973* May. 13* 9t5. 
Urdu has suffered the maximum damage at the hands of the 
three-language fonmila. It almost dealt a knockout below 
to this language. According to Prof. A.H. Saroor "The 
foxmula a such is not bad but the way it is being imf^ lemen-
ted in the Hindi States like U.P. and Haryana leaves Urdu in 
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the lurch". The s«aie view ie held by Prof. K.A. Faruql 
who asserts that these States are not honest in their 
approach in regard to Urdu while giving effect to the 
foxmula* The formula was devised in 1956 by the Central 
Advisory Board of Education in a bid to solve th^ ^ complex 
problem of the teaching of languages in relation to the 
needs of the country and the requirements of the constitu» 
tion* 
173. THREE LANGUAGE Formula. Radiance. 2,9} 1964, Sept. 20. 6>1. 
How strong it is that while the centre directs that in the 
three-language formula modem Indian languages should be 
preferedt the Director of Education in U*P. and Bihar makes 
it clear that wherever there is adequate number of students 
desirous of studying Urdu* arrangements should be made for 
it and if five students are willing to study Urdu» arrange-
ments must be made for it. But officers* principles and 
headmasters take absolutely no notice of it. O.f, Government 
is quite silent in the matter and does not take any practical 
step to r«Bove such complaints. Why after all U.i. Govern* 
ment is so hostile to Urdu? 
UKWJ DEVLLOi-Miii.r, /J^U.^Aij rA-SAv^i-b-UiajU. 
174. ABDUL MQGHNI. Questions and tasks before Anjuman laraqql-e-
Urdu Conference. Rediancet 1974, Mar. 17, 5jl. 
The problem of Urdu has been a political one out and out 
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tight from the vezy b«9ining. i^ow the question is how to 
maintain and promote Urdu as a living language? There is 
very deep conspiracy in this country to fossilise Urdu into 
a classic language like Persian and Arabic. That poses the 
greatest danger against which the lovers of Urdu have to 
guard with all their might. In order to make a language 
live on there are basically two ways. First the language 
must be taught from the primary to the University levels 
in all subjects for which it must also serve as the mediun 
of instruction. Secondly the language must be used in all 
the offices and the institutions of the public life of the 
country. 
URDU ;*rLAKli<i, 
175. ABDUL GHAFFAR (s). Language Tangles Urdu everywhere but 
nowhere. Rediance. 3»9{ 1965, Sept. 19* 5t1. 
The denial of regional status to Urdu is due to the wrong 
impression that it is the language of the Indian Muslims. 
This theory can be dismissed on rational grounds. A langu-
age can not be the monopoly of any particular community. 
The mother-tongue of the entire Kerala Muslim population in 
the extreme south is Malayalam. But on that score it can 
not be argued that Malayalam is the mother-tongue of Muslims 
alone. Similarly the mother tongue of the Tamilnad except 
the Madras city and two or three district in Tamil. But 
that does not mean that Tamil is the mother-tongue of 
Muslims. Urdu belongs as much to the noiwMuslims as to the 
Muslims. 
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176. ABDUL ftiOGHANI, Probl«n8 of Urdu in fr«e India. R«dianc«. 
8,21; 1970, D«c. 13, 9t2, 
Urdu was the only popular form of proposed national langu-
age of India politically known as Hindustani, in the pre-
Independence era. But after freed(»D Urdu has been shelved 
on the 8th schedule of constitution. And the other half of 
Hindustani) Hindi has been declared the official language 
of the republic of India. But this language is neither 
better than national language of the country, nor is it 
accepted to the larger sections of the nation. Not with 
standing the resolution of the constituent Assembly and 
reorganisation of the States on the linguistic basis, the 
language problem of India has not yet been solved. 
177. ABDUL MQGHNI. Urdu in Post-Independence India. Hindustan 
rimet 1980* Nov. 21, 9t4. 
Though India achieved independence in 1947, it is 1950, the 
inaugural year of the Indian republic that should be taken 
as the turning-point in the history of Urdu in India. In 
that year the constituent Assembly made only Hindi in 
Dovanagri script the official language of the Indian Union. 
The states followed suit after the first general elections 
of 1952. The AssMDblies of the Northern States passed their 
official languages Act under the article 345 of the consti* 
tution and made Devanagri Hindi the only official language 
of their respective regions. This political elevation of 
Hindi from the centre to the t^orthem States v^ as chiefly at 
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the cost of Urdu. Fort it was Urdu that actually had been 
the language of the whole Indian nation^ particularly in 
the North, for the last three centuries* 
178. BIRENDRA t4ATH (Dewan), What is Urdu, anyway? Hindustan 
Timest 1967, Aug. 6, 9i2* 
There is still some prejudice against Urdu in India though 
it is spokwn both in the North and the South and used as a 
vehicle of polished expression by poets, writers, script 
writers and music conposers* The popularity of Urdu can be 
attributed to many causes. The most important seems to be 
its flexibility in the matter of diction and in the adoption 
of new ideas. It was perhaps not an accident that slogans 
like *Inqilab Zindabad* as also scores of songs sung during 
the freedom struggle were provided by this language. *^ rdu 
was once called by Jawaharlal Hehru as the best expression 
of the compositMtess of Indian cultures. 
179. 0EY (Handi). Questioiv-Mark over the Future of Urdu, 
§\atfffmaRI 196e, Nov. 5. 
Both those who seek the preservation of Urdu as the reposi-
tory of Muslim culture in India and those who oppose it as 
a sectarian language base their arguments on the narrow 
trends in Urdu literature between 1859 and 1938, ignoring 
its earlier or later trends. History has queered the pitch 
for Urdu. If writers alone were to decide its fate it is 
quite likely that it would break out of its sectarian, but 
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unfortunatciyt its destiny will be detezmlned not by 
writers but by politicians. And this poses a question 
mark over the future of Urdu. 
180. CHAfOSHAWALE (S P H}« Urdu be given a patient hearing. 
BfidiafiM. 2,35j 1965, Mar. 21, 11»2. 
Besides the ever vigilant sons and daughters of India, 
Irrespective of caste* colour, creed by concerted efforts 
for over five centuries, have made Urdu rich, mature and 
elastic enough to soar to any height of the flight of 
fancy, express smoothly any aspect of modern thought and 
set Into relief the finer shades of meaning. Let us consi-
der Urdu as our National Language with this one shrewd and 
p dudent more ave shal have progressed ahead five hundred 
years In perfection of our National i.angua.ie. And from 
this vantage ground of the wealth In Urdu literature, w^at 
miracle shall not penmanship perform. 
181. COKNELIUS (Judson K). Urdu, Shudh Hindi and Hlndltes. 
flgSJiflfifiA^ S»38| 1968, Apr. 7, 5J1. 
Ignorance proclaims that Urdu is an off spring of Persian 
while malice repeats that it is the language of the Muslims. 
To be very frank, the above statement Is not even the part 
of truth. Urdu by origin Is a dialect of west iilndl spok^ 
for centuries in the neighbourhood of Delhi and Meerut. 
Though Urdu has flourished on foreign resources but it 
retains its original and essential character from Hindi 
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words and id«oin8* Now groat ship faces great hazards and 
It is the duty of every Urdu lover to help sail this 
burdened but greatship to safety. 
182. Delhi and Urdus Anji«an seeks fair deal. Patriot: 1960t 
AAar. 12. 
Anjuman-evtarrikke Urdu Hind* founded at the birth of the 
century plagued with several problemst is facing now 
virtual extinction. Already starved of funds the Delhi 
Municipal Corporation's recent house tax hike is almost 
pinning the last nail to its coffin. The Anjuman was 
founded in 1903 in Allgarh by Stalwarts like Dr. Abdul Haq» 
Allama Shibli and Allama Saroor V(^ K> decided to promote 
research and translation work of various conteroporary 
literature of other languages in Urdu. Inunediately after 
its foxmation the Anjuman undertook the translation of 
various contemporary literature woxk the Anjuman claims to 
be done was the translation of different science works in 
Urdu which filled a great lacuna which once existed. 
183. Fair deal for Urdu. Statesman: 1967, Aug. 5. 
The centre's reported decision to stand by its earlier 
Statement on Urdu is* therefore, welcome. Rightly it seems 
to insist that children whose mother tongue is Urdu should 
receive education in that language at the primary and 
secondary stages. It has appropriate constitutional autho-> 
rity (Article 350A) to issue t'residential directives to the 
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states, at least in respect of primary ducation. Further, 
Article 347 emjiowers the President to direct that a langu-
age be officially recognised throughout a State or any of 
its parts if a substantial portion of the population so 
demands* 
184, FARIDI (A J). Urdu cries for justice, Hedlance. 2,37| 
1965, Apr. 4, 5M, 
Insplte of assurances, Urdu remains at the saine place where 
it was pushed back many years ago. The hollowness of the 
U,P. Government's policy regarding the Urdu was proved by 
an episode in the Legislative Council, v<hen the goverranent 
is not prepared to do justice and pay due respect to Article 
210 of the constitution and give facilities for speaking in 
Urdu to members of U,I'. Legislature, one can visualise the 
value of its pledge to the public in regard to education and 
general administration departments. Unless Urdu is recog-
nised as the regional language of U.i-, Our purpose will not 
be served. Under three-language formula, Hindi, English and 
Sanskrit is being forcibly taught to our children instead of 
Hindi, English and Urdu, 
185, (JHAMl (A M 0), Politicking of Urdu, Statesman; 1966, 
Nov. 29. 
After 17 years of constitutional safeguards we have to c<»ne 
to realize that these safeguards are not, and can not be, 
effective unless that Urdi>-speaking non-Muslims come out 
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boldly to sustain It. They have to decide that ordu Is 
notf and should not be allowed to rwialn a merely wtuslim 
treasure house of culture. Historically It originated in 
the Indian maricet-place as a vehicle of fraternization 
between Muslim settlers and the local population. Language 
is a medium of comfflunlcation among peoples who come in 
frequent contract v;lth one another. It does not respect 
religions and even at times geographical limitations. The 
birth of the Urdu language took place in the lap of Klndv»-
Muslim unity about a thousands year ago and it remained a 
symbol of Hindi>-Muslim unity throughout Muslim rule. 
BIHiVR, 
186. GOUft (Raj Bahadur). Gangetic ^lain and Urdu, ^atrioti 
1981, Mar. 27, 
A lot of words are being wasted over a sterile debate on 
the position of Urdu in the Gangetic plains->in the states 
of U.P. and Sihar in particular. The worst opponents of 
Urdu fall to realise that Urdu is not only an Indian langu-
age that has taken its birth in the Gangetic plains, but 
much more than that it is a proud cultural heritage of the 
country. In that coni;ext it is something much more than the 
mother tongue of an important minority of our people. It 
has been and still is the language of literary creation by 
a number of writers whose mother tongue it is not. The 
problem of Urdu is therefore one of justice for the minorl* 
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ties and of a du« place to it in the cultural» administra« 
tive and social and political life of our people. 
187. GUPTA (Shiv Charan). Urdu language and its future. 
jafiSyLaOat. 10»27| 19731 Jan. 14, 13t1. 
What is the future of Urdu in India? This question conti-
nues to agitate a very large nunber of people in the 
country. After the enactnent of the constitution of India, 
the lowers of Urdu and its literature felt reassured that 
coiBBiunal, linguistic, cultural and religions prejudice 
would not stand in the way of development of Urdu And other 
languages mentioned in the constitution. In areas and 
regions where the Urdu language is prevalent. Government of 
India desired that State and Central Goverraaents should 
provide facilities for the progress and development of Urdu* 
But unfortunately Urdu became a victim of comment polities 
of India. 
188. HOi^ NSBY (Michael). India's refusal to talk about language. 
Timesi 1973, Sept. 26. 
In India about 25 percent of the population speak one or 
other of the four main Dravidian tongues cf Southern India, 
each of which is dominant in one ^tate only. These are 
Tamil, Telugu, Kannada and Malayalam. The other main 
regional languages are Assamese, Bengali, Gujrati, Kashmiri, 
Uriya, Sindhi and Punjabi. The most interesting old major 
tongue is Urdu. During the Moghul period Urdu developed a 
I4b 
poetic literature of high quality and it remains a aynbol 
of Musiin culturet although fewer than half India's 60 
million Muslims now speak it as a mother tongue. No langu-
age other than Hindi is spoken by more than 10 per cent of 
the population. 
189. INDIA'S URDU Und, Redianci^ . U36j 1964, Apr. 12, 12J2. 
India is Urdu land. It gave birth to ^rdu, nourished, 
cherished bred and brought it up to its present stature, 
strength and shape and non Urdu is Jostling, running the 
entire length and breadth of the country, seen and felt 
everywhere. Since centuries of its growth, Urdu has gripped 
the country like a gaint octopus spreading peneterating deep 
its long study particularly the yet under developed official 
languages are trying to kill and suck up this octopus. It 
is the time the octopus turned. Instead of the octopus 
being named, described or declared a species of a particular 
region or stratum, which yet has not nor appears likely to 
come opp, a strattmi or region has new to be recognised, 
named and declared for this haxmless, innocate octopus, 
Urdu, to own its hcMne and to live its own life in. 
190. KHULLAB (k K). Urdu approaching golden age. National 
Herald; 1982, Jan. 4. 
Urdu, which is to be made the second official language of 
U.P. in a "specific manner", is an all India language. It 
is the language to which all coinnunities have contributed. 
U7 
The first history of Urdu literature was written by a Hindu 
scholar* Dr. Ram Babu Saxena. The first Urdu dictionary 
was compiled by a Hindu. The first Ghazal was written by 
a Brahmin Chander Bhan. Urdu is the language of a composite 
culture of India. It is a language of Amir Khusru* the 
language of Punjabi's freedom movementt the language of 
Punjabi's shaheed Udham Singh and Bhagat Singh language of 
Lala Bajpat Bai* language of Dr. Iqbal and others. Hecently» 
one Mr. Haider* a computer scientist has revolutionalised 
Urdu printing by inventing a computer. It appears that the 
golden age in Urdu is not for off. 
191. LANGUaGE BAmilt^ R. Tribunei 1967, Jan. 20. 
Urdu has a strong claim on the Indian people because it is 
they who have produced and nurtured it and they would 
practically cut themselves off their own heritage by growing 
in different to it. The younger generation of today needs 
to be told that Urdu has a body of literature richer than 
that in many modem Indian languages. Admittedly our boys 
and girls can not study a whole lot of languages and not 
many com find time or energy for Urdu. But doors for the 
study of it should not be closed on those who are interested 
in it either because it is their mother tongue or because 
they have been drawn to it by its rich literary treasures. 
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192. A1AJID (A). Why and what of anti-Urdu compain. Radianca. 
2,18| 1964» Nov, 22, »i1. 
Fha all round auperlorlty of Urdu detart any opposition on 
the basis of its merits» the contix>versy is therefore based 
on the grounds of historical incidents* communal prejudice 
unfounded apprehensions* nonetary considerations and mental 
dishonesty of the people concerned* Whether the charges 
against Urdu literature for being anti-Hindi and that of 
discriminatory statement against Hindi Urdu letters by 
Mkislin men of letters are based on true appraisal of facts 
and situation or are prcmpted by dishonest mental conditions 
in antagonism to Urdu and with whome its birth and growth 
is associated, is to be seen. 
193. MENIFEST ON the position of Urdu in India. Radiance. 4,19} 
1966, Nov. 27, 5i1. 
vVherever Urdu is spoken or understood in our country, it is 
spoken or understood by all sections of people irrespective 
of their religion, cast, creed, or c(»nmunity. There is no 
part of India which has not made in the past and which does 
not now make its contribution to Urdu literature ami poetry. 
In all struggles for India's freedom from 1857 to 1947, 
Urdu's patriotic songs have always inspired the fighters 
for freedom to an extent to which probably no other language 
or literature has done. But unfortunately this language is 
being a victom of prejudice by the centre and State Govern-
ments. 
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194. MUSTAFIZUL HASAN. Will Urdu be ftxlliKl to Karachi or 
Lahore? Radianca. 2t3t 1964, Aug. 9» 8s1. 
No one can dany that Urdu it the language of India. Shall 
be exile it to Karachi or Lahore. No» we can*t oust a 
language if it is popular with the mataes. The experience 
of the country in regard to English is notable. ,w had 
fixed a time when English will be removed from India's 
cultural scene. It was ousted frc»n lower classes. It 
retains its place in schools and offices and Parliament. 
Yes we expect the same for Urdu with all the zeal and 
fervour of a faith» we shall continue our efforts to see 
that this great cultural heritage of Hindi-Muslim Unity in 
India survives and flourish as it deserves. 
199. NAYAH (Kuldip). Decision on Urdu after consulting States. 
^wns^ iY ^liflntiiy?! 1979, Feb. 4 . 
After considerable wrangling the union cabinet has deferred 
a decision on the status the Goverranent should accord to 
Urdu. The cabinet took up four-year-old Qujaral uoisnittee 
report on the development of Urdu for discussion. The Jante 
Government has done better than the last regime. The 
cabinet has also decided to ask the States to communicate 
their reactions to the coiraiittee's recommondations. The 
Janta Party election manifesto did mention Urdu specially 
when it spelt out the policy on languages. According to 
manifesto of Janta Party* the party will develop the 
people's languages and utilize th@m progressively in higher 
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•ducatlon» a<bnifiittration and the court*. Urdu and Sindhi 
which ar« apoken by large aactions will be accorded due 
importance and encouragenent". 
196. NEITHER HERE and nor there. Statesmani 1970, Jul. 27. 
Although spoken in several parts of the country Urdu has 
regrettably suffered from official neglect, '^peated 
promises by the Union Hraae Ministry of India and successive 
Chief Ministers of U.i^ . and Bihar to give Urdu its rightful 
place in a<taiinistration and education have not been matched 
by performance. Pakistan*a ostentations adoption of Urdu 
as its national language further distorted some Indian's 
approach* giving rise to fears that this rich language 
might languish in the land of its birth. Indian efforts to 
safeguard Urdu have coincided with a setback to it in rakis-
tan. The ill advised attempts to promote Urdu at the cost 
of Bengali in Pakistan boomeranged a lession Hindi zealots 
in India would do well to learn. 
197. NEv^  ^ RQH>SALt Urdu and communalism. Thoughtt 1973, Ck:t. 27. 
The attitude of the Jan Sangh, which openly believes in this 
is that Urdu must go» that it has no place in this country. 
The Jan Sangh leaders recognise* however, as the ^ an ^angh 
organ. The Motherland maoe clear, that structurally Urdu 
and Hindi are indistinguishable from each other; the diffe-
rence, it is conceded, is only in the script; but the Arabic 
script must go, says the Jan Sangh. This is of course 
1 f lb I 
abtured. Mu8t the Arabic script 90 because it is associated 
with the language of a people who are predofninantly Muslins? 
The Jan Sangh would have Urdu written in Uevnagari* when they 
themselves believe also that Urdu is structurally indistin-
guishable fro8) Hindi} written in the Devnagari script* Urdu 
would become plain Hindi or Hindustani if you like. 
198. NOOHANI (A G). Urdut Victim of deliberate neglect, 
Indian Enoressi 1979, Mar. 14, 6i3. 
"Urdu is a very rich language and has made a significant 
contribution to the composite culture that has developed 
India. Unfortunately Urdu came to be associated with a 
particular political ideology. This naturally generated a 
reaction". This was stated by Prime Minister Morarji Oesai 
in a massage to the All India Urdu Conference at t'atna in 
1978. The report of the cooraittee for promotion of Urdu 
also shows how unfounded the impression of the mis-<>as80cia-> 
tion is and contains a devastating exposure of the limits to 
which the 'reaction' went - a delibrate systematic effort to 
eliminate Urdu in its own home-land. 
199. PAIEL (Sultana). Ill treated Urdu demands justice. 
flfiSULajafii. 2,33| 1965, Mar. 7, lOjI. 
The Central as well as state Governments of India have done 
a great injustice to Urdu «^ich besides being used by crores 
of Muslims, Hindus, Sicks in U.ir'., Punjab, Delhi, Bihar and 
Hajasthan etc., it has the unique honour of being the mother 
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tongu* of many people in each and every State of India. 
Infact it has been a tymbol of Hindu-Muslim Unity of India. 
Moreover it hat treasured a vast religion literature of 
about 9 crores Indian Muslims which fozm the biggest mino-
rity of this country Urdu has a very rich literature to 
which in numberable Muslims and non-Muslims writers have 
immensely contributed. 
200. PLACE OF Urdu. In^fln feXPyfgg; 1970, Apr. 21, 6i2. 
Though Urdu is listed in the constitution as one of the 
national languages» there are many people who think it as 
a sectarian language with extra-territorial bias. This is 
surprising because Urdu was evolved and flourished in Delhi 
and Uttar Pradesh. Urdu represents a fusion of cultures 
and languages and is symbolic of India's secularism. Though 
not the language of any region, it is spoken in many Hindu 
and Muslim homes in various states, particularly in North. 
This rich language is in danger of withering away, slowly 
but surely* unless a concious attempt is made to protect 
and promote Urdu studies. In States such iJ,t, and Bihar 
there is a convincing case for giving Urdu the status of an 
additional language. 
201. fLACE OF Urdu. |T^ t>4an feHPyffi; 1973, Oct. 15, 6i1. 
Urdu is a language bom and developed in India, rich in 
tradition and literature, and a symbol of the composite 
culture of our country. To identify it with a particular 
Ib3 
conmiunlty is to do great disservice to the lan.juaga. Urdu 
is Si:»oken and loved by large number of Indians irrespective 
of their religions affiliations* It is one of our national 
languages and as such as much right as any other national 
language to state assistance for development. It is not 
merely a question of preventing it from withering away; 
conscious and concentrated efforts must be made to popula« 
rise Urdu by providing adequate facilities for its teaching 
and further development* The first step however is to save 
it from politicians* 
202. F U C E OF Urdu, Pfljaifli; 1970, May. 1. 
The case of Urdu is a sad case of justice denied for over 
30 years* It is rK>w unanimously agreed that Urdu is a 
language of our country, bom and bred in India. A non-
secular section of our people has been shouting from house-
tops that Urdu has no place in this country. This indicates 
the difficulties which have had to be faced by those whose 
mother tongue is Urdu* Perhaps it would not have been 
difficult for us to meet this attack if the State (iovem-
ments of those regions where Hindi is the regional language 
had not joined hands with them by introducing administrative 
laws and educational policies clearly aimed to liquidate 
Urdu in the near future* Urdu is a voice of secularism for 
there is no state or community which has not given it some 
songs, a voice which still finds an echo in the hearts of 
millions of people irrespective of caste, creed, religion 
or State* 
15 't 
203. PLHA TO implement Urdu •uggeetlons. Hindustan rime>» 1979* 
lAar. 19t 9t5. 
The 15th convention of the Andhra Pradesh Anjuman-e-Taraqql 
Urdu has asked the centre to implement the Gujral Committee 
rec<Mmnondations on Urdu. The president of the Anjuman Mr. 
Mir Ahmed Ali Khan also asked the Government to implement 
the promises w^ich it has made from time to time for the 
promotion of Urdu and Urdu Schools. The convention has 
reviewed the progress of Urdu in the State and noted that 
the State Govenuaent was ahead of other States in providing 
use of Urdu for notified official purposes under section 
seven of the official language Act. The convention was 
held at cuddappah on March 10 and 11, 1979 under the 
presidentship of Mir Ahmed Ali Khan former Home Minister of 
Andhra Pradesh. 
204. k^LUlQS OF Urdu. Tribune: 1967, Aug. 4. 
The case for and against Urdu is being misused to raise 
political and communal tension. Article 347 of the consti-
tution does empower the President to provide for the use of 
a minority language also in the administration of a State. 
But no order has so far beei^  issued under this article, and 
it has been left more or less to the States concerned to 
regulate the use of minority languages for adbiinistrative 
purposes. Urdu has grown up in India as a variation of 
Hindi, being influenced by various cultures that came to 
India has recognised this fact by including Urdu among the 
national languages mentioned in the Eighth schedule of 
our constitution, 
205. iRUBLEi^ . OF Urdu. Rediance, 2,12? 1964, Oct. 11, 2i1. 
AS a iBatter of fact the majority does not seem to be 
opposed to the Urdu language as such, because Urdu books 
written in Devnagri script are sold like hot cakes. The 
question is chiefly one of the script, which se«Bs to be 
fast losing its popularity among the majority community. 
Perhaps it was in view of this very psychology of non-
Muslims that Firaq, the great knight at arms of Urdu, 
pleaded for Urdu in Devanagri script. Supporters of Urdu 
highly resent all suggestions to change the script of Urdu 
language bears the swne relationship between the body and 
soul. 
206v HAG (C Hajeshwara). Urdu must be given its proper place. 
BfiiliaQfifi. 5,15| 1967, Oct. 29, 7i1. 
Urdu is one of the great language of India. But it is 
fighting for its existanee in its birth place, whereas it 
is dominating the languages of Pakistan like Bengali, 
Sindhi, i'ushto and i^unjabi. «^ hat strange things happen in 
this subcontinent of ours. The problem of recognition of 
Urdu is identified with Muslim Minority. But it can not 
just be treated as a '<»luslim* problem. There are large 
number of Muslims in the non-Hindi speaking states like 
Kerala, Tamilnad, Kamataka, Bengal, Assam etc. who do not 
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speak Urdu* Cn the other hand there are some Hindus who 
speak Urdu. 
UITAH i^ iwAuEoH. 
207* HAD (C Rajeshwara). Urdu should be given its due place. 
aadilOafc. 5»16j 1967, Nov. 5, 5$1. 
The re/^rts of the conaiission for linguistic minorities 
reveals that Urdu is being neglected by the ;>tates of 
India. Uttar Pradesh the State constituting the biggest 
concentration of Urdu speaking Minority has been the worst 
offender. All this is not being cheritable to the Urdu 
speaking brothers of our country. This is urgently necessary 
to safeguard the democracy and unity of our great country. 
It is the bounden duty of every citizen who earnestly 
desires our country to be the great and united to fight for 
Urdu being given its due place. 
208, rtALIsnc STAND. Indian Expressi 1967, Apr. 24, 6i2. 
This articles shows the importance of Urdu. It reveals that 
Urdu is a national asset which flourished in Delhi and 
Lucknow. Urdu is still the language of a large section of 
its population. It continues to be in extensive use in 
police stations and in lower courts in the Union Territory. 
Urdu news papers have a large readership. Any att«Bpt to 
discourage Urdu would be bad from every point of view. Urdu 
must be preserved and treasured. The facilities provided 
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or promi8«d in Delhi for teaching and use of Urdu are 
greater than those available in U«i'., Bihar» Kajasthan and 
Andhra Pradesh, though nowhere does Urdu enjoy the status 
which it deserves. There are also complaints that the 
facilities promised in some States have either not been 
fully provided or have proved inadequate. 
209. tlUMPUS OVER Urdu. Indian Exoresst 1967, Aug. 3, 6»1. 
The congress working c<»8Bittee has failed to give a clear 
lead in the natter. The demand that Urdu should be given 
the status of a second official language in 4>tates where 
it is the mother tongue of a large section of the population 
is reasonable and the congress should have no difficulty in 
taking a clear cut decision. In asking for *a more liberal 
attitude** towards Urdu and a "due place* for it, it has not 
gone as far as it should have. For a long tiitie congress 
was in power in U.P. and Bihar little was done to give Urdu 
its "due place*. The congress working comnittee's herita* 
tion to define its attitude in more concrete tezms will only 
encourage those in the congress who remain firmly opposed to 
any liberal attitude towards this Indian language. 
tlO. SERVING URDU. Rediance. 4,52| 1967, Jul. 16, 2»1. 
Supporting of Urdu must do some serious thinking regarding 
their hopes and methods. It would be better* for time 
being, gave up expecting any concessions from any Govern-
ments in Bihar and U.P. It is unfortunate fact that many 
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of those children whose parents with them to learn Urdu, 
can not learn it because there are no schools merefoy which 
Can teach it. We know that many parents send their children 
even to for off places merely because the local schools do 
not teach Urdu* If an Urdu front took up the compaign of 
opening Urdu schools and publishing Urdu text books in 
addition to raising demands for the recognition of Urdu as 
a second regional language* the cause of Urdu will be 
served in a much better way. 
211. SINHA (S P)« Urdu alone can not claim coimnon heritage. 
fiadiaafii. 5,7| 1967, Sept. 5, 11»1. 
Urdu evolved and flourished in India and is the common 
heritage of both Hindus and Muslims. Some of its fathers 
and founders have been non»Muslim8 such as Daya i»hankar 
Prenchand and Brij Narain Chakbast and many others. The 
J ana Sangh and the jackdown dressed as peacocks in the ranks 
of the congress are in the vanguard. But they did not cut 
much ice. The discredit primarily goes to congress 
administration in Bihar and U.P. Bihar under the late 
Dr. Srikrishna Singh was ccwiparatively liberal, but the 
situation deteriorated under his successors. But the record 
of U.P. under i^ andit Pant, Mrs. Suchita Kripalani has been 
the darkest. 
212. SIATEUiSS LANGUAGE. Indian £xpressi 1969, Aug. 14, 6»3. 
Since the formation of linguistic States Minority Languages 
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like Urdu» Sanskrit and Sindhi are being neglected. The 
State Governments tend to concentrate on promoting the 
regional languages and hardly care for the Stateless or 
minority languages. But any neglect suffered by these 
languages amounts to a national loss. The way Urdu has 
been denied a fair deal reflects little credit on the 
Governaents concerned. This rich language is in danger 
of withering away. The large number of Hindus from Sindh 
who were deriven out of their homes in Pakistan and have 
settled dovm in India# should be helped to retain their 
cultural identity through promotion of their language. 
213. SFATUS OF Urdu. IMm SXPfgftfft 1967, Jan. 19, 6»1. 
Urdu is a rich language which represents the fusion of two 
cultures. It was born and flourished in Delhi and U.P. and 
therefore more truely belongs to India than to Pakistan, 
where it is one of the two official languages though it is 
not the language of any region. This rich heritage needs 
to be preserved. The prejudice against it is a lagacy fr(» 
the past and should have no place in India. The c(ximiissio~ 
ner for linguistic Minorities has also stressed the need 
for fizm measures to provide facilities for the teaching 
and use of Urdu. There is no reason why this advice should 
not be acted upon. 
214. SUNDERLAL. I will die for Islam and Urdu. Hediancf. 3,52| 
1966, Jul. 17, 13s1. 
The undeniable fact is that this struggle of life and death 
ibO 
is not with Urdu language above but it is the country 
itself which is passing through this condition. The truth 
about Urdu is that it is not associated with or related to 
Islam alone. Lacks of Muslims living in the country and 
abroad either ignorant of or not versatile in Urdu. On the 
contrary lacks of non-Muslims residing inside and outside 
the country are quite at home in Urdu. It is question of 
life and death of the very culture and civilization which 
has reformed and bettered the country for the last one 
thousands years. 
215. SUHiiOH (A A), i-roblems of the Urdu language. National 
Herald: 1969, Sept. 1. 
The pertinent observation can serve as a clue to many of 
the problems facing all major Indian languages except 
Hindi* but these problems have assumed a special shape and 
character in the case of Urdu. Before Independence Urdu 
enjoyed the status of an all India language alongwlth 
Hind; it continued to be the official language of many 
provinces; it enjoyed parity with Hindi in Uttar i^ radesh; 
it was the literary language of ir'unjab regardless of caste 
or creed; it served as a vehicle for the struggle for 
feedom and many leaders of congress used it for then 
speeches throughout the country. And leaders like iviahatma 
Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru and ir'atel spoke a simplified foim 
of Urdu or Hindi which they called Hindustani, unfortunately 
this language is not being given its proper status in Indian 
i»tates. 
i b i 
216. SYMBOL. National Haraldi 1974, Mar. 5. 
Urdu is one of the national languages and an integral part 
of the social and cultural milieu of the nation, when at 
the Jamia Urdu Convention the Prime Minister referred to 
Urdu as the "symbol of secularism* she was merely emphasing 
the truth that the language is not the property of any 
religions or other group but part of the nation's cultural 
wealth. There ^ o try to project Urdu as the language of 
a religions group are trying to destroy the national cultu-
ral fabric. These elements, mainly communal, should not be 
allowed to succeed and the steps taken in recent years to 
help the preservation and develejfMsent of Urdu show there is 
no intention of allowing them to succeed. 
217. TAI^ A^H (S P). Urdu deserves a better deal. Hindustan 
Timest 1980, Dec. 30, 9s2. 
Urdu is an Indian language. It was born in Delhi by a 
fusion of the Persian spoken by Muslims who came from out-
side the coitfitry and Hindi the language of Hindus living in 
it, as a convenient vehicle of communication between the 
two. It spread to the neighbouring provinces of the North 
and Hyderabad Deccan and Kamataka. In the present century. 
Iqbal, Jigar, Daag, Josh and writers like Munshl Pren Chand, 
Rajinder Singh Bedi, Krishna Chand, Hasrat Mohani and others 
have made it immortal with their writings. Urdu being a 
most secular language is centitled to the position of a 
second official language. 
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218, TEACHING IN Urdu. HUfltiWffltafl TJ^HI 1973. Jan. 3, 9»2. 
The dtfBand for the establishment of two Urdu Medium Univex^ 
sities was nade at the fourth Ali-India University Urdu 
Teacher's Conference in Lucknow. Since Independence no 
practical step appears to have been taken to promote Urdu 
especially in U.P. and Bihar. The study of Urdu has not 
been sufficiently promoted despite the assuraiwes repeatedly 
held out from tine to time. The real problem is to give 
substance to the safeguards provided for linguistic minori-
ties* especially in the matter of schooling and the provi-
sion of text books. At the University level, perhaps 
teaching facilities could be made available wherever there 
is a d«Daand for it> or students could be given the option 
to write their paper in Urdu. This would be a more limited 
but possibly more practical and useful proposition than 
having one or more Urdu Universities. 
219. URDU. \i^%l,9Ml ^tnUi 1967. Aug. 5. 
Apart from the certain aspects of the controversies over 
Urdu, which deserve to be fully discussed, the Jan Sangh*s 
outlook has been always different from that of other 
parties. It is said that Jan Sangh statement, for instance. 
that **the manner in which the question of Urdu is being 
projected does not make it merely an issue of language or 
of linguistic minority rights. The issue has political. 
constitutional and practical aspects which can not be 
ignored". The controversy is thus very wide. It goes back 
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to old controversies. If there are no politics on the side 
of those who object to a special status for Urdu, there 
would be no politics on the side of those who champion Urdu. 
220. URDU. Radiance. 2,4; 1965, May. 9, 12s1. 
Fifteen years have passed since the republic of India 
accorded recognition to Urdu as one of the fourteen national 
languages of our country. The constitutional provision that 
gave it that status, however, has almost been forgettw) and 
this beautiful and expressive language remains in a State 
of neglect in the regions of its birth. It is the time 
Urdu should be recognised as a regional language and as a 
"second official language** of Bihar, U.i-., Madhya i^ radesh, 
Delhi, Punjab and Rajasthan under the Article 347 of the 
constitution of India. Full facilities should be provided 
for teaching of Urdu v^ere a linguistic minority claims 
Urdu as it mother tongue in any State. 
221. UI^ DU CASE re-statedt Proposal with difference. Radiance. 
4,8| 1966, Sept. It, 5t1. 
The so-called predominantly Hindi areas were wholly Urdu 
areas not only under Moghal role but also during the 
British eras for in the latter period the officially recog» 
nisad local or regional language there was Urdu not Hindi 
and the Hindus accepted it for a fait accomple for almost a 
century. Urdu was the language of the courts and camps of 
the moghals and it has infiltrated so widely into all the 
regional languages that no one can weed out the aliens at 
this late hour. 
ib^ 
222. URDU HOUSE or Mut«um. Rgdianc#. 5,42| 1968, May. 5, 12t1. 
It seomt that the days of Urdu are numbered in our country. 
Urdu la In the progreaa of being el:Uiinated from Government 
offices and institutions. A gainst such discouraging condi-
tions one seems in apprehending that Urdu House may turn 
out to be Urdu Museum with the passage of time. Exhibitions 
of valuable Urdu works and manuscripts no doubt will serve 
the purpose of attracting dignitaries of Muslim countries. 
But definitely it can not serve the cause of Urdu. Urdu is 
passing through the life and death struggle and hence its 
survival must be given the first priority, what can help 
its survival is the publication of Urdu text book. 
223. URDU IN Hindi belt, f^ ediance, 6,39| 1969, Apr. 13, 15>1. 
The changed language policy of the U.F. Government can 
hardly yield any better fruits for the promotion of Urdu 
than its previous policy did. The Urdu speakers in the 
Hindi region should now realise that there is hardly any 
hope for their language in the Hindi region, three-language 
formjla or no three language foxmula. There are only tvm 
ways of keeping Urdu alive in this region. Either it 
should be declared the second official language of the 
area, or Uirdu enthusiasts should open more and more Urdu 
schools on their own initiative. Urdu speakers should make 
it a point to teach this language to their children what* 
ever the cost. 
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224, \I«HY URDU? Radianca. 6»39; 1969* Apr. 13, 15i1. 
BatieaJlly the birth place of Urdu is the same which it 
known as Hindi speaking States, Therefore it is highly 
desirable that it be given the place of honour it deserves. 
rhis favour* if it can be termed so, can not rob Hindi of 
its place as the National language. The truth is that Urdu 
can never become rival to Hindi in any way. On the other 
hand, Urdu will and has paved helpful to the growth and 
spread of Hindi, Hwnce it is advisable to give proper 
place to such a language through which meer, Chalib, Kabir 
and Tulsi may remain our cultural treasure, age old 
traditions and above all the composite culture, 
225. ZANJANI (M H), Urdu at Stakes It needs your tears, sweet 
and blood, Rediance, 2,22| 1964, Dec. 20, 5t2. 
It reveals that most mobilised and militant proved the 
forces of Junior Officers inwardly controlled by the 
fanatic organisations to uproot Urdu. The time came vAwi 
the anti«>Urdu compain was organised trwaendously. Students 
whose mother tongue was Urdu were d«iied admission or had 
no teachers throughout the session. It is true that s^se 
State QovemraMits issued orders from time to time to do 
justice with Urdu, but it is equally true that the militant 
junior officers showed a red tape for Urdu and none cared 
to carry out the orders of Governments. It case was always 
put into cold storage. It is a time for Urdu much can be 
done for it otherwise Urdu shall be washed from India, 
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226. HABIBUA RAHMAN« Urdu in Andhra. Radianca, 6,5/6; 1968* 
Aug* 18f 25t1« 
Though th« mother tonguo of a nlnorlty» Urdu is undorstood 
and spokon by miilions of others in their daily transaction 
partieularly in Urban areas. Urdki thus has always occupied 
a special and significant position in Andhra Pradesh. It 
was perhaps a realization of this fact that after the 
fozmation of this state three Chief Ministers were one 
after other prompted to declare frtnn time to time that they 
would not allow Urdu to go down and deteriorate but do 
everything in their power to provide full opportunities for 
its use and development. What is required is that Govern* 
nent should set up Urdu medium jnior colleges and provide 
Urdu medium classes in the State Universities. 
227. MOHIUDOIN (K S). Urdu in Andhra. National Heraldt 1973, 
hiov. 8. 
Although Urdu can not be called the language of A^ iuslims 
exclusively, the fact r«&ains that it happens to be the 
mother tongue of nearly 90 percent of the 40 lacks and odd 
Muslims living in the State of Andhra Pradesh. The Andhra 
Government have created special cells and posts of special 
officers attached to office of the Director of r'ublic 
Instruction for each of the languages, English, Telugu and 
Hindi etc. No such cell or office has been created for 
lb? 
Urdu, This unholy discrimination against Urdu can only 
be attributed to the prejudice nurtured by the State rulers 
especially those In charge of education and General 
Administration during the past years towards Urdu and 
towards those who speak It, .„,.rT..^  T,., 
228. BAKHSHISH HUSAIN (s). Problems of Muslims In Bihar. 
Redlance. 10,29; 1973, Feb. 4, 9s1. 
During the time of foreign rule Urdu had every opportunity 
to prosper and flourish, i^ t after Independence Urdu is 
constantly loosing its position In India. Primary educa-
tion is not possible in mother tongue as teaching of Urdu 
has been eliminated frcHa all primary and secondary schools. 
Urdu schools have been mostly abolished. The successive 
three Prime /<4ini8ters of India paid a sympathy very firmly 
and frequently to Urdu and made several promises at diffe-
rent times to give Urdu its due place. Mr. Nehru was even 
proud of Urdu. They all had Urdu their mother^tongue. i^ t 
they not only saw the massacre or Urdu for 25 years but 
also convlned at the perpetrators in all possible way. 
229. IN PERSPECriVE. Times of Indiat 1967, Aug. 14, 6t1. 
Urdu-speaking minority in U.P. and Bihar has come to fear 
that denial of official patronage will make Urdu a derelict 
language in a few decades. The Government should do every-
thing possible to dispel this #ear. Urdu has a rich litera-
ture and it will be a great loss to the country if its 
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future growth is er^aped. Short of giving it the status 
of an associate language at the State level everything can 
and should be done to prcMiote its study and use in Urdu 
speaking centres* Wherever Urdu is spoken in the two 
States* it is the language of all the people and not of a 
particular comiaunity. 
230. JC3HN (V V), Who will speak for India? Hindustan Tiaest 
1967, Sept. 4, 9s3. 
In Bihar, about a himdred persons have been killed in the 
Anti-Urdu agitation. In Orissa students have been on the 
rampage, objecting to the screening of Telugu films for 
the entertairanent of the Telugu-speaking public, and have 
dsnanded that enployment in the State be reserved exclus-
ively for Oriyas. Elsewhere, linguistic parochielisn has 
not lately expressed itself in fierce outbursts, but the 
virus has spread all over the country. Things might have 
been different if, when the three-language fozmula was 
adopted as state policy, sone of the Chief Ministers had 
not had mental reservations and hoped to trick the others. 
231. LANGUAGE IN Bihar. Seaychliahtt 1967, Aug. 27. 
Bihar has witnessed one of the cooraunal carnages over the 
question of a language. Undoubtedly the deaths of nearly 
a hundred persons has not brought the language question 
any nearer the solution, but the politician have been pro-
vided with points to denounce one another for the achieve-
1 f-b3 
n«nt of narrow personal ends* It is better to bear in 
mind that the grounds for the pro^Urdu and anti»ordu 
C(»Qpaigns had beon prepared for long and the congress had 
even brought a norv-offieial bill for according Urdu an 
official status* On no sida was there an effort evident 
to give a dispassionate consideration to such a tricky 
question as that of an additional official language. 
232* LAiNGUAGE ISSUE in U.P. and Bihar* Hitavadat 1967, Aug. 7. 
The question^ v^ether Urdu should be given or not the 
States of an associate official language in U,tm and Bihar 
should be given proper attention by the Goverraaent* Urdu 
is one of the 15 recognised national languages in our 
country. As such on the constitutional grounds there is 
no objection to Urdu being accepted as an official language 
of a State provided other factors necessary for according 
such a status exist in the State concerned* The proper 
approach to the issue would therefore be to give the needed 
facilites for learning and developing the languages spoken 
in every State* Adequate arrangements should be made for 
Urdu*speaking people for their education* For the conve-
nience of people State Government in U.i'* and Bihar could 
also circulate their orders in Urdu in the districts which 
have a large section of Urdu speaking population* 
233* LANGUAGE PROBLEM* Searchlight; 1967, Sept. 1* 
Viewed against the decision and fizra stand of the Uttar 
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Pradesh Government, the performance of Bihar Govenvient on 
the Urdu question a[:>pear8 to be extremely poor and tactless. 
Any average intelligent man of Bihar will say that such 
highly controversial question as that of Urdu should not 
have been raised at allf particularly when the parties 
forming the Qoverraaent were th^aselves not of one view and 
there was no denand even from the Muslim sections of the 
population for the recognition of Urdu as the second 
official language. The controversy between Hindi and Urdu 
in Bihar led to a commimal riot between Hindus and Muslims. 
234. SIDOIQUEI (Betab). Linguistic minorities in Bihar. 
jatSiiftIl££. 2,31 J 1965, Feb. 21, 10»1. 
The linguistic minorities still lag far behind than those 
whose mother tongue is Hindi. Naturally the members of 
linguistic minorities will find it impossible to compete 
in the fields of education, services and competition 
examinations. Urdu linguistic minorities of Bihar have 
accepted Hindi as the official language without any reserva-
tion and they are trying hard to lean Hindi and improve 
their efficiency. But Urdu being one of the fourteen 
national languages under the constitution should be given 
chance to flourish and prosper as the language of the 
largest linguistic minority of the State which is the mother 
tongue of more than eighty millions of the population. It 
is not too much to ask for honourable place for Urdu in the 
State of Bihar. 
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235. URW*S TRAGEDY. M ^ P RXPgtffl 1970. Aug, 1, 6«2. 
Urdu is spok^ in raany parts of our country as it evolved 
and flourished in India. But there are seme people who 
look upon it as a sectarian language. It is also listed 
in the constitution of India as one of the national langu-
ages. The prejudice is largely a long over from pre-
independence days when the Hindi^Urdu controversy tended 
to bec<me a projection of Hindu-Muslim animosities. Urdu 
has a greater claim in India where it was bom. It would 
be a tragedy if this rich language is allowed to slowly 
wither away in the land of its birth. A concious effort 
should be made to protect and promote Urdu studies. In 
States like U.i^ . and Bihar there is a convincing case for 
giving it the status of an additional official language. 
236. URDU TRCXJBLE. Fftt t^gffjg ilPMgnflAl 1967, Aug. 17. 
In U.P* the coalition parties have had wisdom to arrive 
at a compromise foimula according to which Urdu, without 
actually being declared a second State language, will get 
all the facilities of an important minority language. The 
gazetting of notification vrauld be done in Urdu in the nine 
districts and 32 Tehsils. Education is being already given 
in Urdu mediun. As for Bihar where there are some four 
million and old Urdu->speaking people, the cabinet has dis-
creetly posponed the decision after a non->official Bill on 
Urdu introdtKed by a congress member caused a lot of 
flutter. 
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237. TOO F£^ Urdu mediiXB tehoois. National HTald: 1973. May. 18. 
Delhi is as good at anyothsr state* if not better. But the 
problem* languages are Urdu and Punjabi, rhe Urdu and 
Punjabi speaking population in Delhi has been growing and 
the representatives of the two groups claims that their 
languages are not being given adequate facilities. A survey 
indicates the while there are increasing facilities for 
Puunjabi 8chools->even though they fall short of th& require-
ments-those for Urdu has remained stagnant. The Urdu langu-
age which dominated the social and cultural life of Delhi 
less than 50 years ago» is fast decaying because of calcu-
lated neglect. 
E4.UCATI U4AL ^liOBL£^. 
238. SIDDIQUI (Zafar Ahroed). Educational problems of Indian 
Muslims. £lSliaDjB4. 8,20/21| 1970, Nov. 29, 3»1. 
The language problem is closely linked with the cultural 
and educational problems. The Government of India avoided 
the issue of Urdu by making the policy declaration on 14th 
July, 1958. According to the policy "Urdu is essentially a 
language of our coimtry and its homeland is in India. This 
basic fact was recognised by the constitution of India by 
including Urdu in the £ight schedule. Thus Urdu is offici-
ally and constitutionally recognised as one of national 
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languages and various provisions that apply to these 
languages* apply to Urdu also* Insplte of this declara-
tion Urdu is discriminated against and ignored in official 
and non-official circles. 
MEDIUM Oi- INSraUCTlON. 
239. AHMAD (M ft). Urdu medium in U.P. Radiance. 8,18j 1970, 
Nov. IS, lOtl. 
Urdu which is an Indian language fozras a part of the 8th 
schedule of our constitution. But it was the first casualty 
among languages after Independence specially in U.ir'. Fhough 
heaps of paper material circulated between centre and State 
Govemnents during 1948 and the implementation side rmiained 
depressing. The U.P. Government not only remained dead to 
the plicies of the centre but infact to its own policies and 
acted negatively in respect of Urdu speaking population, 
stood in the way of national integration and linguistic 
cooperation in our country. 
TE/\CHt^ i• S Ai^i-OINTMENT. 
240. AHMAD (M Riazuddin). Urdu teacher's appointment in U.^. 
MttiUlfiJR. 1t.18| 1973, Sept. 2, 3i1. 
The implementation story of Urdu continues to be sad and 
intriguing. The U.P. Government promised to appoint at 
least 3000 Urdu teachers in every Hindi Medium primary 
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school during the educational session of 1973. But when 
schools reopened and admissions began to lake place orders 
staying the selection of new teachers are said to have been 
received throughout the State and a revised policy seems 
to have emerged. The gist of this policy* if one can read 
between lines is *make the appointments illusiory. If the 
Government was really serious and honest in their profess-
ions about Urdu» the remedy lies in opening about a 
thousand Urdu Medium Schools straight away and allowing 
the proposed 3000 Urdu teachers to run them. 
GUIRAL COMiaTTEE REPORT* 
241. SAFBGUMiDS FOE Minority languages suggested. National 
Heral^t 1979» Feb. 5. 
The Inder Gujral Committee's report on Urdu has suggested 
that the State Governments should enact their own laws to 
provide official safeguards for languages belonging to the 
minorities. The report urges that the States and Union 
Territories could follow the example of Andhra Pradesh in 
this regard with some modifications to earmark areas judi-
cial educational and adninistration for the use of a langu-
age. The coimnittee observes that Article 345 of the 
constitution ooapowered the State Governments to take actions 
in this regard. As far as the centre was concerned it 
should ensure effective implementation of the constitutional 
safeguards. 
17 5 
iVUHArUSHrHA. 
242. LANC3UAGES. F f t^maa Journalt 1974, Mar. 6. 
The languages should be considered incapons of unity rather 
than of discord. Nothing can be more unscientific and 
harmful to national Interests than Identifying a language 
with a particular religions group, as Is being done by some 
people with regard to Urdu» Urdu Is an Indian language 
like any other and It belongs to those who speak It Irres-
pective of their religions affinities. And those Muslim 
leaders who advocate the unsustainable thesis that Urdu Is 
the language of Muslims forget the fact that In the ^uthem 
Estates, West Bengal, Gujarat and Maharashtra Muslims speak 
the respective regional languages and consider them as their 
mother tongue. 
UFFICI/u- HEATHY. 
243. Ai^J^iil (K Z). Geography and politics of Urdu language. 
aidjjafift. 7,1S/I6j 1973, Oct. 28, 13. 
Urdu Is not only a popular language of whose speakers are 
to be found In practically most parts of the country but 
Incidentally It happens to be the mother tongue of the 
majority of Muslims In north, central and western part of 
India. And there Is a growing feeling among the Urdu speek* 
Ing population that their language Is being systematically 
ronoved from all places of education and administration and 
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that the days arc not far away when it would become a 
library languaga. It would be wrong to deny that such a 
fear unfounded or such a feeling does not exist or to say 
that the Government is doing nothing at all for the progress 
and develoi:»nent of Urdu. Perhaps an objective and dispass-^ 
ionate assessment is called for* 
ROLL UF JA^ iA i»Ai\GH. 
244. Uaai AND leftist parties. Radiance, 5»6; 1967, Aug. 27, 
lOil. 
The article shows the role of political parties. The 
secular and leftist parties, which have chosen to ally thefl»-
selves with the Jana Sangh, must either revise their policy 
drastically or willy-nilly handover a large part of north 
and central India to incipient fascism. The congress too 
bears a great part of the responsibility for this dangerous 
situation. It has so far done nothing to encourage the 
democratic opposition parties to break out of the deadly 
embrace of the Jana ^angh. As long as the country's major 
political party remains in the grip of unpriniipled opportuh-
nism, it is idle to hope that the nnaller parties will place 
ideology above narrow power consideration. 
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URDU SPEAKING .UTTAa Ph/\DE;SH. 
245. ABBASI (MohaiMntd AdU). Position of Urdu in U.P.j State's 
discrimanatory attitud«« Redianca. 2»4) 1964, Aug. 16, 9>2. 
This article shows the position of ^rdu in Uttar Pradesh. 
It reveals that Sanskrit has been included in the three 
language formula against the order of Government of India. 
Deeni Taleen Council had collected figures and submitted 
them through the Anjuman Taraqqi Urdu to late Mr. Nehru. 
That showed that if left alone, large nunber of Hindi 
students will prefer Urdu to Sanskrit and that there is a 
strong opposition to the teaching of Urdu. Free choice is 
not afforded to students between Sanskrit and Urdu. A large 
number of aided institution refuse to allow Urdu to be taken 
in the three-language fozmula. 
246, FUTURE OF Urdu. Indian Expresst 1966, Sept. 22, 6i2. 
The commissioner for linguistic Minorities has observed that 
arrangements for the teaching of Urdu in U.P. are less than 
satisfactory. It is not enough to issue orders to the 
school authorities telling them to make arrangement for 
teaching Urdu wherever five or more students declare Urdu 
to be their mother tongue. The real question is whether the 
ordexs are carried out and whether the arrangements made 
are, infact, adequate. The probl«n of giving Urdu a fair 
deal is by no means confined to Uttar Pradesh. This rich 
Indian language is In danger of withering away, slowly but 
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surely over a period of some decades unless a conscious and 
concentrated attempt Is made to protect and Inaeed promote 
Urdu studies. 
247, RAU (S K)« Hindi and Urdus Universe policy of U«P, Govern* 
ment, Redlance* 2»37| 1965t ^r. 4»15t2, 
The Issue of Urdu has once again came to the forefront. 
Fifty three legislatures of U.P. made a representation to 
the leader of the congress legislature* Party to perlmlt 
them to speak In Urdu* their mothei^tongue to discharge their 
obligations to their constituencies* but the reguest was 
turned down. Hindi Is no doubt the official language of the 
leglstature* but the Chalxman of the Council or speaker of 
the Assembly has the descretlon to pezmlt a member tc speak 
In his own mother tongue* If the m^aber Is Ignorant of the 
official language. But a very narrow Interpretation of the 
Act Is given and no one Is permitted to speak In any langu-
age other than Hindi. 
248. SIODIQI (Abdus Salam). Urdu. Hedlance. 10»49| 1973* 
Jun. 17* 6i1. 
No positive measures have been taken by the U.P. Government 
for the promotion of Urdu or according it a rlghttful place. 
The proposed plant to Introduce Urdu In Urban primary school 
or giving awards to a few through the Urdu Acad^iy are steps 
no more than peripheral benefits aimed at moltifying 
agitated opinion among Urdu speaking people. Ihje place is 
meaningless if Urdu Is not accorded the status of second 
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official language in U«P» itt home stato and also also-
where. Teaching and supervisory facilities for Urdu as a 
subject in all teachers Training colleges should be made 
available* An Urdu University should be established. 
249. SIDOIQX (Zafar Ahmed)* Bilinguism alone can save Urdu in 
U.P. iMUnfiJl. VII, 20| 1973, Nov. 25. 4. 
The Government of India when it declared its language 
policy on 14th July, 19!^« had all praise for Urdu and had 
underlined the importance of Urdu as "But it (Urdu) is 
essentiall a language of our country and its homeland is in 
India. The constitution has recognised this fact by 
including Urdu among the national languages mentioned in 
the Eighth schedule of the constitution. Thus Urdu is 
officially and constitutionally recognised as one of our 
national languages and various provisions that apply to 
these languages apply to Urdu also". In spite of the above 
declaration, Urdu has been denied its constitutional right 
and the facilities available to other modern Indian language. 
250. URDU M'iD Uttar Pradesh. Radiance. 2,42t 1965, May. 9, lOtl. 
The Government says such students who desire to leaxn Urdu 
can do so and there is ample provision for teaching Urdu. 
This is how the three language fozmula is being explained. 
But the fact remains that those who desire to learn Urdu, 
tkze being taught Sanskrit. The AnJuman-e-Taraqqi Urdu,U.P. 
has protested against this but these protests were not 
treated fairly. The Anjutnan has made certain d«nands for 
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the cause of Urdu of these denancis tome are new and tome 
old* If actually these demands are accepted* it yM}uld be 
a big win for Urdu lovers. 
251. ZAIDI (S A J). All is not well with U.P. Urdu Academy, 
PlilialJ 1979. Dec. 14. 
v^hen the reconstituted Urdu Academy of Uttax i'xadeth was 
convened for the first time» all the five heads of Urdu 
Departoents of U.P. Universities came up with a Joint 
resolution declaring that the Academy was unconstitutionally 
set up. Both the present president and the Chairman of the 
executive did not possess the qualifications envisged in 
the Academy*s constitution. They were not entitled to 
preside over the destinies of the Acadomy. The resolution. 
Voiced th& growing resentment among the Urdu intelleduals 
and suypporters of the cause of Urdu and the manner in which 
the affairs of the Acad^sy were sought to be run to suit 
their political purposes. 
USE UP URDU IN LLGIi-LArUKES. 
252. KHAN (Mohammad Ishaq). Urdu in Legislatures Constitution 
does not prevent. Hediance. 2,34| 1965» Mar. 14, 5f1. 
According to our constitution "every person shall be 
entitled to submit a representation for the redres of any 
grievance to any officer or authority of the Union or a 
State in any languages used in the Union or in the States'*. 
This clearly signifies that a citizen has got Inherent 
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right to v«ntilat« his griftvance in any of the 14 languages 
recognised by the constitution Urdu is one of the recognised 
language and if this right is guaranteed to any citizen a 
member of legislature has the similar right. 
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